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Abstract

THE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF CONCURRENT LEARNING ALGORITHMS FOR
COOPERATIVE MULTIAGENT SYSTEMS

Liviu Panait, PhD

George Mason University, 2006

Dissertation Director: Dr. Sean Luke

Concurrent learning is the application of several machine learning algorithms in parallel to

automatically discover behaviors for teams of agents. As machine learning techniques tend to

find better and better solutions if they are allowed additional time and resources, the same would

be expected from concurrent learning algorithms. Surprisingly, previous empirical and theoretical

analysis has shown this not to be the case. Instead, concurrent learning algorithms often drift

towards suboptimal solutions due to the learners’ coadaptation to one another. This phenomenon

is a significant obstacle to using these techniques to discover optimal team behaviors.

This thesis presents theoretical and empirical research onwhat causes the aforementioned drift, as

well as on how to minimize it altogether. I present evidence that the drift often occurs because

learners have poor estimates for the quality of their possible behaviors. Interestingly, improving a

learner’s quality estimate does not require more sophisticated sensing capabilities; rather, it can be

simply achieved if the learner ignores certain reward information that it received for performing

actions. I provide formal proofs that concurrent learning algorithms will converge to the globally

optimal solution, provided that each learner has sufficiently accurate estimates.

This theoretical analysis provides the foundation for the design of novel concurrent learning

algorithms that benefit from accurate quality estimates. First, the estimates of learners employing

the biased cooperative coevolutionary algorithm are greatly improved based on reward information

that was received in the past. Second, the informative cooperative coevolutionary algorithm

provides learners with simpler, functionally-equivalentestimates at a reduced computational cost.

Finally, I describe the lenient multiagent Q-learning algorithm, which benefits from more accurate

estimates when tackling challenging coordination tasks instochastic domains.





Chapter 1: Introduction

Many complex real-world problems have certain characteristics in common that make them

suitable for decentralized solutions. As a result, recent years have witnessed increased interest in

the area of multiagent systems, which emphasizes the joint behaviors of agents with some degree

of autonomy. In this thesis, the range of problem domains is additionally restricted to ones in

which multiple agents cooperate to accomplish common goals. Disaster search and rescue is a

good example of such a problem domain; here, multiple agents(robots) work together to locate

survivors of a disaster and to help with rescue operations.

In many cooperative multiagent domains, it is relatively straightforward to describe (at a macro

level) what one would like the team of agents to accomplish. For example, agents in a disaster

search and rescue application should perform a thorough sweep of the area, locate survivors as

quickly as possible, provide assistance with rescue operations, minimize damage to the robots,

etc. On the other hand, it is often extremely difficult to specify (at the micro level) what each

agent should do such that the entire team behaves as desired.The causes for this discrepancy are

twofold. First, there may be little connection between a desired macro-level phenomenon and the

many simple agent actions and interactions that lead to it. It is often the case that unexpected and

sophisticated team behaviors emerge from basic agent behaviors. Second, the complexity of the

multiagent solution can rise exponentially with the numberof components and their behavioral

sophistication.

For these reasons, machine learning approaches are a viablealternative to hard-coding

behaviors for multiagent teams. Machine learning exploresways to automate the inductive process:

getting a machine agent to discover on its own how to solve a given task or to minimize error.

Automation is attractive. Additionally, agents capable oflearning might also be able to adapt

their behavior in the case of unexpected changes in the environment (for example, if one of their

teammates fails).

Unfortunately, recent theoretical and empirical researchhas shown that naı̈ve extensions of

single-agent learning algorithms to multiagent scenariosoften drift away from optimal solutions.

This is intriguing: most single-agent learning algorithmsare guaranteed to converge to the optimal

solution if properly set and given enough resources, but these guarantees mysteriously vanish

in multiagent domains. What causes this drift away from the optima? The answer to this

question is the primary focus of this thesis. Additionally,I demonstrate that the isolation and

elimination of these causes facilitates the design of novelmultiagent learning algorithms with

superior performance.

1
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Before delving further into these issues, I start with briefintroductions to the areas of

multiagent systems and multiagent learning, followed by anargument on the significance of

research in multiagent learning. This chapter concludes with a summary of the research

contributions of this thesis, and an overview of the remaining chapters.

1.1 Multiagent Systems

The terms agent and multiagent are not well-defined in the research community; this thesis uses

an admittedly broad definition of these concepts. An agent isa computational mechanism that

exhibits a high degree of autonomy, performing actions in its environment based on information

(sensors, feedback) gathered from the environment. Multiagent systems involve several such

agents interacting with one another, and have proven advantageous in real-world domains that

feature agents with incomplete information about the environment, lack of centralized control,

decentralized and distributed information, and asynchronous computation(Jenningset al., 1998).

The literature contains multiple taxonomies for multiagent systems. For example, multi-

robot applications can be characterized based on team size,range, communication topology

and throughput, team composition and reconfigurability, and the processing ability of individual

agents(Dudek et al., 1993). Agent characteristics (team heterogeneity, control architectures,

input/output abilities) and system characteristics (for example, communication settings) are

considered the primary criteria to differentiate among real-world applications of multiagent

systems to industry(Parunak, 1996). In (Stone and Veloso, 2000), the authors explicitly

distinguish four groups of approaches, divided by heterogeneity versus homogeneity of the team,

and by communication versus lack thereof. Finally, multiagent systems can be characterized

based on types of environments, agents, and inter-agent interactions(Weiß, 1997; Weiß, 1999;

Huhns and Singh, 1998).

1.2 Multiagent Learning

I define multiagent learning as the application of machine learning to problems involving multiple

agents. There are two features of multiagent learning that provide merit for its study as a

separate field. First, because multiagent learning deals with problem domains involving multiple

agents, the search space can be unusually large; and due to the interaction of those agents, small

changes in learned behaviors can often result in unpredictable changes in the resulting macro-level

(“emergent”) properties of the multiagent group as a whole.Second, multiagent learning may

involve multiple learners, each learning and adapting in the context of others; this co-adaptation of
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the learners to one another represents a significant violation of a fundamental assumption of most

machine learning techniques.

While one might restrictively define cooperative domains interms of joint shared reward for

all agents in the team, much of the literature tends to use a much broader notion of cooperation,

particularly with the introduction of credit assignment (discussed in Section 2.2.1). I define

cooperative multiagent learning in terms of the intent of the experimenter. If the design of the

problem and the learning system is constructed so as to (hopefully) encourage cooperation among

the agents, then this is sufficient, even if in the end they fail to do so. As an observation, learning

might obviously target competitive teams of cooperating agents, such as in the game of soccer —

while a researcher might apply machine learning techniquesto search for behaviors for all 22

agents (11 per each team), he or she would usually be interested in only the behaviors for the

agents in one of the teams.

In this thesis, I ignore a large class of learning approachesfor multiagent systems, namely

ones where a single agent learns while the other agents’ behaviors are fixed. An example of such

a scenario is presented in(Grefenstette, 1991). This is single-agent learning: there is only one

learner, and the behaviors are plugged into only one agent, rather than distributed to multiple
agents.

There are three main approaches to learning: supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement

learning. These methods are distinguished by the kind of feedback the critic provides to the

learner. In supervised learning, the critic provides the correct answer. In unsupervised learning, no

feedback is provided at all. In reinforcement learning, thecritic provides rewards or penalties for

the answers a learner selects.
Because of the inherent complexity in the interactions of multiple agents, various machine

learning methods — notably supervised learning methods — are not easily applied to the problem

because they typically assume a critic which can provide theagents with the “correct” behavior

for a given situation1. Given this difficulty, the vast majority of papers in this field have used

reinforcement learning methods. The reinforcement learning literature may be approximately

divided into two subsets: methods which estimate value functions, such as Q-learning, TD(λ ),

SARSA, etc; and stochastic search methods which directly learn behaviors without appealing to

value functions, such as evolutionary algorithms, simulated annealing, and stochastic hill-climbing.

In the stochastic search literature, most multiagent discussion concentrates on evolutionary

algorithms. The similarities between these two classes of learning mechanisms permit a rich

infusion of ideas from one to the other: the bucket-brigade algorithm (Holland, 1985), the

1A notable exception presented in(Goldman and Rosenschein, 1996) involves teaching in the context of mutual
supervised learners.
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SAMUEL system(Grefenstetteet al., 1990), and the recent Stochastic Direct Reinforcement policy

gradient algorithm(Moodyet al., 2004).

One simple multiagent learning approach is to employ a single learning process for the entire

team of agents. Sections 1.2.1 – 1.2.2 detail two such techniques. Another approach is to distribute

the learning process by endowing all team members with learning capabilities, such that each agent

tries to improve the performance of the entire team by improving its own behavior. Sections 1.2.3 –

1.2.4 summarize two straightforward extensions of traditional machine learning techniques for

such distributed learning tasks.

1.2.1 Evolutionary Algorithms

Evolutionary computation is the research field that studiesthe properties and applications of

evolutionary algorithms (EAs), which are techniques that apply abstract Darwinian models of

evolution to iteratively refine candidate solutions to a given problem. Evolutionary algorithms are

stochastic beam search methods: they employ randomness in conjunction with sets of candidate

solutions to escape locally optimal solutions. The EA terminology is borrowed from biology to

reflect the main source of inspiration for the field; for example, candidate solutions are termed

individuals, sets of individuals are known as populations,and the creation of new solutions from

previous ones is usually referred to as breeding.

An evolutionary algorithm begins with an initial population of random individuals. Each

member of this population is then evaluated and assigned a fitness (a quality assessment). The

EA then selects a set of fitter-than-average parents and alters them via crossover and mutation

operations to produce a set of children, which are added to the population, replacing older, less fit

individuals. One evaluation, selection, and breeding cycle is known as a generation. Successive

generations continue to refine the population until time is exhausted, or until a sufficiently fit

individual is discovered. There are many sources of additional information on evolutionary

algorithms; good choices include(Bäck, 1996; De Jong, 2006; Fogel, 1999; Goldberg, 1989;

Holland, 1975; Koza, 1992; Michalewicz, 1996).

1.2.2 Q-learning

Q-learning(Watkins, 1989) is particularly useful in domains where reinforcement information

(expressed as penalties or rewards) is observed after a sequence of actions has been performed.

Q-learning associates a utility Q with each(s,a) pair, wheres is a state of the environment, anda

is an action that the agent can perform when in states. The agent updates the Q values at each time

step based on the reinforcement it has received. The update formula is
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Q(st ,at)←Q(st ,at)+α
(

rt+1+ γ max
a

Q(st+1,a)−Q(st ,at)
)

(1.1)

where the agent has just been in statest , has performed actionat , has observed rewardrt, and it

has transitioned to the new (current) statest+1; α is the learning rate, andγ is a discount factor

for incorporating future rewards into the utility estimate. Action selection is usually based on a

stochastic process; popular choices include theε-greedy exploration (select the best action with

probability 1− ε, or a random action otherwise) and the Boltzmann exploration (select action

a in states proportionately toe
Q(s,a)

τ , whereτ is a “temperature” parameter that controls the

greediness of the selection process). Q-learning has certain guarantees of convergence under

theoretical conditions, which include performing each action an infinite number of times in

each state, as well as proper settings for the learning rate(Watkins and Dayan, 1992; Singhet

al., 2000). For more information on Q-learning and other reinforcement learning techniques,

good starting points include(Sutton and Barto, 1998; Bartoet al., 1990; Kaelblinget al., 1996;

Sutton, 1988).

1.2.3 Cooperative Coevolutionary Algorithms

Coevolution is an intuitive and easy-to-study extension ofevolutionary algorithms for domains

with multiple learning agents. Cooperative coevolutionary algorithms (CCEAs) are a popular

approach for domains where agents succeed or fail together(Husbands and Mill, 1991; Potter

and De Jong, 1994). Here, each agent is given its own population of individuals, each such

individual representing a possible behavior for that agent. CCEAs usually assume that only the

performance of the entire team can be assessed; as a consequence, one individual (behavior) for

each of the team members is required for evaluation. Fitnessassessment works as follows: for

each individuali in an agent’s population, one or more tuples are formed usingi and individuals

(termed collaborators) from the other agents’ populations(either from the current generation,

or from the previous one). These collaborators can be sampled randomly or selected based on

performance (if the collaborators were evaluated in the previous generation, the better ones might

be used preferentially). The fitness ofi is then computed based on the performance obtained from

evaluating the teams with the behaviors indicated by these tuples. As a consequence, the fitness

assessment is context-sensitive and subjective. Aside from evaluation, the learning processes are

independent of one another. In this thesis, I assume that thepopulations evolve concurrently, which

is closer to the asynchronous nature of multiagent systems.For additional details on CCEAs, the

readers are referred to(Potter, 1997; Wiegand, 2004).
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1.2.4 Multiagent Q-learning

Multiagent Q-learning represents a straightforward extension of Q-learning to domains involving

multiple agents(Claus and Boutilier, 1998). Here, each agent is given its own Q-value function

for (state,action) pairs. All agents choose their actions independently and concurrently, perform

them in parallel, and all observe the same reward associatedwith the joint action. In contrast to

single-agent Q-learning, but similar to CCEAs, the information an agent observes is subjective—

it depends on the actions chosen by other agents. The reward information is then used by each

agent to update its Q-values. Usually, agents cannot perceive which actions their teammates have

chosen.

1.3 Significance of Research

Multiagent systems are gradually becoming the main solution to a variety of real-world problems

where centralized solutions have proven infeasible or suboptimal. For example, reconnaissance

missions might be approached at comparable costs with either a large, complex and expensive

plane, or a swarm of cheap unmanned air vehicles: the swarm could succeed, even if enemies

destroy half the agents in the swarm, while the mission mightbe jeopardized if a single missile

hits the wing of the large plane. Other practical applications of multiagent systems include

cooperative mapping and target observation(Bassett, 2002; Parker, 2000; Lukeet al., 2005),

vehicle traffic management(Lesseret al., 1987; Nunes and Oliveira, 2004; Dresner and Stone,

2004; Balan and Luke, 2006), air traffic control(Steebet al., 1988), network management and

routing(Weihmayer and Velthuijsen, 1994; Boyan and Littman, 1994; Subramanianet al., 1997;

Wolpert et al., 1998), electricity distribution management(Vargaet al., 1994; Schneideret al.,

1999), and meeting scheduling(Chalupskyet al., 2002; Crawford and Veloso, 2004), to name but

a few.
Many fields have finally adopted multiagent models and frameworks due to their inexpensive

computational brawn. These include models of social, political, and economic behavior;

population-, systems-, and cellular-biology models and genomics; and video-game and virtual-

reality agents, and simulations for animation. Multiagentframeworks have come into their own

with the onset of the Internet, cluster computing, and peer-to-peer architectures.

Along with multiagent systems in general, multiagent learning will be called upon to assist

in the development of multiagent behaviors, particularly as the complexity of the environments

and the emergent behaviors become such that hand-coded solutions are not easily obtainable.

Take for example the emerging field of computational social sciences, which uses computer based

multiagent models to gain insight into past, present, and future human societies. Research in this

field relies on hardcoding agent behaviors to replicate inter-human social interactions, which is a
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very challenging task. For example, how should agents thinkand act, and what existing conditions

are necessary, for a state or an empire to emerge? Multiagentlearning techniques could provide

assistance with this process by automating much of the search for agent behaviors. This approach

will hopefully speed progress in computational social sciences, as well as in many other research

fields that have adopted multiagent systems.

Progress in multiagent learning can also provide valuable inspiration for other research areas

where decompositions of the learning tasks are possible. This is because certain multiagent

learning techniques, such as the ones discussed in this thesis, essentially address the problem of

decomposing complex search spaces into simpler componentsthat are tractable to existing machine

learning techniques.

Last, and certainly not least, research in multiagent learning will provide further insight into

the human learning process. I argue that only a small part of human learning is in isolation,

usually because there are limits to what one can solve alone.Most often, learning is performed

through interactions with teachers, colleagues, or coworkers, and the range of problems that can be

solved together is significantly broader. It has been noted before that there are certain features that

distinguish multiagent learning methods from the traditional learning techniques in single-agent

domains. As such, research in multiagent learning will provide unique and valuable information

about specific characteristics of our own learning mechanisms.

1.4 Summary of Research Contributions

This thesis makes four significant contributions to the multiagent learning research. They are

summarized below.

• It establishes theoretical guarantees of convergence to the global optimum for certain

multiagent learning algorithms. I claim that multiagent learning might drift to suboptimal

solutions simply because each learner has a poor estimate for the quality of its possible

behaviors, and I extend certain theoretical models to account for increasingly accurate

estimates. Using these models, I prove that multiagent learning algorithms are guaranteed to

converge to the global optimum, if properly set and if given enough resources. This result

extends prior theoretical research, showing that claims onthe existence of uncontrollable

pathologies that plague multiagent learning can be simply attributed to improper settings.

Additionally, the theoretical analysis indicates that thekey to improving multiagent learning

algorithms is to make sure each learning process has an accurate estimate for the quality of

its behaviors.

• It demonstrates the advantages of biasing cooperative coevolutionary algorithms. I

propose and analyze several approaches to combine past and current information in order
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to improve a learner’s estimation for the quality of its behaviors. I show that some biasing

schemes might be very sensitive to different settings, while others are not. I then show that

several multiagent learning algorithms can be enhanced with a biasing mechanism to achieve

significantly better performance.

• It details a novel multiagent learning algorithm that benefits form simpler, functionally-

equivalent estimates that can be obtained with reduced computational costs.In addition,

learners take an active approach to improve each other’s estimates for the quality of their

behaviors, and as a consequence, they are able to shift more computational resources to

searching for better behaviors. I provide empirical results that demonstrate the advantages

of this approach in domains where each agent has an infinite set of actions to choose from.

• It introduces a novel multiagent learning algorithm for stochastic domains. I address

the more difficult task of achieving good quality estimates in domains where the reward

information is noisy. In particular, I show that learners can benefit from showing lenience

to one another, especially at early stages of learning. I propose a lenient multiagent learning

algorithm that significantly outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms, particularly as the

level of noise increases.

The thesis also includes two other important contributions:

• It provides a broad survey of the cooperative multiagent learning literature. Previous

surveys of this area have largely focused on issues common tospecific subareas (for example,

reinforcement learning or robotics). These communities have usually worked on similar

issues, with little or no cross-fertilization of ideas. Thethesis provides an extensive survey

of multiagent learning work in a spectrum of areas, including reinforcement learning,

evolutionary computation, game theory, complex systems, agent modeling, and robotics.

I identify two broad categories of multiagent learning approaches, each with its own special

issues: applying a single learner to discover joint solutions to multiagent problems, or using

multiple concurrent learners. I also expose critical open issues that the research community

needs to address before multiagent learning methods achieve widespread applicability to

real-world problems.

• It provides graphical illustrations of why concurrent lear ners might perform

suboptimally. I present intuitive graphical illustrations to support theclaim that certain

algorithmic decisions might lead to learners having poor quality estimates for their

behaviors. This argument is supported further by the visualization of the basins of attraction

to optimal and suboptimal solutions for learners with increasingly accurate estimates.
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1.5 Dissertation Layout

The remainder of the dissertation is structured as follows.Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive

survey of the state of the art in cooperative multiagent learning. I identify two primary classes

of multiagent learning approaches: team learning and concurrent learning. The former applies a

single learner to discover behaviors for all agents, while the latter employs multiple learners in

parallel.

Chapter 3 presents a theoretical analysis of why certain concurrent learning algorithms may

fail to converge to the optimal solution, even when given unlimited resources. I claim that

such problems might arise from individual learners having poor estimates for the quality of their

behaviors. I then employ a formal mathematical model to analyze the impact of increasingly

accurate estimates onto the overall performance of the system.

The following three chapters describe novel multiagent learning algorithms that benefit from

accurate estimates. Chapter 4 presents a biasing approach to improve quality estimates for

cooperative coevolutionary algorithms by combining past and present information. Chapter 5

details another novel multiagent learning algorithm that benefits from the identification and

exploration of informative actions — actions that, when chosen by a learner, provide the others

with valuable information on how to accurately estimate thequality of various areas of their

search spaces. In Chapter 6, I present a natural extension ofthese ideas to environments where

noisy information provides an additional challenge to learners’ having accurate estimates of which

actions are better than others.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis and suggests directions for future work.
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Chapter 2: The State of the Art in Cooperative Multi-Agent
Learning

Researchers have traditionally approached multiagent learning from a number of different

directions: temporal difference learning, evolutionary computation and stochastic optimization,

cellular automata and other “swarm complexity” models, robotics, and game theory. This has

led to non-interacting communities, and advances in one area has usually had little impact on

learning methods in other areas. In this chapter, I provide acomprehensive overview of cooperative

multiagent learning, and I identify major open research issues for the field. An extended version

of this survey is available in(Panait and Luke, 2005a).

I argue that there are two major categories of cooperative multiagent learning approaches. The

first one, team learning, applies a single learner to search for behaviors for the entire team of

agents. Techniques in this category are more along the linesof traditional machine learning, but

they may have scalability problems as the number of agents increases. To keep the search space

manageable, team learning techniques might assign identical behaviors to multiple agents in the
team.

A second category of techniques uses multiple concurrent learning processes. I term this set

of approachesconcurent learning. Concurrent learning approaches typically employ a learner for

each team member, thus reducing the joint space by projecting it into N separate spaces. However,

the presence of multiple concurrent learners makes the environment non-stationary, which poses

problems to many machine learning techniques.

To illustrate the difference between the two, consider the application of evolutionary

computation to the disaster search and rescue scenario. A team learning approach using

evolutionary computation encodes the behavior of the entire team in each genetic individual,

and the fitness evaluates how good the team behavior is according to the performance measure

provided as feedback. A concurent learning approach using evolutionary computation (i.e. a

cooperative coevolutionary approach) employsN populations, each searching for a single agent’s

behavior. However, the performance measure must now be apportioned among the various agents

(for example, dividing the team reward equally among the team members, or on a per-merit basis —

exactly how much each agent has contributed to the search andrescue operation). The agents will

improve their behaviors independent of one another, but have little or no control over how the other

agents decide to behave.

When a single learner is employed, most research has focusedon the representation of

candidate solutions that the learner is developing: in particular, the degree of heterogeneity among

11
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the team members. Section 2.1 covers this research. Following, Section 2.2 focuses on concurrent

learning. Research in this area concerns with how to divide team reward to each learner, the

analysis of the dynamics of concurrent learning processes,and the benefits of modeling other

agents in order to improve cooperation.

Communication adds an entirely new level of sophisticationand difficulty to multiagent

learning research. As such, I dedicate Section 2.3 to only discuss the connection between

inter-agent communication and learning. The chapter ends with a discussion of three areas in

multiagent learning, namely adaptive dynamics, problem decomposition, and scalability, which

present significant open research questions that have so farbeen insufficiently addressed by the

community. This is covered in Section 2.4.

2.1 Team Learning

Team learning techniques apply a single learner to discoverbehaviors for all the agents in the team.

Such an approach makes most machine learning techniques readily available for their application

to multiagent systems. Team learning is additionally interesting in that because the agents interact

with one another, the joint behavior arising from these interactions can be unexpected: this notion is

often referred to as the emergent complexity of multiagent systems. There is another advantage of

team learning, although it might become more evident after discussing the difficulties of concurrent

learning techniques: as it involves a single agent, team learning approaches sidestep the difficulties

arising from the co-adaptation of several learners (a majorissue for concurrent learning).

Team learning has some disadvantages as well. A major problem is the large state space for

the learning process. For example, if agent A can be in any of 100 states and agent B can be in any

of another 100 states, the team formed by the two agents can bein as many as 10,000 states. This

explosion in the state space size can be overwhelming for learning methods that explore the space

of state utilities (such as Q-learning), but it may not as drastically affect techniques that explore

the space of behaviors (such as evolutionary computation)(Iba, 1999; Salustowiczet al., 1997;

Salustowiczet al., 1998; Sen and Sekaran, 1996). A second disadvantage is the centralization of

the learning algorithm: all information and resources needto be available in a single place, where

the learning is performed. This can be burdensome in domainswhere data is inherently distributed,

especially when privacy constraints on sharing the data arepresent.

Team learning may be split into two broad categories:homogeneousandpurely-heterogeneous

team learning. Homogeneous learners develop a single agentbehavior which is used by every

team member: this reduces the search space (a unique behavior is represented, as opposed to

one for each agent), but it might prevent agents from specializing to particular tasks. Purely-

heterogeneous team learners develop a unique behavior for each agent: they must cope with a
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larger search space, but hold the promise for better solutions through agent specialization. There

exist middle-ground approaches between these two categories. For example, dividing the team into

groups, with group mates sharing the same behavior. Such approaches, which I termhybrid team

learning methods, reduce the number of behaviors that need to be learned (as opposed to purely-

heterogeneous teams), while still allowing for agent specialization (in contrast to homogeneous

teams).

To illustrate the differences among these approaches, consider possible applications of team

learning to the disaster search and rescue domain. The single learning process is concerned with

improving the performance of the entire team of agents. As such, it needs to somehow encode

the agents’ behaviors — how each agent will behave in any situation it might encounter. Given

the fact that the learning algorithm needs to search for these agent behaviors, large teams of

agents result in enormous, usually intractable, search spaces. As such, a purely-heterogeneous

team learning approach might only be used with very small numbers of agents. Alternatively, a

homogeneous team learning technique assumes that all agents have the same behavior, thus the

learner needs to only encode this single behavior. This results in a relatively small search space.

However, this reduction might eliminate good solutions from the space that the learning algorithm

is actually searching. Indeed, it may be helpful for some agents to act as scouts and search for

survivors, while the other agents specialize at only assisting with the rescue operations. As a

homogeneous team learning approach cannot represent such solutions, it will not discover them

either. As mentioned earlier, this team decomposition could be automatically taken advantage of

by a hybrid team learning approach with agents grouped as either scouts or rescuers.

Choosing among these approaches depends on whether specialists are needed in the team

or not. Experiments reported in(Balch, 1998; Bongard, 2000; Potteret al., 2001) address

exactly this issue, and I discuss their findings here, even though some of them fall in the area

of concurrent learning. Balch suggests that domains where single agents can perform well (for

example, cooperative foraging) are particularly suited for homogeneous learning, while domains

that require task specialization (such as robotic soccer) are more suitable for heterogeneous

approaches(Balch, 1998) . His argument is bolstered by the report that heterogeneitymay be better

in inherently decomposable domains(Bongard, 2000). Experiments with increasingly difficult

versions of a multiagent herding domain obtained by adding predators, as reported in(Potteret al.,

2001), indicate that domain difficulty might not be a determinant factor requiring a heterogeneous

approach. Instead, the results show that heterogeneous behaviors might be preferable when solving

the domain requires more than one skill.
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2.1.1 Homogeneous Team Learning

In homogeneous team learning, all agents are assigned identical behaviors, even though the agents

may not be identical (for example, different agents might take a different amount of time to

complete the same task). Because all agents have the same behavior, the search space for the

learning process is drastically reduced. The appropriateness of homogeneous learning depends on

the problem: some problems do not require agent specialization to achieve good performance. For

other problem domains, particularly ones with very large numbers of agents (“swarms”), the search

space is simply too large to use heterogeneous learning, even if heterogeneity would ultimately

yield the best results.

In straightforward examples of successful homogeneous team learning, the evolution of

behaviors for a predator-prey pursuit domain is reported in(Hayneset al., 1996; Haynes and

Sen, 1995; Hayneset al., 1995a; Hayneset al., 1995b; Hayneset al., 1995c). When using

fixed algorithms for the prey behavior, the results indicatethat the evolved behaviors have similar

performance as the best human-coded greedy predator algorithms. However, learning can also

discover the behavior for a prey that evades all previously reported hand-coded, greedy, and

evolved predators.

Agents can act heterogeneously even in homogeneous team learning, if the homogeneous

behavior specifies sub-behaviors that differ based on an agent’s initial condition (location, etc.) or

its relationship with other agents (“always follow agent 2”). For example, the use of evolutionary

computation techniques for a team formation problem is examined in(Quinnet al., 2002). Here,

three agents start from random positions but close enough tosense one another. They are required

to move the team centroid a specific distance while avoiding collisions and remaining within sensor

range. The authors investigate the roles of team members by removing the agents one at a time.

They conclude that the rear agent is essential to sustain locomotion, but it is not essential to the

other two agents’ ability to maintain formation. The middleagent is needed to keep the two others

within sensor range, and the front agent is crucial for team formation. Therefore, even though the

agents are homogeneous, they specialize (based on their relative positions) to perform better as a
team.

Other research compares different machine learning methods as applied to homogeneous

learning; for example, the PIPE and CO-PIPE algorithms (variations of evolutionary algorithms)

are compared to Q-learning (with all agents using the same Q-table) in(Salustowiczet al., 1997;

Salustowiczet al., 1998). The results indicate that Q-learning has serious learningproblems,

attributed by the authors to the algorithm’s need to search for a value function. On the other

hand, both PIPE and CO-PIPE search directly in the policy space and show good performance.

A contradicting result is reported in(Wiering et al., 1999), where a modified Q-learning

outperforms both PIPE and CO-PIPE. Which machine learning technique is better, and under what
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circumstances, is still an open question.

A cellular automaton (CA) is an oft-overlooked paradigm forhomogeneous team learning (only

a few CA papers examine heterogeneous agents). A CA consistsof a neighborhood (often a row

or grid) of agents, each with its own internal state, plus a state-update agent behavior (the rule)

applied to all the agents synchronously. This rule is usually based on the current states of an

agent’s neighbors. CAs have many of the hallmarks of a multiagent system: interactions and

communications are local, and behaviors are performed independently. A good survey of existing

work in learning cellular automata rules is presented in(Mitchell et al., 1996).

One common CA problem, the Majority (or Density) Classification task, asks for an update

rule which — given initial configurations of agents, each agent with an internal state of 1 or 0 —

correctly classifies as many of them as possible based on whether the initial configuration had

more 1s than 0s or more 0s than 1s. This is done by repeatedly applying the update rule for

several iterations; if the agents have converged to all 1s, the rule is said to have classified the initial

configuration as majority-1s (similarly for 0s). If it has not converged, the rule has not classified

the initial configuration. The goal is to discover a rule thatclassifies most configurations correctly

given specific standard settings (in terms of number of agents, size of neighborhood, etc). Due

to the complexity of the emergent behavior, it is exceptionally difficult to create good performing

solutions by hand. For a benchmark problem using a specific setting, the best human-coded result,

of 82.178% accuracy, was proposed in(Daset al., 1994). Much better results have been produced

with evolutionary computation methods: a rule with accuracy 82.326% obtained by using genetic

programming is reported in(Andreet al., 1996). At present the best known result, with accuracy

86.3%, was obtained via competitive coevolution(Juille and Pollack, 1998).

Finally, many homogeneous team learning papers are concerned the increased power added by

indirect and direct communication abilities. I discuss such literature in Section 2.3.

2.1.2 Purely-Heterogeneous Team Learning

In purely-heterogeneous team learning, a single learner tries to improve the team as a whole by

learning a unique behavior for each of the agents. This approach allows for more diversity in the

team at the cost of increasing the search space(Good, 2000). The bulk of research in heterogeneous

team learning has concerned itself with the requirement foror the emergence of specialists.

Several approaches to evolving teams of predator agents chasing a prey are analyzed in

(Luke and Spector, 1996). Here, the authors compare homogeneity, heterogeneity with restricted

breeding (agents could only breed with like agents from other teams), and heterogeneity with no

breeding restrictions. The authors suggest that the restricted breeding works better than having

no restrictions for heterogeneous teams, which may imply that the specialization allowed by the

heterogeneous team representation conflicts with the inter-agent genotype mixture allowed by the
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free interbreeding. Similarly, genetic programming is applied to develop a team of soccer playing

agents for the RoboCup simulator in(Andre and Teller, 1999). The individuals encode eleven

different behaviors (one for each player). The authors alsomention that the crossover operator

(between teams of agents) was most successful when performing restricted breeding.

The evolution of homogeneous and heterogeneous teams for the predator-prey pursuit domain

is investigated in(Haynes and Sen, 1996b; Haynes and Sen, 1997a; Haynes and Sen,1997b).

The authors present several crossover operators that may promote the appearance of specialists

within the teams. The results indicate that team heterogeneity can significantly help despite

apparent domain homogeneity. The authors suggest that thismay be due to deadlocks generated by

identical behaviors of homogeneous agents when positionedin the same location. Haynes and Sen

report that the most successful crossover operator allows arbitrary crossover operations between

behaviors for different agents, a result that contradicts the findings described in(Luke and Spector,

1996; Andre and Teller, 1999).

The so-called “one-population” coevolution can be used with heterogeneous team learning in

an unusual way: a single population is evolved using an ordinary evolutionary algorithm, but

agents are tested by teaming them up with partners chosen at random from the same population,

to form a heterogeneous team(Bull, 1997). In (Miconi, 2001), members of teams selected from

such a coevolving population are evaluated based on how muchworse the team performs when

that member is not in it. The author reports the appearance ofsquads and “subspecies” within the

team. The results also indicate that the overall performance of this approach is superior to that of

a homogeneous team learning algorithm (this is supported bythe experiments in(Quinn, 2001a)).

It is not clear, however, where one-population cooperativecoevolution should be categorized. It is

clearly a single learner (one EA population), yet the methodexhibits many of the game-theoretic

oddities discussed in Section 2.2.
Unfortunately, scaling heterogeneous team learning to large numbers of agents is extremely

difficult, especially for large swarms of agents. Searchingfor more than a dozen agent behaviors

is usually intractable with current computational capabilities. Certain simplifying assumptions are

required to reduce the complexity of the search; for example, although all agents may not share the

same behavior, large numbers of them might. Such approachesare covered next.

2.1.3 Hybrid Team Learning

In hybrid team learning, the set of agents is divided into several groups, with each agent belonging

to exactly one group. All agents in a group have the same behavior. One extreme (a single group),

is equivalent to homogenous team learning, while the other extreme (one agent per group) is

equivalent to heterogeneous team learning. Hybrid team learning thus permits the experimenter

to achieve some of the advantages of each method.
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In (Luke, 1998; Lukeet al., 1997), the authors report on evolving soccer teams for the RoboCup

competition, and mention that the limited amount of time available before the competition

diminished the probability of obtaining good heterogeneous teams. Instead, they compare the

homogeneous approach with a hybrid combination that divides the team into six groups of

one or two agents each, and then evolves six behaviors, one per group. The authors report

that homogeneous teams performed better than the hybrid approach, but mention that the latter

exhibited initial offensive-defensive group specialization and suggest that hybrid teams might have

outperformed the homogeneous ones, if learning was given more time.

Faced with the specialization/search-space tradeoff inherent in heterogeneity, Hara and Nagao

present an automated grouping technique called Automatically Defined Groups (ADG)(Hara and

Nagao, 1999). In ADG, the team of agents is composed of several groups of homogeneous agents

(similar to(Luke, 1998; Lukeet al., 1997)); however, ADG automatically discovers a good number

of groups and their compositions. Additionally, the acquired group structure may give insights into

the cooperative behavior that solves the problem. The authors successfully apply this technique to

a simple load transportation problem and to a modified tile-world domain. A similar approach is

reported in(Bongard, 2000), where GP individuals contain partitioning instructions for the creation

of groups.

2.2 Concurrent Learning

The alternative to team learning in cooperative multiagentsystems is concurrent learning, where

multiple learning processes attempt to concurrently improve parts of the team. Most often, each

agent has its own unique learning process to modify its behavior. There are other degrees of

granularity of course: the team may be divided into “groups”, each with its own learner (for

example, in(Potteret al., 2001)).

Concurrent learning and team learning each have their champions and detractors. Concurrent

learning might outperform both homogeneous and heterogeneous team learning, as shown in(Bull

and Fogarty, 1994; Iba, 1996; Iba, 1998); in contrast, team learning is preferable in certain other

situations(Miconi, 2003). When then would each method be preferred over the other? In(Jansen

and Wiegand, 2003), the authors argue that concurrent learning may be preferable in those domains

for which some decomposition is possible and helpful, and when it is useful to focus on each

subproblem to some degree independently of the others. The reason for this is that concurrent

learning projects the large joint team search space onto separate, smaller individual search spaces.

If the problem can be decomposed such that individual agent behaviors are relatively disjoint, then

this can result in a dramatic reduction in search space and incomputational complexity. A second,

related advantage is that breaking the learning process into smaller chunks permits more flexibility
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in the use of computational resources to learn each process because they may, at least partly, be

learned independently of one another.

The central challenge for concurrent learning is that each learner is adapting its behaviors in

the context of other co-adapting learners over which it has no control. In single-agent scenarios

(where traditional machine learning techniques are applicable), a learner explores its environment,

and while doing so, improves its behavior. Things change with multiple learners: as the agents

learn, they modify their behaviors, which in turn can ruin other agents’ learned behaviors by

making obsolete the assumptions on which they are based. Onesimplistic approach to deal with

this is to treat the other learners as part of a dynamic environment to which the given learner

must adapt. This idea was used in early multiagent learning literature(Schmidhuber, 1996;

Schmidhuber and Zhao, 1996; Zhao and Schmidhuber, 1996). But things are more complicated in

concurrent learning: the other agents are not merely changing, but are in fact co-adapting to the

originial learner’s adaptation to them. Therefore, the agents’ adaptation to the environment can

change the environment itself in a way that makes that very adaptation invalid. This is a significant

violation of the basic assumptions behind most traditionalmachine learning techniques.

The concurrent learning literature breaks down along different lines than the team learning

literature. This is because each agent is free to learn separately, and thus the heterogeneity of the

team becomes an emergent aspect rather than a design decision in concurrent learning. I argue that

there are instead three main thrusts of research in the area of concurrent learning. First, there is the

credit assignmentproblem, which deals with how to apportion the reward obtained at a team level

to the individual learners. Second, there are challenges inthedynamics of learning. Such research

aims to understand the impact of co-adaptation on the learning processes. Third, some work has

been done onmodeling other agentsin order to improve the collaboration with them.

2.2.1 Credit Assignment

When dealing with multiple learners, one is faced with the task of divvying up among them the

reward received for their joint actions. The simplest solution is to split the team reward equally

among each of the learners, or in a larger sense, divide the reward such that whenever a learner’s

reward increases (or decreases), all learners’ rewards increase (decrease). This credit assignment

approach is usually termed global reward.

There are many situations where it might be desirable to assign credit in a different fashion,

however. Clearly if certain agents did the lion’s share of the task, it might be helpful to specially

reward them for their actions, or to punish others for laziness. Similarly, global reward might

not scale well to increasingly difficult problems because the learners do not have sufficient

feedback tailored to their own specific actions(Wolpert and Tumer, 2001). In other situations

credit assignment must be done differently because global reward cannot be efficiently computed,
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particularly in distributed environments. For example, ina robotics foraging domain, it may not be

easy to gather the global information about all items discovered and foraged.

If we’re not to equally divide the team reward among the agents, what options are there, and

how do they impact on learning? One extreme is to assess each agent’s performance based solely

on its contribution. This approach discourages laziness because it rewards agents only for those

tasks they have actually accomplished. However, agents do not have any rational incentive to help

other agents, and greedy behaviors may develop. I call this approach local reward.

In (Balch, 1997; Balch, 1999), the author experiments with different credit assignment policies

to explain when one works better than the others. He argues that local reward leads to faster

learning rates, but not necessarily to better results than global reward. For one problem (foraging),

local reward produces better results, while in another (robotic soccer) global reward is better. The

author suggests that using local reward increases the homogeneity of the learned teams, which

in turn indicates that the choice of credit assignment strategy should depend on the degree of

specialization that is desired for the resulting team.

A few other credit assignment schemes have been proposed as well. In (Mataric, 1994a),

the agents’ separate learning processes are improved by combining individual local reinforcement

with types of social reinforcement: observational reinforcement is obtained when observing and

imitating behaviors of other agents; agents might receive vicarious reinforcements whenever

other agents are directly rewarded. In(Changet al., 2003), each agent assumes the observed

reward signal is a sum of the agent’s direct contribution andsome random Markov process that

estimates the contributions of teammates. Each agent employs a Kalman filter to separate the

two terms and to compute its true contribution to the global reward. The authors show that this

reward filtering approach provides a better feedback for learning in simple cooperative multiagent

domains. Yet another credit assignment mechanism approximates an agent’s contribution to

the team reward based on how the team would have fared differently were that agent not

present. This is termed the Wonderful Life Utility, and it has been shown superior to both local

and global reward, particularly when scaling to large numbers of agents(Tumer et al., 2002;

Wolpert and Tumer, 2001).

The wide variety of credit assignment methods have a significant impact on the coverage of

research in the dynamics of learning, which follows in the next section. The initial focus will be

on the study of concurrent learning processes in fully cooperative scenarios (when using global

reward). But as just mentioned, global reward may not alwayswork best for concurrent learning

agents: instead, various other schemes have been proposed.However, these credit assignment

schemes may run counter the researchers’ intention for the agents to cooperate, resulting in

dynamics resembling those in general-sum scenarios, whichare also discussed.

To understand why credit assignment policies can complicate the dynamics of learning,
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suppose two foraging agents are rewarded solely based on thespeed at which they are gathering

items. A narrow bridge separates the source of items from thelocation where items are to be

deposited. If both robots arrive at the bridge at the same time, what is the rational thing for them to

do? If they have a local credit assignment procedure, neither is willing to let the other go first: that

would cost time and would decrease its own credit. This is reminiscent of social scientists’ notion
of being in the individual interest of none (none of the robots wants to let the other go first), but

in the collective interest of all agents (both robots loose time if they struggle to get on the bridge

first) (Lichbach, 1996).

2.2.2 The Dynamics of Learning

When applying single-agent learning to stationary environments, the agent experiments with

different behaviors until hopefully discovering a globally optimal one. In dynamic environments,

the agent may at best try to keep up with the changes in the environment and constantly track the

shifting optimal behavior. Things are even more complicated in multiagent systems, where the

agents may adaptively change each others’ learning environments.

The range of tools to model and analyze the dynamics of concurrent learners is unfortunately

very limited. I believe two tools have the potential to provide further understanding on such

issues. The first one, evolutionary game theory (EGT), models the learners as concurrent decision

processes in an ideal scenario where they are given unlimited resources(Maynard Smith, 1982;

Hofbauer and Sigmund, 1998). EGT was successfully used to study the properties of cooperative

coevolution(Wiegand, 2004), and to study trajectories of concurrent Q-learning processes(Tuylset

al., 2003; ’t Hoen and Tuyls, 2004). I employ the EGT model extensively in Chapter 3. The other

tool is a framework to model and predict the behavior of concurrent multiagent learners(Vidal

and Durfee, 1998; Vidal and Durfee, 2003). The system uses parameters such as rate of behavior

change per agent, learning and retention rates, and the rateat which other agents are learning as

well. Combining this information permits approximating the error in the agents’ decision function

during the learning process.

Many studies in concurrent learning have investigated the problem from a game-theoretic

perspective. An important concept for these investigations is that of Nash equilibrium, which

is a joint strategy (one strategy for each agent) such that nosingle agent has any rational incentive

(in terms of better reward) to change its strategy away from the equilibrium. As the learners do

not usually have control over each others’ behaviors, creating alliances to escape this equilibrium

is not trivial. For this reason, many of the investigations of concurrent learning are concerned

with proving that the algorithms converge to Nash equilibrium points. However, especially in

approaches specific to cooperative multiagent systems, it is also helpful to ask whether the agents

actually found a globally-optimal collaboration, or only asuboptimal Nash equilibrium.
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If one uses only global reward, the rewards received by agents are correlated, and so

increasing one’s reward implies increasing everybody else’s reward. In such cases, it is relatively

straightforward to check that the concurrent learning approach has converged to the globally

optimal team. I discuss this literature next. Following, I cover learning in more general

settings where the relationship among rewards received by learners is less clear. Such research

is particularly apropos to learning in combination with credit assignment schemes other than using

the global reward.

Fully Cooperative Scenarios

Theoretical investigations of the dynamics of learning areusually performed on very simple

multiagent domains, employing a few (usually two) agents, alimited number of actions for each

agent, and environments with only a few (if any) states. However, the convergence of concurrent Q-

learners to global optimum is not always achieved even when the agents can immediately perceive

the actions of all other agents in the environment(Claus and Boutilier, 1998). This result is

disturbing, given the fact that agents usually do not have such complete information about the

team and the environment. Follow-up research has proposed anumber of alterations to concurrent

multiagent Q-learning to increase the probability of finding the global optimum. For example,

estimates of the highest reward observed for each action, aswell as the frequency of observing

those rewards in the past, can be used to update an agent’s policy (Lauer and Riedmiller, 2000), or

its exploration strategy(Kapetanakis and Kudenko, 2002a; Kapetanakis and Kudenko, 2002b).

Alternatively, a stochastic sampling technique that is guaranteed to converge to optimal Nash

equilibria in deterministic domains is introduced in(Brafman and Tennenholtz, 2002); however,

the algorithm is polynomial in the number of actions of the agents, and it also assumes certain a

priori coordination of the agents’ learning processes (theagents agree to a joint exploration phase,

followed by jointly exploiting the action that yielded maximum reward).

Scaling up to environments with states is computationally demanding as well. The Optimal

Adaptive Learning algorithm is guaranteed to converge to optimal Nash equilibria if there are a

finite number of actions and states(Wang and Sandholm, 2002). Unfortunately, the optimality

guarantees comes at a cost in scalability: the overall learning task is decomposed into a set of

simpler components that is usually exponential in the number of agents. Environments where the

state can only be partially observed (usually due to the agents’ limited sensor capabilities) represent

even more difficult (also more realistic) settings. The taskof finding the optimal policies in partially

observable Markov decision process is PSPACE-complete(Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis, 1987),

and it becomes NEXP-complete for decentralized partially observable Markov decision processes

(Bernsteinet al., 2000). Preliminary research on concurrent learning algorithms for such domains

is presented in(Peshkinet al., 2000; Nairet al., 2003).
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Research in cooperative coevolutionary algorithms has also addressed similar problems,

although usually in the context of making the learning task tractable by decomposing the search

space in multiple, simpler subspaces. Some work here has been done on tuning parameters of the

system in order to increase the performance of the algorithm(Bull, 1997; Bull, 1998; Wiegand

et al., 2001). Recent work has analyzed the conditions under which coevolutionary systems

gravitate towards suboptimal Nash equilibria, rather thanproviding globally optimal solutions for

the team as a whole. For example, certain cooperative coevolutionary algorithms may converge to

suboptimal solutions even when given infinite computational resources(Wiegand, 2004; Wiegand

et al., 2002a; Wiegandet al., 2002b). This pathology, termed “relative overgeneralization”, is due

to the fact that each of the concurrent learners tends to prefer solutions (agent behaviors) that work

reasonably-well in general, rather than solutions that form globally optimal team behaviors.

Several variations attempt to sidestep such difficulties. For example, the coevolutionary

algorithm might be augmented with a “hall of fame” repository consisting of theN best teams

discovered so far(Gordin et al., 1997; Puppalaet al., 1998). In this case, individuals are

evaluated by pairing them up with teammates chosen from thishall of fame; this approach

generally outperforms ordinary cooperative coevolution methods. A related approach is reported

in (Blumenthal and Parker, 2004), where learners periodically provide representative behaviors for

the other learners to use for training.

To summarize, concurrent learning in fully cooperative scenarios is extremely difficult, even

in very simple problem domains. Many of the algorithms oftenconverge to suboptimal solutions,

either because they perform heuristic searches in NP-complete problems, or simply because of

certain unfortunate pathologies such as the relative overgeneralization. One approach to design

better concurrent learning algorithms is to restart them multiple times, and to only take the

best solution. This approach is explored in(Verbeecket al., 2003; Verbeecket al., 2005),

where coordinated restarts of suboptimal learning algorithms are combined with action exclusions

(similar to tabu search) to guarantee convergence to the globally optimal solution. Unfortunately,

the restarts may require a significant amount of time.

General Sum Games

Due to unequal-share credit assignment, increasing the reward of an agent may not necessarily

result in increasing the reward of all its teammates. Indeed, such credit assignment can

inadvertently create highly non-cooperative scenarios. For such reasons, general sum games are

applicable to the cooperative learning paradigm, even though in some situations such games may

not be in any way cooperative. Following the early work in(Littman, 1994), there has been

significant research in concurrent learning for general-sum stochastic games. Most work in the

area has been in normal-form games where players act simultaneously, which I cover next.
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Hu and Wellman introduce a distributed reinforcement learning algorithm where agents do not

learn just a single table of Q-values, but also tables for allother agents(Hu and Wellman, 1998a)

(revised and extended in(Bowling, 2000; Hu and Wellman, 2003)). This extra information is

used later to approximate the actions of the other agents. Analternative approach is presented in

(Nagayukiet al., 2000), where agents approximate the policies, rather than the tables of Q-values,

of the other agents. Yet another extension, EXORL, is introduced in(Suematsu and Hayashi,

2002) to learn optimal response policies to both adaptive and fixedpolicies for the other agent.

The Friend-or-Foe Q-learning algorithm(Littman, 2001) attempts to find either a coordination

equilibrium (with cooperative agents) or an adversarial one (with competitive agents). Correlated-

Q (Greenwald and Hall, 2003) relies on the “correlated equilibrium” solution concept, which

assumes additional coordination among agents via a mechanism to specify what action each agent

should play.

As argued in(Bowling and Veloso, 2001; Bowling and Veloso, 2002), learning agents should

have two desirable properties, namely rationality (the agent should converge optimally when the

other agents have converged to stationary strategies) and convergence (under specified conditions,

all agents should converge to stationary strategies). The authors then present the WoLF learning

algorithm that exhibits these two properties. Additionally, WoLF varies the learning rate from

small and cautious values when winning, to large and aggressive values when losing to the other
agents.

In (Noweet al., 2001), two agents participate in a repeated game with two Nash equilibria. In

one Nash equilibrium, one agent receives more reward than the other, and the situation is reversed

in the other equilibrium. The authors propose a “homo-equalis” reinforcement approach, where

communication is used to alternate between the two unfair optimal points in order to fairly share

the rewards received by the two agents. An extension of this algorithm for games with multiple

states is described in(Peeterset al., 2004).

2.2.3 Teammate Modeling

A final area of research in concurrent learning is teammate modeling: learning about other

agents in the environment so as to make good guesses of their expected behavior, and to be

able to cooperate with them more effectively. Such an approach is used in(Boutilier, 1996;

Chalkiadakis and Boutilier, 2003), where a Bayesian learning method is employed for updating

models of other agents. A similar agent modeling approach consisting of learning the beliefs,

capabilities and preferences of teammates, is presented in(Suryadi and Gmytrasiewicz, 1999). As

the correct model cannot usually be computed, the system stores a set of such models together with

their probability of being correct, given the observed behaviors of the other agents.
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As other agents are likely modelingyou, modelingthemin turn brings up the spectre of infinite

recursion: “Agent A thinks that agent B thinks that agent A thinks that agent B thinks that ...”.

This must be rationally sorted out in finite time. One approach is to categorize agents based

on the complexity they assume for their teammates(Vidal and Durfee, 1997). A 0-level agent

does not perform any direct reasoning about its teammates (they are rather treated as part of the

environment). A 1-level agent models its teammates as 0-level agents. In general, an N-level agent

models its teammates as (N-1)-level agents.

The use of 0-level, 1-level and 2-level modeling agents is investigated in(Mundhe and

Sen, 2000). The authors report a very good performance for the 0-level learners, suggesting

that teammate modeling may not be necessary in some domains.Similar results showing

good coordination without modeling other agents are reported in (Sen and Sekaran, 1998;

Senet al., 1994), where two robots learn to cooperatively push a box without either being aware

of the other’s presence. Experiments in which 1-level agents model each others’ action probability

distributions are presented in(Banerjeeet al., 2000; Mukherjee and Sen, 2001); by creating models

of one another, the agents develop a beneficial form of mutualtrust. The advantages of modeling

other agents and recursively tracking their decisions (foreither agents or groups of agents) are also

briefly discussed in(Tambe, 1995).

When dealing with larger numbers of teammates, a simpler modeling approach is to presume

that the entire team consists of agents identical to the modeling agent. This approach,

complemented with a case-based learning mechanism for dealing with exceptions from this

assumed behavior, is detailed in(Hayneset al., 1996; Haynes and Sen, 1996a; Haynes and Sen,

1996c).
When learning models of other agents in a multiagent learning scenario, the resulting behaviors

are highly sensitive to the agents’ initial beliefs(Hu and Wellman, 1996; Wellman and Hu, 1998).

Depending on these initial beliefs, the final performance may be better or even worse than when

no teammate modeling is performed at all — agent modeling mayprevent agents from converging

to optimal behaviors. A similar conclusion is reported in(Hu and Wellman, 1998b): the authors

suggest that the best policy for creating learning agents isto minimize the assumptions about

the other agents’ policies. An alternative is to automatically discover if the other agents in the

environment are cooperating with you, competing with you, or are in some other relationship to

you. The application of reciprocity concepts to multiagentdomains where not enough information

on the intentions of other agents is known a priori is investigated in(Sekaran and Sen, 1995;

Sen and Sekaran, 1995). The authors apply a stochastic decision-making algorithmthat encourages

reciprocity among agents while avoiding being taken advantage of by unfriendly agents. The

results indicate that those agents that prefer not to cooperate end up with worse performance. As

pointed out in(Nowak and Sigmund, 1998), there are two types of reciprocity: direct (agent A
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helps another agent B and so expects B’s help in the future) and indirect (an agent helps another in

return for future help from other agents). Such reciprocityimproves an agent’s “reputation”. The

authors argue that a necessary condition for cooperation isthat the “degree of acquaintanceship”

(the probability that an agent knows another agent’s reputation) should exceed the ratio of cost of

altruistic help relative to the benefit to the recipient. Similar analysis can be done without the need

to model reputation per se: in(Ito, 1997), game-players are pitted against one another, where each

agent had access to a history of his opponent’s previous actions against other players.

I conclude this section with work in agent modeling under communication. A communication

protocol for agents to subcontract subtasks to other agentsis analyzed in(Ohkoet al., 1997). Here,

each agent tries to decompose tasks into simpler subtasks and broadcasts announcements about the

subtasks to all other agents in order to find “contractors” who can solve them more easily. When

agents are capable of learning about other agents’ task-solving abilities, communication is reduced

from broadcasting to everyone to communicating exact messages to only those agents that have

high probabilities to win the bids for those tasks. A relatedapproach is presented in(Bui et al.,

1999; Buiet al., 1998), where Bayesian learning is used to incrementally update models of other

agents to reduce communication load by anticipating their future actions based on previous ones.

Case-based learning has also been used to develop successful joint plans based on one’s historical

expectations of other agents’ actions(Garland and Alterman, 2004).

2.3 Learning and Communication

Communication is a necessity for some problems; for others,communication may nonetheless

increase agent performance. I define communication very broadly: altering the state of the

environment such that other agents can perceive the modification and decode information from

it. Among other reasons, agents communicate in order to coordinate more effectively, to distribute

more accurate models of the environment, and to learn subtask solutions from one another.

But are communicating agents really multiagent? Stone and Veloso argue that unrestricted

communication reduces a multiagent system to something isomorphic to a single-agent system

(Stone and Veloso, 2000). They do this by noting that without any restriction, the agents can send

complete external state information to a “central agent”, and execute its commands in lock-step,

in essence acting as effectors for the central agent. A central agent is not even necessary: as long

as agents can receive all the information they need to known about the current states of all the

other agents, they can make independent decisions knowing exactly what the other agents will

do, in essence enabling a “central controller” on-board each individual agent, picking the proper

sub-action for the full joint action. Thus, a true multiagent problem necessitates restrictions on

communication. At any rate, while full, unrestricted communication can orthogonalize the learning
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problem into a basic single-agent problem, such an approachrequires very fast communication of

large amounts of information. Real-time applications instead place considerable restrictions on

communication, in terms of both throughput and latency.

Explicit communication can also significantly increase thesearch space for the learning

method, both by increasing the size of the external state available to the agent (it now knows state

information communicated from other agents), and by increasing the agent’s available choices

(perhaps by adding a “communicate with agenti” action). As noted in(Durfee et al., 1987),

this increase in search space can hamper learning by more than communication itself may help.

Thus, even when communication is required for optimal performance, the learning method must

disregard communication, or hard-code it, in order to simplify the learning process for many

applications. When learning in a predator-prey pursuit domain, for example, experiments in

(Luke and Spector, 1996) assume that predators can sense each other’s position no matter what

distance separates them, while a blackboard communicationscheme is used instead in(Berenji

and Vengerov, 2000b) to allow the agents to know other agents’ locations.

2.3.1 Direct Communication

Many agent communication techniques employ, or assume, an external communication method

by which agents may share information with one another. The method may be constrained in

terms of throughput, latency, locality, agent class, etc. Examples of direct communication include

shared blackboards, signaling, and message-passing. The literature has examined both hard-

coded communication methods and learned communication methods, and their overall effects on

learning.

Cooperating learners can use communication in a variety of ways in order to improve team

performance, as indicated in(Tan, 1993). For example, agents can inform others of their current

state by sharing immediate sensor information. Another approach is for agents to share information

about past experiences in the form of episodes (sequences of〈state,action,reward〉 previously

encountered by the agent) that others may not have experienced yet. Yet another alternative is for

agents to share knowledge related to their current policies(for example, cooperating Q-learning

agents might communicate〈state,action,utility〉 values).

Some research, particularly in Q-learning, has simply presumed that the agents have access to

a joint utility table or to a joint policy table to which each may contribute in turn, even though

the agents are separate learners. For example, a cooperative learning setting where multiple

agents employ communication to use and update the same policy is investigated in(Berenji and

Vengerov, 2000a). The authors suggest that the simultaneous update of a central policy reduces

early tendencies for convergence to suboptimal behaviors.I argue that this is an implicit hard-

coded communication procedure: the learners are teaching each other learned information.
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Much of the remaining research provides the agents with a communication channel but does

not hard-code its purpose. In a simple situation, agents’ vocabulary may consist of a single

signal detectable by other agents(Wagner, 2000). In other work, mobile robots in a cooperative

movement task are endowed with a fixed but undefined communication vocabulary (for example,

in (Yanco and Stein, 1993)) . The robots learn to associate meanings with words in various

trials. When circumstances change, the robots learn to adjust their communication language as

appropriate. A similar approach is reported in(Jim and Giles, 2000) to learn a language for

communication in a predator-prey domain. The authors use a blackboard communication scheme

and present a rule for determining a pessimistic estimate onthe minimum language size that should

be used for multiagent problems. The emergence of a spontaneous coherent lexicon that may

adapt to cope with new meanings during the lifetime of the agents is reported in(Steels, 1996a).

Further, agents are able to create general words through collective agreement on their meanings

and coverage(Steels and Kaplan, 1999). Similar approaches to evolving communication languages

are presented in(Cangelosi, 2001; de Boer, 1997; Saunders and Pollack, 1996;Steels, 1995;

Steels, 1996b; Steels, 1996c; Steels, 1997; Steels, 2000; Williams, 2004).

Many such methods provide an incentive to the agents to communicate (perhaps by sharing the

resulting reward). However, reward incentives are not necessary for the agents to communicate

(Ackley and Littman, 1994).

2.3.2 Indirect Communication

Indirect communication involves the implicit transfer of information from agent to agent through

modifications of the external world. Examples of indirect communication include: leaving

footsteps in snow, leaving a trail of bread crumbs in order tofind one’s way back home, and

providing hints through the placement of objects in the environment (perhaps including the agent’s

body itself).

Much of the indirect communication literature has drawn inspiration from social insects’

use of pheromones to mark trails or to recruit other agents for tasks(Hölldobler and Wilson,

1990). Pheromones are chemical compounds whose presence and concentration can be sensed

by fellow insects(Bonabeauet al., 1999), and like many other media for indirect communication,

pheromones can last a long time in the environment, though they may diffuse or evaporate. In

some sense, pheromone deposits may be viewed as a large blackboard or state-utility table shared

by all the agents; but they are different in that pheromones can only be detected locally.

Several pheromone-based learning algorithms have been proposed for foraging problem

domains. A series of reinforcement learning algorithms have adopted a fixed pheromone

laying procedure, and use current pheromone amounts for additional sensor information while
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exploring the space or while updating the state-action utility estimates(Leerink et al., 1995;

Monekossoet al., 2002; Monekosso and Remagnino, 2001; Monekosso and Remagnino, 2002).

Evolutionary algorithms have also been applied to learn exploration/exploitation strategies using

pheromones deposited by hard-coded mechanisms. For example, EAs can tune the agents’ policies

in an application involving multiple digital pheromones(Sauteret al., 2002; Sauteret al., 2001).

A similar idea applied to network routing is presented in(Whiteet al., 1998).

Another research direction is concerned with studying whether agents can learn not only to use

pheromone information but to deposit the pheromones in a rational manner. This question was first

examined in AntFarm, a system that combines communication via pheromones and evolutionary

computation(Collins and Jefferson, 1992; Collins and Jefferson, 1991). AntFarm ants use a single

pheromone to mark trails toward food sources, but use a compass to point themselves along

the shortest path back to the nest. Related algorithms that exhibit good performance at various

foraging tasks are detailed in(Panait and Luke, 2004a; Panait and Luke, 2004c). These algorithms

use multiple pheromones, and in doing so they eliminate the explicit requirement for agents to

precisely know the direction towards the nest from any location. Rather, the agents use pheromone

information to guide themselves to the food source and back to the nest. Agents using these

algorithms are able to optimize paths, and also to cope with obstacles and dynamic environments.

Finally, evolutionary computation is shown to automatically discover such algorithms in(Panait

and Luke, 2004b).

Another approach to indirect communication among agents involves using the agents’

body positions themselves to convey meaning. As argued in(Wilson, 1975; Quinn, 2001b),

communication “is neither the signal by itself, nor the response, [but] instead the relationship

between the two”, and as such, communication does no requirea dedicated channel. One form

of indirect communication involves foraging robots that use their bodies to mark the path that

other robots should follow(Werger and Mataric, 1999). Alternatively, robots in a collaborative

movement scenario might coordinate by communicating theiradopted roles of leader or follower

via sequences of moves; for example, after initial phases ofalignment, the robots use rotation

and oscillatory back-and-forth movements to decide who leads the way and who follows(Quinn,

2001b).

2.4 Open Research Issues

Multi-agent learning is a new field and as such its open research issues are still very much in flux.

This section singles-out three important open questions that need to be addressed in order to make

multiagent learning more broadly successful as a technique.
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2.4.1 Adaptive Dynamics and Nash Equilibria

Multi-agent systems are typically dynamic environments, with multiple learning agents vying for

resources and tasks. This dynamism presents a unique challenge not normally found in single-

agent learning: as the agents learn, their coadaptation to one another effectively changes the

learning goalposts. How can agents cope with an environmentwhere the goalposts are constantly

and adaptively being moved?

Much of the past literature has concerned itself with concurrent learning algorithms that

converge. However, such convergence might be in many cases not to optimal but to suboptimal

solutions. For example, the theoretical analysis in(Wiegand, 2004) reports on the existence of

undesirable pathologies that plague concurrent learning algorithms and make them drift away from

optimal solutions. Additionally, the research in(Lichbach, 1996; Shohamet al., 2004) suggest that

it might be the very rationality of the learners that makes them prefer suboptimal solutions.

These issues are critical for significant advancements in the multiagent learning field. What are

the underlying causes for pathologies reported to haunt concurrent learning? Moreover, how can

such pathologies be eliminated to allow concurrent learning algorithms to search for the optimal

solutions? Can such learners exhibit rationality, or should they be created to exhibit some degree

of irrationality?

The research in this thesis centers on addressing these veryquestions. In Chapter 3, I

present a theoretical analysis revealing that concurrent learners might drift away from optimal

solutions simply because the learners might incorrectly estimate that actions associated with

optimal solutions are in fact worse than actions associatedwith suboptimal solutions. Following,

Chapters 4 – 6, I detail novel concurrent learning algorithms that benefit from correcting the

learners’ estimates. Interestingly, one primary characteristic of these corrections is in some sense

“irrational”: I show that agents are better off if theyignorecertain information.

2.4.2 Problem Decomposition

The state space of a large, joint multiagent task can be overwhelming. As a consequence,

multiagent learning algorithms might be applied to exploregigantic search spaces. This poses

a significant challenge for the learning task. How can the search space be reduced to render it

tractable for multiagent learning algorithms?

An obvious way to tackle this is to use domain knowledge to simplify the state space, often

by providing a smaller set of more “powerful” actions customized for the problem domain. For

example, an application of Q-learning to select from hand-coded reactive behaviors for robot

foraging tasks (such as avoid, head-home, search or disperse) is presented in(Mataric, 1994b;

Mataric, 1998). Another alternative has been to reduce complexity by heuristically decomposing
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the problem, and hence the joint behavior, into separate, simpler behaviors for the agents to

learn. Such decomposition may be done at various levels (decomposing team behaviors into

sub-behaviors for each agent; decomposing an agents’ behavior into sub-behaviors; etc.), and the

behaviors may be learned independently, iteratively (eachdepending on the earlier one), or in a

bottom-up fashion (learning simple behaviors, then grouping into “complex” behaviors).

One such approach is to learn basic behaviors first, then set them in stone and learn more

complex behaviors based on them. This method is commonly known as layered learning,

and was proposed in(Stone, 1997; Stone, 1998) and successfully applied to robotic soccer.

Further applications of the technique to keep-away soccer are reported in(Gustafson, 2000;

Gustafson and Hsu, 2001; Hsu and Gustafson, 2002; Whiteson and Stone, 2003). Another

approach, shaping, gradually changes the reward function from favoring easier behaviors to

favoring more complex ones based on those easy behaviors. Balch uses a shaped reinforcement

reward function (earlier suggested in(Mataric, 1997)) which depends on the number of partial steps

fulfilled towards accomplishing the joint task(Balch, 1999). The author shows that using either

shaped or local reward leads to similar results, but the former drastically reduces the learning time

as well. A related method, fitness switching, adaptively changes the reward function to favor those

behaviors the learners have made the least progress on(Zhang and Cho, 1998).

Shaping, layered learning, and fitness switching, are not multiagent learning techniques, though

they have often been applied in such a context. Less work has been done on formal methods

of decomposing tasks (and behaviors) into subtasks (sub-behaviors) appropriate for multiagent

solutions, how agents’ sub-behaviors interact, and how andwhen learning of these sub-behaviors

may be parallelized. Consider robot soccer as an example: while it is true that agents must learn

to acquire a ball and to kick it before they can learn to pass the ball, their counterparts must

also have learned to receive the ball, and to ramp up difficulty, opponents may simultaneously co-

adaptively learn to intercept the ball. Few papers have examined how to form these “decomposition

dependency graphs”, much less have the learning system develop them automatically. Yet,

understanding these interactions is important in order to parallelize the learning process, to simplify

the search space, and to produce more robust multiagent behaviors. One notable exception is

reported in(Guestrinet al., 2002): here, the authors note that the actions of some agents may

be independent in specific situations. They suggest taking advantage of this fact by partially

decomposing the joint Q-values of agents based on a coordination graph that heuristically spells

out which agents must interact in order to solve the problem.This partial decomposition represents

a middle-ground between learning a full joint utility tableand learning separate independent tables.

Also, a different hierarchical approach to simplifying theinter-agent coordination task is suggested

in (Makaret al., 2001; Ghavamzadeh and Mahadevan, 2004), where agents coordinate their high-

level behaviors, rather than each primitive action they mayperform.
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Concurrent learning techniques provide an intuitive divide-and-conquer approach to

simplifying the multiagent learning task: the overall search space is divided into multiple simpler

subspaces, and each of them is explored in parallel. The novel concurrent learning algorithms that

are detailed in this thesis represent significant contributions that help this problem decomposition

technique work better.

2.4.3 Scalability

Scalability is a problem for many learning techniques, but especially so for multiagent learning.

The dimensionality of the search space grows rapidly with the number of agents involved, the

number and complexity of agent behaviors, and the size of thenetwork of interactions between

them. This search space grows so rapidly that one cannot learn the entire joint behavior of a large,

heterogeneous, strongly intercommunicating multiagent system. Effective learning in an area

this complex requires some degree of sacrifice: either by isolating the learned behaviors among

individual agents, by reducing the heterogeneity of the agents, or by reducing the complexity of

the agents’ capabilities. Techniques such as learning hybrid teams, decomposition, or partially

restricting the locality of reinforcement provide promising solutions in this direction, but it is not

well understood under which constraints and for which problem domains these restricted methods

will work best.
Scaling multiagent learning techniques to large teams and complex problem domains is a

challenging task indeed. And while the research in this thesis does not go beyond artificial problem

domains involving only two agents, I argue that it has significant impact on scaling multiagent

learning techniques to more complex scenarios. My argumentrelies on the observation that hybrid

team learning provides a decomposition of the overall learning task that appears susceptible to

further parallelization: one learning process might be associated with each group to search for

the behavior that all agents within that group share, and these learning processes could proceed

in parallel. I believe that the advancements in the design ofconcurrent learning algorithms as

presented in these thesis provide a significant boost to scaling such a concurrent hybrid learning

approach to complex problem domains and large teams of agents.
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Chapter 3: A Theoretical Analysis of Concurrent Learning

In a single-agent scenario, the learner evaluates different behaviors, each indicating what action (or

sequence of actions) the agent should perform in specific situations. Upon performing such actions,

the learner receives rewards that are used to update its quality assessment associated with one

or multiple behaviors. For example, an agent employing evolution computation uses individuals

to encode different behaviors, and then updates the fitness of each individuals based on rewards

received upon acting according to that individual. Similarly, an agent employing Q-learning (or

any other temporal difference learning method) uses the rewards received upon performing actions

in the environment in order to update the utilities it has associated for immediate and future

rewards that would be received upon performing that action.The objective of the learner is to

identify a behavior that maximizes the rewards the agent receives. For simplicity, consider that

each behavior represents a single action; consequently, the learner needs to identify the action that

receives maximum reward.
Many such single-agent learning algorithms have guarantees of convergence to the global

optimum under idealized conditions (which usually includeproper settings and enough resources).

For example, formal models employing infinite populations have been used to establish such

guarantees for evolutionary algorithms(Vose, 1999). Similarly, Q-learning (and most temporal

difference learning methods in general) will converge to the optimal policy when using proper

learning rates and exploration policies(Watkins and Dayan, 1992; Singhet al., 2000).

As discussed in Chapter 2, these guarantees of optimality are unfortunately lost for

straightforward extensions of many single-agent learningalgorithms to concurrent multiagent

learning. Such problems were often reported in empirical experimentation. In addition, previous

theoretical analysis suggested that concurrent learning algorithms might drift towards suboptimal

solutions due to undesirable pathologies, even when these algorithms are given unlimited resources

(Wiegand, 2004).

What drives learning algorithms away from global optima in multiagent domains, given their

convergence guarantees in single agent scenarios? Answering this question is the focus of the

present chapter. Section 3.1 provides intuitive illustrations of how a learner might estimate the

quality of its actions in a simple two-agent coordination problem. These illustrations indicate that

learners might incorrectly estimate that actions associated with optimal solutions are inferior to

other actions. These poor estimates are the primary cause for concurrent learning drifting away

from optima. The key to providing convergence guarantees for these algorithms becomes a matter

33
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of providing each learner with accurate estimates for the quality of its actions. In Sections 3.2 –

3.3, I present a theoretical analysis of the impact of accurate estimates onto the convergence of

concurrent learning algorithms. Using an abstract mathematical framework, I prove that improving

the learners’ estimates results in an increase in the probability that they will converge to the

optimum. Interestingly, learners can achieve more accurate estimates if they simply ignore certain

reward received upon performing their actions.

3.1 A Learner’s Estimation for the Quality of Its Actions

Imagine a simple scenario where two agents learn to coordinate. If X is the set of actions that the

first agent can choose from, andY is the set of actions available to the second agent, the task is

for the agents to independently choose one action each (sayx andy) such as to maximize the joint

reward f (x,y) that they receive. The learning task proceeds as follows: agents independently and

concurrently choose an action each, and they both receive the same reward information without

knowing which action the other agent has selected. The agents use this information to assess the

quality of the actions and to decide which actions they should explore next. The learning proceeds

over multiple repetitions of this process involving concurrent action selection, reward observation,

and belief update.
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Figure 3.1: A bimodal joint search space for two concurrent learners.
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Figure 3.2: A desirable estimation provides precise qualitative information about the location of the optimal
peak.

Figure 3.1 illustrates a search space of joint rewards for a simple coordination game. The

figure shows two peaks of different sizes. The lower peak represents a suboptimal solution, and

the wide coverage of that peak implies that solution qualitychanges only a little when either agent

chooses a slightly different action. The higher peak represents the global optimum; its smaller

coverage implies that the solution quality may change rapidly if either agent chooses a slightly

different action. Both peaks are Nash equilibria — modifying either thex or they value (but not

both) would lead to a decrease in the function value. This implies that if both agents decide to

choose actions corresponding to a Nash equilibrium, neither of them has a rational incentive to

choose any other action on its own.

In concurrent learning, the reward an agent receives is based not just on the action it has

chosen, but also on other, likely unknown, actions made by its teammate. This other learner is also

receiving reward that is partially dependent on the actionsof the first learner. Thus, each learner

cannot make an objective quality assessment of a given action, because it would depend on the

action of the other learners. Instead the learner might makea subjective estimation of the quality

of that action based on the rewards that learner has receivedfor that action. As a consequence,

an agent’s estimation changes with time: some actions mightappear better or worse than others,

depending on which actions the teammate is exploring at the same time.

Imagine if the learners were permitted to test their actionsin combination with every possible
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action for the other learner. It turns out that that if each learner bases his estimation on the
maximum reward receivable over this large (possibly infinite) set of actions, then their quality

estimation provides accurate information about the location of the optimal peak: the actions

corresponding to this optimal peak are assigned higher quality than any other action. Figure 3.2

illustrates such a desirable estimation (computed as computed asg(x) = maxy∈Y f (x,y)) that an

agent might have for its actions in the two-agent coordination game depicted in Figure 3.1. Based

on this illustration, I hypothesize that concurrent learners, each employing this desirable quality

estimate, will independently converge to actions corresponding to the global optimum, if there

is only one optimum in the joint action space. Section 3.2.1 provides the formal proofs for this

hypothesis for cooperative coevolutionary algorithms.

However, this desirable estimate requires an exhaustive exploration of the joint search space.

In practice, an agents’ estimate depends only on a limited number of rewards it has received. The

most common approach involve an agent updating the estimatebased on a single reward. For

example, an agent employing the Q-learning algorithm will update the utility of its actions every

time a reward is observed following the selection of that action. This is similar to a CCEA where

the fitness of an individual (action) equals the reward received with only a single collaborator

(actions for teammates).

Estimating the quality of an action based on a single reward is problematic for two primary

reasons. First, the estimation might be very noisy, given that widely different rewards can

be received for the same action depending on the actions chosen by the teammate. Second,

miscoordination penalties might significantly lower the average (expected) reward for actions

corresponding to the global optimum. For these reasons, estimating the quality of an action

based on multiple rewards might be a better approach. For example, agents might randomly select

their actions several times, then estimate their quality based on some aggregation of the observed

rewards. Three aggregation methods are discussed in(Wiegandet al., 2001): using the minimum

(a very conservative approach), the maximum (a very optimistic approach), and the average (an

intermediate setting between the two extremes).

Figure 3.3 illustrates a learner’s quality estimates when using these three aggregation methods.

Here, 5, 20, and 100 actions for the teammate are randomly selected with replacement using the

uniform distribution (this is a good approximation for the behavior of many learning algorithms

at early stages of learning, assuming no information about the search space is available a priori).

Given the non-determinism in the selection process, I repeat it three times to have some information

about the amount of noise (there are three curves on each of the graphs).

All information about the global optimum completely vanishes when using the minimum

(Figure 3.3(a)): actions corresponding to this peak appear worse than those corresponding to

the suboptimal peak. Were the agents to learn using this poorestimate, it would be expected
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Figure 3.3: One learner’s estimation for the quality of its actions, using the (a) minimum, (b) average, and
(c) maximum of 5, 20, and 100 joint rewards, respectively.

that they converged to the suboptimal solution, simply because each of them estimates the actions

corresponding to this solution as being better than any other actions the agents can choose. In fact,

it would be surprising if the learners having this estimate converged to the globally optimal peak!

The situation is fairly similar when using the average to aggregate the rewards (Figure 3.3(b)).

This time, the learner’s estimate contains some information about the presence of both peaks in the

joint search space. However, the actions corresponding to the global optimum still appear slightly
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worse than the ones corresponding to the top of the suboptimal peak. It would again be surprising

if learners using this quality estimate converged to the global optimum. Note, however, that many

theoretical models of multiagent learning employ only suchestimates (for example, the theoretical

model of cooperative coevolutionary algorithms detailed in (Wiegand, 2004), as well as that of

multiagent Q-learning in(Tuyls et al., 2006)). As a consequence, it should be expected that poor

quality estimates cause drift towards suboptimal solutions for these theoretical models, as well as

for the concurrent learning algorithms that they approximate.

Finally, Figure 3.3(c) illustrates quality estimate of an agent that assesses the quality of an

action as the maximum of multiple rewards received for that action. This estimates allow an agent

to discern that the actions corresponding to the global optimum are preferable over other actions.

Using more rewards decreases the noise in the estimate, making it more accurate. This contrasts

the situation involving rewards aggregated via the minimumor the average: more rewards also

decreased the noise in the estimate in those cases, but the quality of actions associated with the

suboptimal peak remained higher (Figure 3.3(a,b)).

Note also that using the maximum reward resembles in some sense the notion oflenience: the

agent ignores the lower utilities that it observes, and onlyuses the maximum one. I argue that this is

common when people learn. Consider a simple situation whereJohn and David learn to play soccer

together. Let’s assume that they do not have any a priori information about each other’s skills. At

some point, John attempts a pass that allows David to receivethe ball in a very favorable position

(for example, alone with the goalie). However, David is not able to receive the ball properly

because he was not expecting the pass. Given the failure of their collaboration in this particular

instance, should John assume that the pass was bad in generaland that it should be avoided? Or

should John be lenient with his teammate and hope that he willperform better once they learn

more about each other’s skills? I argue that the second alternative is much more common, and, as

will be shown throughout this thesis, more beneficial to agents that learn concurrently.

To summarize, concurrent learning algorithms might drift away from optimal solutions simply

because learners have poor estimates for the quality of its actions. However, the graphical

illustrations of these estimates can be used only to a certain extent due to their significant

limitations. One primary limitation is that they fail to capture the dynamics of the multiagent

learning process: the teammates are assumed to select actions at random, rather than via their

own learning process. Another limitation is that these illustrations do not represent rigorous

tools to analyze multiagent learning in general, although they are certainly very intuitive. In

the remainder of this chapter, I overcome these limitationsby formalizing the impact that

increasingly accurate quality estimates have on concurrent learning algorithms. To this end, I

employ the evolutionary game theory toolkit(Maynard Smith, 1982; Hofbauer and Sigmund,

1998). EGT is an abstract mathematical framework based on dynamical systems that provides
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elegant models for the dynamics of certain concurrent learning processes, and has been previously

employed to analyze undesired pathologies in cooperative coevolutionary systems(Wiegand,

2004), and to visualize the learning trajectories for multiagentQ-learning(’t Hoen and Tuyls, 2004;

Tuylset al., 2006). I extend both of these models to provide each learner with more accurate quality

estimates, and I analyze the guarantees and limitations of the resulting algorithms. Section 3.2

presents the enhanced EGT models for cooperative coevolutionary algorithms, while Section 3.3

covers the extended EGT model for multiagent Q-learning.

3.2 EGT Models for CCEAs

I begin with an overview of the EGT model for cooperative coevolutionary algorithms detailed in

(Wiegand, 2004). Consider the application of CCEAs to solve a simple two-agent coordination

game, such as the one in Figure 3.1. Here is how one could applyCCEAs to address the

coordination game:

• Each agent is assigned a population of individuals.

• Individuals in one population represent actions that that specific agent can perform in the

environment.

• A genotype is equivalent to a specific action (e.g.move-leftor shoot-the-ball). Each

individual represents a genotype, but multiple individuals in the same population might

represent the same individual (in that case, the agent is more likely to perform that specific

action).

• The fitness of an individual reflects the quality estimate that the agent assigns to that action.

Remember that the estimate is subjective – it reflects the quality of that action when in

combination with other actions of the teammate.

The EGT model assumes each agent has only a finite set of actions to choose from (the set

of genotypes is finite). However, the EGT model assumes that the two populations are infinite,

and it computes the proportions of genotypes in the populations at each generation. If the first

agent has a finite numbern of distinct actions (genotypes) to choose from, its population at

each generation is an element of the set∆n = {x∈ [0,1]n |
∑n

i=1xi = 1}. A higher proportion

xi indicates that the agent is more likely to choose actioni. Given that the second agent might

have a different set (of sizem) of actions to choose from, its population is an element of the set

∆m =
{

y∈ [0,1]m |∑m
j=1y j = 1

}

. The fitness computation in the EGT model involves the game

payoff matrixA, where theai j element represents the reward for the joint action(i, j). Assuming
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both agents are equally rewarded,A is used to compute the fitnesses in one population, and the

transpose ofA is used for the other population. Equations 3.1–3.4 describe the EGT model for

CCEAs, as expressed in(Wiegand, 2004):

u(t)
i =

m
∑

j=1

ai j y
(t)
j (3.1)

w(t)
j =

n
∑

i=1

ai j x
(t)
i (3.2)
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(

u(t)
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k=1x(t)

k u(t)
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x(t)
i (3.3)
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w(t)
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k=1y(t)

k w(t)
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y(t)
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wherex(t) and y(t) represent the proportions of genotypes (actions) in the twopopulations at

generationt, andx(t+1) andy(t+1) represent the new proportions at the next generationt +1. For

simplicity, the equations only model the dynamics of cooperative coevolutionary systems under

the pressure of selection.

The EGT model can be separated into two phases. First, the fitness of each genotype is

computed for the two populations (Equations 3.1 and 3.2). The fitness of an individual with

genotypei is estimated as the mean payoff over pairwise collaborations with every individual in

the other population. Note that the genotype proportions are used for this computation, given that

the populations are infinite. Second, the distributions of the two populations at the next generation

are computed (Equations 3.3 and 3.4 model the effects of fitness proportional selection).

Equations 3.1 – 3.4 describe a deterministic model for CCEAs: given the composition of

the two populations, the model can be used to compute the precise distributions of genotypes

in the populations at the next generation. Using this model,it can be shown that pure Nash

equilibria are stable, attracting fixed points(Wiegandet al., 2002b). This implies that starting from

certain initial configurations and iterating the model until convergence may result in convergence

to suboptimal Nash equilibria. This pathology (termed relative overgeneralization in(Wiegand,

2004)), is problematic, especially given the theoretical assumption of infinite populations.

One limitation of this EGT model is that the use of fitness proportional selection poses

difficulties when dealing with payoff matrices that containnegative rewards. Unfortunately,

some of the most common benchmark problem domains in the multiagent learning literature

have negative rewards for miscoordination penalties. For consistency throughout this thesis, I
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propose a slightly different EGT model that uses tournamentselection of sizeH instead of fitness

proportional selection. The updated EGT model is:

u(t)
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m
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Deriving Equations 3.7 and 3.8 is relatively straightforward. Given the symmetry, I detail only

how to derive Equation 3.7. For each genotypei, I start by computing the probability that the

best individual ofH random ones (selected with replacement from the current population) has the

same fitness as an individual with genotypei. Given thatu(t)
k is the fitness of each individual with

genotypek, this probability equals

(

(

∑

k:u(t)
k ≤u(t)

i
x(t)

k

)H

−
(

∑

k:u(t)
k <u(t)

i
x(t)

k

)H
)

. The only thing

remaining is to account for identical fitnesses for different genotypes. Tournament selection works

as follows: if multiple individuals have entered the tournament with equally-maximal fitness, one

of them is chosen at random. If the selection of individuals is performed sequentially, this is also

equivalent to simply choosing the first one of them. As a consequence, Equation 3.7 contains an

extra term that indicates the probability that an individual with genotypei is chosen at random

from the first population out of all the individuals that havethe same fitness as that individual.

This term essentially indicates that the ratios of equally-fit individuals with respect to each other

remain constant from one generation to the next.

Observe that the fitness estimation in Equations 3.1–3.2 (and also in Equations 3.5–3.6)

bears a striking resemblance to aggregating multiple rewards by using the average, as detailed

in Section 3.1. However, Figure 3.3 indicated that averaging the rewards might result in learners

having poor estimates for the quality of their actions. Next, I enhance the EGT model to account for

learners with accurate estimates. I achieve this solely by modeling other approaches to computing

the fitness.
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3.2.1 An EGT Model with a Desirable Estimation of Fitness

First, I extend the EGT model to provide each learner with a desirable estimate for the quality of

actions (similarly to the one illustrated in Figure 3.2 for the joint space in Figure 3.1). Theorem 1

proves that this model is guaranteed to converge to the global optimum, if a unique such optimum

exists. This result was only very briefly sketched in(Wiegand, 2004).

I precede the theorem with a short lemma.

Lemma 1. Assume the populations for the EGT model are randomly initialized based on a uniform

distribution over all possible initial populations. Then,

P

(

min
i=1..n

x(0)
i = 0

)

= 0

P

(

max
i=1..n

x(0)
i = 1

)

= 0

P

(

min
j=1..m

y(0)
j = 0

)

= 0

P

(

max
j=1..m

y(0)
j = 1

)

= 0

In other words, the probability that the initial populations contain extreme values (either0 or

1) for some proportion of genotypes is0.

Proof. One method to sample the simplex∆n uniformly is described in(Devroye, 1986) (pages

568 – 569): taken−1 uniformly distributed numbers in[0,1], then sort them, and finally use the

differences between consecutive numbers (also, the difference between the smallest number and

0, and the difference between 1 and the largest number) as thecoordinates for the point. The

probability that any of these differences is 0 or 1 is 0 (the probability of randomly generating a

specific value, or a finite set of specific values at random using the uniform distribution over[0,1]

is 0).

Theorem 1. If payoff matrix A has a unique element ai⋆ j⋆ with maximal value, then the EGT

model in Equations 3.9 – 3.12 will converge upon iteration tothe (i⋆, j⋆) Nash equilibrium with

probability1.
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u(t)
i = max

j=1..m
ai j (3.9)

w(t)
j = max

i=1..n
ai j (3.10)

x(t+1)
i =

x(t)
i

∑

k:u(t)
k =u(t)

i
x(t)

k













∑

k:u(t)
k ≤u(t)

i

x(t)
k







H

−







∑

k:u(t)
k <u(t)

i

x(t)
k







H




(3.11)

y(t+1)
j =

y(t)
j

∑

k:w(t)
k =w(t)

j
y(t)

k













∑

k:w(t)
k ≤w(t)

j

y(t)
k







H

−







∑

k:w(t)
k <w(t)

j

y(t)
k







H




(3.12)

Proof. I begin the proof with several observations. First, Equations 3.11 and 3.12 are identical to

Equations 3.7 and 3.8: the new model changes only the mechanism for computing the fitness of an

individual. Second,u(t) andw(t) are constant over time. Thus, the EGT model can be implemented

by pre-computingu(0) andw(0), followed by only the iteration of Equations 3.11 and 3.12. Finally,

the update ofx(t+1) only depends onx(t) and on the constant vectoru(t) = u(0); as a consequence,

the computation ofx(t+1) can be iterated independently of the state of the other population (and

similarly for y(t+1)). This implies that the two populations are completely decoupled, and each of

them evolves on its own as in a traditional evolutionary algorithm. I will prove thatx(t)
i⋆ converges

to 1 upon iterating the model (t → ∞). The proof that limt→∞ y(t)
j⋆ = 1 is similar, and it is omitted

for brevity.

Given thatu(t)
i⋆ > u(t)

i for all i 6= i⋆, it follows thatx(t+1)
i⋆ = 1−

(

1−x(t)
i⋆

)H
, which is equivalent

to 1− x(t+1)
i⋆ =

(

1−x(t)
i⋆

)H
. In general, it is straightforward to show by induction that1− x(t)

i⋆ =

(

1−x(0)
i⋆

)Ht

.

Suppose the populations for the EGT model are initialized atrandom based on a uniform

distribution over all possible initial populations. Lemma1 indicates that the initialx(0)
i⋆ is greater

than 0 with probability 1. Thus, with probability 1, it follows that

lim
t→∞

x(t)
i⋆ = lim

t→∞

(

1−
(

1−x(0)
i⋆

)Ht)

= 1− lim
t→∞

(

1−x(0)
i⋆

)Ht

= 1

As a side note, it can be shown that the system converges to a mixed equilibrium if there are

multiple global optima. This proof is useful to justify certain settings for the methods proposed in
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Chapter 4. The next corollary establishes this result.

Corollary 1.1. If the payoff matrix A has multiple elements with maximum value, then the EGT

model in Equations 3.9 – 3.12 will converge upon iteration toa mixed equilibrium with probability

1.

Proof. Let u⋆ = maxi j ai j , and let me definez(t) =
∑

i:u(t)
i =u⋆ x(t)

i . It follows that

1−z(t+1) = 1−
∑

i:u(t)
i =u⋆

x(t+1)
i

= 1−
∑

i:u(t)
i =u⋆

x(t)
i

∑

k:u(t)
k =u(t)

i
x(t)

k













∑

k:u(t)
k ≤u(t)

i

x(t)
k







H

−







∑

k:u(t)
k <u(t)

i

x(t)
k







H





= 1−
∑

i:u(t)
i =u⋆

x(t)
i

∑

k:u(t)
k =u⋆ x(t)

k













∑

k:u(t)
k ≤u⋆

x(t)
k







H

−







∑

k:u(t)
k <u⋆

x(t)
k







H





= 1−
∑

i:u(t)
i =u⋆

x(t)
i

∑

k:u(t)
k =u⋆ x(t)

k






1−







∑

k:u(t)
k <u⋆

x(t)
k







H





= 1−






1−







∑

k:u(t)
k <u⋆

x(t)
k







H





∑

i:u(t)
i =u⋆

x(t)
i

∑

k:u(t)
k =u⋆ x(t)

k

= 1−






1−







∑

k:u(t)
k <u⋆

x(t)
k







H





=







∑

k:u(t)
k <u⋆

x(t)
k







H

=
(

1−z(t)
)H

· · ·

=
(

1−z(0)
)Ht+1
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As before, consider that the populations for the EGT model are initialized at random based on

a uniform distribution over all possible initial populations. It follows thatz(0) < 1 with probability

1 (from Lemma 1). Thus,limt→∞z(t) = 1. The resulting equilibrium is mixed because for everyi

and j such thatu(t)
i = u(0)

i = u(t)
j = u(0)

j = u⋆, the ratio
x(t)

i

x(t)
j

is constant over time:

x(t+1)
i

x(t+1)
j

=

x(t)
i

P

k:u
(t)
k =u

(t)
i

x(t)
k

(

(

∑

k:u(t)
k ≤u(t)

i
x(t)

k

)H

−
(

∑

k:u(t)
k <u(t)

i
xk

)H
)

x(t)
j

P

k:u
(t)
k

=u
(t)
j

x(t)
k

(

(

∑

k:u(t)
k ≤u(t)

j
x(t)

k

)H

−
(

∑

k:u(t)
k <u(t)

j
x(t)

k

)H
)

=

x(t)
i

P

k:u
(t)
k =u⋆

x(t)
k

(

(

∑

k:u(t)
k ≤u⋆ x(t)

k

)H

−
(

∑

k:u(t)
k <u⋆ x(t)

k

)H
)

x(t)
j

P

k:u
(t)
k =u⋆

x(t)
k

(

(

∑

k:u(t)
k ≤u⋆ x(t)

k

)H

−
(

∑

k:u(t)
k <u⋆ x(t)

k

)H
)

=
x(t)

i

x(t)
j

Corollary 1.2. The theoretical cooperative coevolutionary algorithmTheoretical-CCEA will

converge to the global optimum with probability1, if a unique global optimum exists.

Theoretical-CCEA

Note: All populations are assumed infinite

For each individual i in the first population

Randomly select an infinite set{ jk}k≥1 of collaborators from the second population

Fitness(i) = maxk≥1ai jk

For each individual j in the second population

Randomly select an infinite set{ik}k≥1 of collaborators from the first population

Fitness( j) = maxk≥1aik j

Create next populations via tournament selection of size H

Proof. I show that theTheoretical-CCEA implements the EGT model in Equations 3.9 – 3.12.

Observe that both of them employ infinite populations and tournament selection. As a

consequence, it suffices to show that theTheoretical-CCEA and the EGT model assign the same

fitness to the individuals (this implies that both of them will create identical populations at the next

generation, were they applied to the same current populations).
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Indeed, the fitnesses are identical with theTheoretical-CCEA and the EGT model, as shown

next. Given an individual with genotypei in the first population, its expected fitness with the

theoretical EGT model is equal tomaxj=1..mai j . The fitness of an individual with genotypei in the

Theoretical-CCEA ismaxk≥1ai jk. Let j⋆ ∈{1, ...,m} be the index such thatai j ⋆ = maxj=1..mai j . From

Lemma 1, the proportion ofj⋆ is non-zero with probability 1 in the initial random population. The

use of tournament selection also implies that the proportion of j⋆ is non-zero thereafter (it might be

very small, but it is not zero). As a consequence, the infiniteset of random collaborators{ jk}k≥1

containsj⋆ with probability 1. Thus,Fitness(i) = maxj=1..mai j . Similarly, the individuals in the

second population are assigned identical fitness under bothmodels.

As an observation, the simple EGT framework in Equations 3.5–3.8 assumes that an

individual’s fitness is the mean payoff over pairwise collaborations witheverymember of the

cooperating population. This has two possible interpretations. First, the framework might

approximate (as the population size approaches infinity) a real CCEA where the fitness of an

individual is computed as the average payoff over pairwise collaborations with each and every

individual in the other population. Under this interpretation, theTheoretical-CCEA improves upon

the EGT model in Equations 3.5 – 3.8 by providing each learnerwith a better quality estimate at

the same computational cost (Figures 3.3 (a) and (c)). Corollary 1.2 establishes that this improved

estimate allows the learners to converge to the global optimum with probability 1.

A second interpretation of the complete mixing assumption is that it is computing an

individual’s fitness as the expected payoff with a single random collaborator from the other

population. From this perspective, theTheoretical-CCEA is a generalization of the EGT framework

in Equations 3.5–3.8 that involves an infinite number of random collaborators. In the next section,

I provide a novel EGT model that bridges these two extremes byemploying an arbitrary finite

number of collaborators.

3.2.2 An EGT Model with a Practical Estimation of Fitness

The primary problem with theTheoretical-CCEA is that it requires an infinite number of

collaborators. One class of approximations for this model involves only a finite number of random

collaborators. Although this idea is not new in practical approaches to cooperative coevolutionary

algorithms, its theoretical study has been very limited. Inthis section, I extend the EGT model in

Equations 3.5 – 3.8 to account for multiple collaborators, and I analyze the theoretical convergence

guarantees and limitations for this new model.

First, I estimate the expected fitness for an individual if computed as the maximum reward

obtained for that individual when in combination with multiple collaborators from the other

population. The following theorem establishes this result.
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Theorem 2. Let ai j be the payoff for individual i when teamed with an individualj, and(p j) j∈1..n

be the probability distribution for the individuals in the population of collaborators for i (here, n is

the number of distinct genotypes in the population of collaborators). The expected maximum payoff

for i over N pairwise combinations with random collaborators j1... jN chosen with replacement

from the other population is

∑n
j=1ai j

p j
P

k:aik=ai j
pk

(

(

∑

k:aik≤ai j
pk

)N
−
(

∑

k:aik<ai j
pk

)N
)

.

Proof. Clearly, the expected maximum payoff ofi overN pairwise combinations can be expressed

as a weighted sum of all possible payoffsai j thati can receive with different types of collaborators.

The weight of each termai j equals the probabilityh j thatai j is the maximum payoff observed over

N trials. This computation can also be modeled as follows: given an infinite population with the

distribution of individuals indicated byx j = p j and with fitnessf j = ai j , what is an estimationh j

for the maximum fitness ofN randomly selected individuals (with replacement)? Interestingly, this

is the same problem as that of modeling tournament selectionin the EGT model. As described in

Equations 3.7 and 3.8, it follows that

h j =
x j

P

k: fk= f j
xk

(

(

∑

k: fk≤ f j
xk

)N
−
(

∑

k: fk< f j
xk

)N
)

The remainder of the proof is only a matter of changing notations.

Given this result, I extend the traditional EGT model in Equations 3.5–3.8 to replace

complete mixing with the assessment of fitness based on the maximum of rewards with multiple

collaborators.

Theorem 3. The EGT model in Equations 3.13 – 3.16 represents a theoretical model for a

cooperative coevolutionary algorithm where the fitness of an individual is computed as the

maximum reward with N collaborators.
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u(t)
i =

m
∑

j=1

ai j
y(t)

j
∑

k:aik=ai j
y(t)

k









∑

k:aik≤ai j

y(t)
k





N

−





∑

k:aik<ai j

y(t)
k





N

 (3.13)

w(t)
j =

n
∑

i=1

ai j
x(t)

i
∑

k:ak j=ai j
x(t)

k









∑

k:ak j≤ai j

x(t)
k





N

−





∑

k:ak j<ai j

x(t)
k





N

 (3.14)

x(t+1)
i =

x(t)
i

∑

k:u(t)
k =u(t)

i
x(t)

k













∑

k:u(t)
k ≤u(t)

i

x(t)
k







H

−







∑

k:u(t)
k <u(t)

i

x(t)
k







H




(3.15)

y(t+1)
j =

y(t)
j

∑

k:w(t)
k =w(t)

j
y(t)

k













∑

k:w(t)
k ≤w(t)

j

y(t)
k







H

−







∑

k:w(t)
k <w(t)

j

y(t)
k







H




(3.16)

Proof. Equations 3.15–3.16 preserve the tournament selection procedure of the standard EGT

model (Equations 3.7–3.8). The fitness of each individual isestimated as the expected maximum

reward withN random collaborators from the other population (as established in Theorem 2).

Note that this new model is equivalent to the previous EGT model in Equations 3.5–3.8 when

a single collaborator is used (N = 1). More importantly, the new EGT model approximates the

Theoretical-CCEA asN approaches∞. It would therefore be expected that the new EGT model is

more likely to converge to the global optimum asN increases. The proof that that is the case relies

on the following lemmas, which establish bounds on the probabilities that the initial populations

have some extremely large or small proportions of certain genotypes.

Lemma 2. Assume the populations for the EGT model are initialized at random based on a uniform

distribution over all possible initial populations. Then,for anyε > 0, there existsθε > 0 such that

P

(

min
i=1..n

x(0)
i ≤ θε

)

< ε (3.17)

P

(

max
i=1..n

x(0)
i ≥ 1−θε

)

< ε (3.18)

P

(

min
j=1..m

y(0)
j ≤ θε

)

< ε (3.19)

P

(

max
j=1..m

y(0)
j ≥ 1−θε

)

< ε (3.20)
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Proof. As described in Lemma 1,
(

x(0)
i

)

i=1..n
can be generated as the difference betweenn−1

numbers generated uniformly in[0,1]. It follows that mini=1..nx(0)
i is the closest distance between

two such numbers (and possibly the boundaries 0 and 1).

Supposeγ > 0 is a small number. I iterate over then−1 uniformly-distributed random numbers

that are needed to generate an initial population
(

x(0)
i

)

i=1..n
. The probability that the first number

is not withinγ of the boundaries 0 and 1 is 1−2γ. The probability that the second number is not

within γ of the boundaries or of the first number is less than or equal to1−4γ. In general, the

probability that thekth number is not withinγ of the boundaries or of the firstk−1 numbers is

less than or equal to 1−2kγ. Given that the numbers are generated independently of one another,

the probability that the closest pair of points (considering the boundaries) is farther apart thanγ is

equal to

P

(

min
i=1..n

x(0)
i ≤ γ

)

= 1−P

(

min
i=1..n

x(0)
i > γ

)

= 1−
n−1
∏

i=1

(1−2iγ) ≤ 1− (1−2(n−1)γ)n−1

Inequalities 3.17 and 3.19 are symmetric, and as such, the proof that

P

(

min
j=1..m

y(0)
j ≤ γ

)

≤ 1− (1−2(m−1)γ)m−1

is very similar. Given that

lim
γ→0

1− (1−2(n−1)γ)n−1 = 0

lim
γ→0

1− (1−2(m−1)γ)m−1 = 0

it follows that for any ε > 0 there existsθε > 0 such thatP
(

mini=1..nx(0)
i ≤ θε

)

< ε and

P
(

minj=1..my(0)
j ≤ θε

)

< ε.

To prove Inequality 3.18, consider that maxi=1..nx(0)
i ≥ 1−θε implies that all otherxi ratios

except for the maximum are smaller toθε , which, as proven above, occurs with probability smaller

thanε. The proof for Inequality 3.20 is similar.
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Lemma 3. Assume the populations for the EGT model are initialized at random based on a uniform

distribution over all possible initial populations. Then,for anyε > 0, there existsηε > 0 such that

P

(

min
i=1..n

x(0)
i > ηε ∧ max

i=1..n
x(0)

i < 1−ηε ∧ min
j=1..m

y(0)
j > ηε ∧ max

j=1..m
y(0)

j < 1−ηε

)

≥ 1− ε

In other words, there is an arbitrarily probability that theinitial populations contain reasonable

values (not too close to either0 or 1) for all proportions of genotypes.

Proof. I apply Lemma 2 for1−
√

1−ε
2 , which is greater than 0. The specific value ofηε for this

proof equals the value ofθ 1−
√

1−ε
2

from Lemma 2. It follows that:

P

(

min
i=1..n

x(0)
i > ηε ∧ max

i=1..n
x(0)

i < 1−ηε ∧ min
j=1..m

y(0)
j > ηε ∧ max

j=1..m
y(0)

j < 1−ηε

)

= P

(

min
i=1..n

x(0)
i > θ 1−

√
1−ε

2
∧ max

i=1..n
x(0)

i < 1−θ 1−
√

1−ε
2

)

×

P

(

min
j=1..m

y(0)
j > θ 1−

√
1−ε

2
∧ max

j=1..m
y(0)

j < 1−θ 1−
√

1−ε
2

)

=

(

1−P

(

min
i=1..n

x(0)
i ≤ θ 1−

√
1−ε

2
∨ max

i=1..n
x(0)

i ≥ 1−θ 1−
√

1−ε
2

))

×
(

1−P

(

min
j=1..m

y(0)
j ≤ θ 1−

√
1−ε

2
∨ max

j=1..m
y(0)

j ≥ 1−θ 1−
√

1−ε
2

))

≥
(

1−
(

P

(

min
i=1..n

x(0)
i ≤ θ 1−

√
1−ε

2

)

+P

(

max
i=1..n

x(0)
i ≥ 1−θ 1−

√
1−ε

2

)))

×
(

1−
(

P

(

min
j=1..m

y(0)
j ≤ θ 1−

√
1−ε

2

)

+P

(

max
j=1..m

y(0)
j ≥ 1−θ 1−

√
1−ε

2

)))

≥
(

1−2
1−
√

1− ε
2

)

×
(

1−2
1−
√

1− ε
2

)

= 1− ε

Next, I use the new EGT model described by Equations 3.13 – 3.16 to analyze the properties

of cooperative coevolutionary algorithms. Theorem 4 showsthat properly implemented CCEAs

will converge to the global optimumin any problem domain, if givenenoughresources. The

term “enough” indicates two types of resources that CCEAs need: large populations to explore

the space (here, the populations are in fact assumed infinitefor simplicity), and large numbers of

collaborators to provide accurate fitness estimates for allpopulations.
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Theorem 4. Given a joint reward matrix A with a unique global optimum ai⋆ j⋆, for anyε > 0 and

any H≥ 2, there exists a value Nε ≥ 1 such that the theoretical CCEA model in Equations 3.13–

3.16 converges to the global optimum with probability greater than (1− ε) for any number of

collaborators N such that N≥Nε .

Proof. I only useε as a guarantee for the worst case scenario for the proportions of individuals in

the initial populations. From Lemma 3, it follows that thereexistsηε > 0 such that with probability

at least 1− ε, it holds thatηε < x(0)
i < 1−ηε andηε < y(0)

j < 1−ηε for i, j ∈ {1,2,3}. In other

words, with probabilityε, the initial populations will not have any proportion of individuals that

cover more than 1−ηε , nor cover less thanηε of the entire population.

I will prove that there existsNε ≥ 0 such that the EGT model converges to the global

optimum for anyN ≥ Nε and for all initial populations that satisfyηε < x(0)
i⋆ < 1−ηε and

ηε < y(0)
j⋆ < 1−ηε . To this end, letα be the second highest element of the joint payoff matrix

A (α < ai⋆ j⋆). It follows thatu(t)
i ≤ α for all i 6= i⋆, and similarlyw(t)

j ≤ α for all j 6= j⋆. Given the

symmetry, I only prove the first (by refining Equation 3.13):

u(t)
i ≤

m
∑

j=1

α
y(t)

j
∑

k:aik=ai j
y(t)

k









∑

k:aik≤ai j

y(t)
k





N

−





∑

k:aik<ai j

y(t)
k





N



≤ α
m
∑

j=1









∑

k:aik≤ai j

y(t)
k





N

−





∑

k:aik<ai j

y(t)
k





N

≤ α

Next, I work on identifying a lower bound foru(t)
i⋆ :
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u(t)
i⋆ =

m
∑

j=1

ai⋆ j
y(t)

j
∑

k:ai⋆k=ai⋆ j
y(t)

k









∑

k:ai⋆k≤ai⋆ j

y(t)
k





N

−





∑

k:ai⋆k<ai⋆ j

y(t)
k





N



= ai⋆ j⋆

(

1−
(

1−y(t)
j⋆

)N
)

+

∑

j 6= j⋆
ai⋆ j

y(t)
j

∑

k:ai⋆k=ai⋆ j
y(t)

k









∑

k:ai⋆k≤ai⋆ j

y(t)
k





N

−





∑

k:ai⋆k<ai⋆ j

y(t)
k





N



= ai⋆ j⋆

(

1−
(

1−y(t)
j⋆

)N
)

+

∑

j 6= j⋆∧ai⋆ j≥0

ai⋆ j
y(t)

j
∑

k:ai⋆k=ai⋆ j
y(t)

k









∑

k:ai⋆k≤ai⋆ j

y(t)
k





N

−





∑

k:ai⋆k<ai⋆ j

y(t)
k





N

+

∑

j 6= j⋆∧ai⋆ j<0

ai⋆ j
y(t)

j
∑

k:ai⋆k=ai⋆ j
y(t)

k









∑

k:ai⋆k≤ai⋆ j

y(t)
k





N

−





∑

k:ai⋆k<ai⋆ j

y(t)
k





N



≥ ai⋆ j⋆

(

1−
(

1−y(t)
j⋆

)N
)

+

∑

j 6= j⋆∧ai⋆ j<0

ai⋆ j
y(t)

j
∑

k:ai⋆k=ai⋆ j
y(t)

k









∑

k:ai⋆k≤ai⋆ j

y(t)
k





N

−





∑

k:ai⋆k<ai⋆ j

y(t)
k





N



≥ ai⋆ j⋆

(

1−
(

1−y(t)
j⋆

)N
)

+
∑

j 6= j⋆∧ai⋆ j<0

ai⋆ j
y(t)

j
∑

k:ai⋆k=ai⋆ j
y(t)

k





∑

k:ai⋆k≤ai⋆ j

y(t)
k





N

Given that
∑m

k=1y(t)
k = 1, I further refine the previous inequality:

u(t)
i⋆ ≥ ai⋆ j⋆

(

1−
(

1−y(t)
j⋆

)N
)

+
∑

j 6= j⋆∧ai⋆ j<0

ai⋆ j
y(t)

j
∑

k:ai⋆k=ai⋆ j
y(t)

k

(

1−y(t)
j⋆

)N

≥ ai⋆ j⋆

(

1−
(

1−y(t)
j⋆

)N
)

+
(

1−y(t)
j⋆

)N ∑

j 6= j⋆∧ai⋆ j<0

ai⋆ j

= ai⋆ j⋆−
(

1−y(t)
j⋆

)N



ai⋆ j⋆−
∑

j 6= j⋆∧ai⋆ j<0

ai⋆ j



 (3.21)
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The inequalitiesηε < y(0)
j⋆ < 1−ηε hold for the initial populations, as inferred earlier from

Lemma 3. It follows from Equation 3.21 that

u(0)
i⋆ ≥ ai⋆ j⋆− (1−ηε)

N



ai⋆ j⋆−
∑

j 6= j⋆∧ai⋆ j<0

ai⋆ j



 (3.22)

However,

lim
N→∞

ai⋆ j⋆− (1−ηε)
N



ai⋆ j⋆−
∑

j 6= j⋆∧ai⋆ j<0

ai⋆ j



 = ai⋆ j⋆ (3.23)

Given thatai⋆ j⋆ > α, Equation 3.23 implies that there existsN1≥ 1 such that

ai⋆ j⋆− (1−ηε)
N



ai⋆ j⋆−
∑

j 6= j⋆∧ai⋆ j<0

ai⋆ j



> α (3.24)

for all N ≥ N1. From Equations 3.21 and 3.24, it follows thatu(0)
i⋆ > α for all N ≥ N1. Observe

thatN1 does not depend on the initial populationsx(0) andy(0). Similarly, it is straightforward to

prove that

w(t)
j⋆ ≥ ai⋆ j⋆−

(

1−x(t)
i⋆

)N



ai⋆ j⋆−
∑

i 6=i⋆∧ai j⋆<0

ai j ⋆



 (3.25)

w(0)
j⋆ ≥ ai⋆ j⋆− (1−ηε)

N



ai⋆ j⋆−
∑

i 6=i⋆∧ai j⋆<0

ai j ⋆



 (3.26)

and that there existsN2≥ 1 such thatw j⋆ > α for all N≥N2.

Let Nε = max(N1,N2), and letN≥Nε . Next, I show by induction byt (the number of iterations

of the model, i.e. the number of generations) that the following four inequalities hold:
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u(t)
i⋆ ≥ ai⋆ j⋆− (1−ηε)

N



ai⋆ j⋆−
∑

j 6= j⋆∧ai⋆ j<0

ai⋆ j





w(t)
j⋆ ≥ ai⋆ j⋆− (1−ηε)

N



ai⋆ j⋆−
∑

i 6=i⋆∧ai j⋆<0

ai j ⋆





x(t+1)
i⋆ ≥ x(t)

i⋆

y(t+1)
j⋆ ≥ y(t)

j⋆

At the first generation (t = 0), the first two inequalities hold (Equations 3.22 and 3.26).

Combining these with the definition ofN, it follows thatu(0)
i⋆ > u(0)

i for all i 6= i⋆ (and similarly,

w(0)
j⋆ > w(0)

j for all j 6= j⋆). As a consequence,x(1)
i⋆ = 1−

(

1−x(0)
i⋆

)H
> x(0)

i⋆ (from Equation 3.13),

and similarlyy(1)
j⋆ = 1−

(

1−y(0)
j⋆

)H
> y(0)

j⋆ (from Equation 3.14).

To prove the inductive step, it follows from Equation 3.21 and from the inductive hypothesis

that

u(t+1)
i⋆ ≥ ai⋆ j⋆−

(

1−y(t+1)
j⋆

)N



ai⋆ j⋆−
∑

j 6= j⋆∧ai⋆ j<0

ai⋆ j





≥ ai⋆ j⋆−
(

1−y(t)
j⋆

)N



ai⋆ j⋆−
∑

j 6= j⋆∧ai⋆ j<0

ai⋆ j





· · ·

≥ ai⋆ j⋆−
(

1−y(0)
j⋆

)N



ai⋆ j⋆−
∑

j 6= j⋆∧ai⋆ j<0

ai⋆ j





≥ ai⋆ j⋆− (1−ηε)
N



ai⋆ j⋆−
∑

j 6= j⋆∧ai⋆ j<0

ai⋆ j





Given the definitions ofN andα, this also implies thatu(t+1)
i⋆ > α > u(t+1)

i for all i 6= i⋆. As a

consequence,x(t+1)
i⋆ = 1−

(

1−x(t)
i⋆

)H
≥ x(t)

i⋆ (from Equation 3.13). Similarly, Equation 3.25 and
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the inductive hypothesis imply that

w(t+1)
j⋆ ≥ ai⋆ j⋆−

(

1−x(t+1)
i⋆

)N



ai⋆ j⋆−
∑

i 6=i⋆∧ai j⋆<0

ai j ⋆





≥ ai⋆ j⋆−
(

1−x(t)
i⋆

)N



ai⋆ j⋆−
∑

i 6=i⋆∧ai j⋆<0

ai j ⋆





· · ·

≥ ai⋆ j⋆− (1−ηε)
N



ai⋆ j⋆−
∑

i 6=i⋆∧ai j⋆<0

ai j ⋆





Again, given the definition ofN andα, this impliesw(t+1)
j⋆ > α > w(t+1)

j for all j 6= j⋆. As a

consequence,y(t+1)
j⋆ = 1−

(

1−y(t)
j⋆

)H
≥ y(t)

j⋆ (from Equation 3.14).

Having shown that bothx(t)
i⋆ and y(t)

j⋆ are monotonically increasing, and given that they are

bounded between 0 and 1, it follows that they converge to somevalue. Given thatu(t)
i⋆ > u(t)

i for all

i 6= i⋆ at each iteration, it follows thatx(t+1)
i⋆ = 1−

(

1−x(t)
i⋆

)H
at each iteration as well. If ¯x is the

limit of the x(t)
i⋆ values whent goes to∞, thenx̄ = 1− (1− x̄)H , which implies that ¯x is either 0 or

1. I can rule out the 0 limit because the values ofx(t)
i⋆ are monotonically increasing andx(0)

i⋆ > ηε .

Thus,x(t)
i⋆ converges to 1. The proof thaty(t)

j⋆ also converges to 1 is similar and is omitted for

brevity.

Theorem 4 indicates that CCEAs should converge to the globaloptimum if properly set (large

population sizes and large numbers of collaborators). However, one may ask what are their

limitations in practice. I claim there are two types of limitations that might affect the performance

of CCEAs. First, populations will only have finite numbers ofindividuals in practical applications.

In this case, the limitations of CCEAs will be primarily due to insufficient exploration in deceptive

domains. Given that these limitations are similar to local convergence problems in standard EAs,

I rather focus on a second type of limitations, namely those due to poor fitness estimates resulting

from insufficient collaborators. The next theorem establishes that no finite number of collaborators
is sufficient for CCEAs to have good performance across all possible problem domains. Rather,

for any number of collaborators, there exists problem domains that can make CCEAs converge

suboptimally in most situations.
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Theorem 5. For anyε > 0, any N> 1 and any H≥ 2, there exists a joint reward matrix A with a

unique global maximum such that the theoretical CCEA model in Equations 3.13–3.16 converges

to a globally optimal equilibrium with probability lower thanε.

Proof. Supposeε > 0, N > 1, andH ≥ 2. Consider the joint reward matrix defined by

A :





2 −ρ 0
−ρ 0 0
0 0 1





where ρ > 0. Here, the optimal joint action(1,1) receives a reward of 2, but there may be

severe penalties associated with miscoordination for joint actions(1,2) and (2,1). The proof

proceeds as follows. First, I identify threshold values forx3 andy3 such that, once their values

exceed those thresholds, the system is pulled toward the suboptimal equilibrium(3,3). Second, I

make the miscoordination penaltyρ severe enough as to move the system towards the suboptimal

equilibrium(3,3) until bothx3 andy3 exceed the thresholds identified earlier.

As before, I useε to provide some guarantees on the distribution of the initial populations.

Arbitrarily small values ofε are especially interesting: I want to show that, for some fixed values

of N andH, there are coordination games for which the theoretical CCEA model converges to

the suboptimal solution with probability 99%. For the same fixed values ofN andH, there are

other more difficult coordination games for which the model converges to the suboptimal solution

with probability 99.999%. And so on. Thus, I will show that the CCEA model converges to the

suboptimal solution(3,3) with probability higher than 1− ε, asε → 0. Lemma 3 indicates that

for anyε > 0 there existsηε > 0 such that the initial populations will not have any proportion of

individuals cover more than 1−ηε , nor cover less thanηε of the entire population, with probability

higher than 1− ε.

I start by expressing the expected fitnesses of individuals from one of the populations, given

the game defined earlier. As before,x(t)
i andy(t)

j denote the values ofxi andy j after t iterations.

Using Equations 3.13–3.14, it follows that
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u(t)
1 = 2

(

(

y(t)
1 +y(t)

2 +y(t)
3

)N
−
(

y(t)
2 +y(t)

3

)N
)

−ρ
(

y(t)N
2 −0N

)

= 2

(

1−
(

1−y(t)
1

)N
)

−ρy(t)N
2 (3.27)

u(t)
2 = −ρy(t)N

1 (3.28)

u(t)
3 = 1

(

(

y(t)
1 +y(t)

2 +y(t)
3

)N
−
(

y(t)
1 +y(t)

2

)N
)

= 1−
(

1−y(t)
3

)N
(3.29)

Obviously,u(t)
3 > 0 > u(t)

2 at each generationt. Given thatlim
y(t)

3 →1
u(t)

3 = 1 andlim
y(t)

3 →1
u(t)

1 =

0, it follows that there exists a 0< ȳ < 1 such thatu(t)
3 > u(t)

1 for all y(t)
3 > ȳ. In other words, there

exists 0< ȳ < 1 such thatu(t)
3 > max

(

u(t)
1 ,u(t)

2

)

for all y(t)
3 > ȳ. Similarly, there exists 0< x̄ < 1

such thatw(t)
3 > max

(

w(t)
1 ,w(t)

2

)

for all x(t)
3 > x̄. Once the EGT model reaches a configuration with

x(t)
3 > x̄ andy(t)

3 > ȳ, the values ofx(t ′)
3 andy(t ′)

3 will increase monotonically at each subsequent

generationt ′ > t. This is the case becauseu(t ′)
3 andw(t ′)

3 (which are monotonically increasing as

functions ofy(t ′)
3 andx(t ′)

3 , respectively) will always be greater than bothu(t ′)
1 andu(t ′)

2 , andw(t ′)
1 and

w(t ′)
2 , respectively. As a consequence, the EGT model will converge to the suboptimal equilibrium

(3,3) once it reaches a configuration withx(t)
3 > x̄ andy(t)

3 > ȳ.

The main idea of the proof is to setρ arbitrarily large such thatu(t)
3 > max

(

u(t)
1 ,u(t)

2

)

and

w(t)
3 > max

(

w(t)
1 ,w(t)

2

)

until at leastx(t)
3 > x̄ andy(t)

3 > ȳ. In order to setρ , I analyze the worst case

scenario for the number of generations thatx(t)
3 andy(t)

3 would require to exceed the threshold. As

shown in Theorem 3, it holds that

x(t)
3 = 1−

(

1−x(0)
3

)Ht

I further refine this equation to identify a lower bound on thenumber of iterationst such that

x(t)
3 exceeds the bound ¯x after thoset iterations:
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x(t)
3 > x̄ ⇔ 1−

(

1−x(0)
3

)Ht

> x̄⇔
(

1−x(0)
3

)Ht

< 1− x̄

⇔ Ht ln
(

1−x(0)
3

)

< ln(1− x̄)⇔ Ht >
ln(1− x̄)

ln
(

1−x(0)
3

)

⇔ t lnH > ln
ln(1− x̄)

ln
(

1−x(0)
3

) ⇔ t >

ln ln(1−x̄)

ln
“

1−x(0)
3

”

lnH

Given thatηε < x(0)
3 < 1−ηε , it follows that a worst-case number of iterations necessary for

x(0)
3 to surpass ¯x is t1 such that

t1 >
ln ln(1−x̄)

lnηε

lnH
>

ln ln(1−x̄)

ln
“

1−x(0)
3

”

lnH

The worst-case number of iterations necessary fory(0)
3 to surpass ¯y can be computed similarly,

and it ist2 such that

t2 >
ln ln(1−ȳ)

lnηε

lnH
>

ln ln(1−ȳ)

ln
“

1−y(0)
3

”

lnH

Thus, in the worst-case, it takes the system at mostt̄ = max(t1, t2) iterations such that bothx(t̄)
3

andy(t̄)
3 exceed their thresholds ¯x and ȳ, respectively. Note that̄t does not depend on the initial

populations, but rather only onH andε (throughηε ).

Next, I identify a value forρ such thatu(t)
3 > u(t)

1 andw(t)
3 > w(t)

1 during the firstt̄ iterations.

Consider the conditions under whichu(t)
3 > u(t)

1 ( the w(t)
3 > w(t)

1 case is similar). Observe that

u(t)
3 = 1−

(

1−y(t)
3

)N
. Given thaty(t)

3 will be monotonically increasing, and given that its initial

value is greater thanηε , it follows thatu(t)
3 > 1−(1−ηε)

N. I want 1−(1−ηε)
N > u(t)

1 during the

first t̄ iterations, which would be enough forx(t)
3 to surpass ¯x. Given thatu(t)

1 increases wheny(t)
1

increases, and it decreases wheny(t)
2 increases, the worst case scenario is whenu(t)

3 > u(t)
1 > u(t)

2

andw(t)
3 > w(t)

1 > w(t)
2 for the firstt̄ iterations. In this case, tournament selection will lead to
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x(t+1)
2 =

(

x(t)
2

)H

y(t+1)
2 =

(

y(t)
2

)H

It follows from Equation 3.27 that

u(t)
1 = 2

(

1−
(

1−y(t)
1

)N
)

−ρy(t)
2

N

≤ 2−ρy(t)
2

N
(3.30)

The worst-case scenario for the proof is whenw(t)
2 < w(t)

1 andw(t)
2 < w(t)

3 for t ≤ t̄. This is

the worst case because it implies thaty(t)
2 will decrease fastest, leading to an exponential decrease

in the impact of miscoordination penalties ontou(t)
1 . I need to choose a value ofρ that is high

enough to compensate for a potential exponential decrease in the value ofy(t)
2 . After t̄ iterations,

the value ofy(t̄)
2 is greater or equal to

(

y(0)
2

)H t̄

, which is the valuey(t̄)
2 would have ifw(t)

2 < w(t)
1

andw(t)
2 < w(t)

3 during all thesēt iterations. If follows from Equation 3.30 that

u(t̄)
1 ≤ 2−ρy(t̄)

2

N

≤ 2−ρ
(

(

y(0)
2

)H t̄)N

= 2−ρ
(

y(0)
2

)NHt̄

(3.31)

Now, remember thatε was used to obtain some bounds on the initial populations. One

such set of bounds indicated thatηε < y(0)
2 < 1−ηε . Using this condition in combination with

Equation 3.31, it follows that

u1 ≤ 2−ρ
(

y(0)
2

)NHt̄

≤ 2−ρηε
NHt̄
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I setρ > 2
ηε NHt̄ , which impliesu(t)

1 < 0< u(t)
3 during the first̄t iterations of the system. The proof

that w(t)
3 > 0 > w(t)

1 for ρ > 2
ηε NHt̄ follows similarly (observe thatu(t)

1 , u(t)
2 , andu(t)

3 as functions

of y(t)
1 , y(t)

2 , andy(t)
3 have the same form asw(t)

1 , w(t)
2 , andw(t)

3 have as functions ofx(t)
1 , x(t)

2 , and

x(t)
3 ).

3.2.3 Basins of Attraction due to Estimations

Ideally, a properly implemented cooperative coevolutionary algorithm will find the global optimum

(Theorem 4) if given enough resources. However, Theorem 5 indicates that insufficient resources

(in particular, using only a few random collaborators) might lead to poor estimates that could result

in drift towards suboptimal solutions. In this section, I describe an intuitive way to visualize the

impact of improved estimates onto the performance of the system.

Given specific initial populations, the EGT model is completely deterministic. As shown in

(Wiegand, 2004), the populations are expected to converge to Nash equilibrium points in the payoff

matrix. As a result, it is straightforward to provide two-dimmensional visualizations of the basins

of attraction for different Nash equilibria when each population contains only two genotypes: the

two-dimmensional location of a pixel encodes uniquely the initial ratios of one of the genotypes for

each population, and the color of the pixel encodes to which equilibrium the system converges upon

iteration (see(Panaitet al., 2004) for details). However, such simple problem domains have severe

limitations with respect to the range of challenges they might present to cooperative coevolutionary

algorithms.

Here, I choose instead to illustrate the basins of attraction of Nash equilibria in 3x3 coordination

games, which can stress the challenges posed by poor estimates of fitness. To this end, I employ

two multiagent coordination problems: Climb and Penalty. Climb has two Nash equilibria, the

optimum(1,1) and the suboptimum(2,2), and it is strongly deceptive. Penalty has three Nash

equilibria: (1,1), (2,2), and(3,3). Of them,(2,2) is suboptimal, but is more forgiving if one or

the other population deviates from the Nash equilibrium. The problem domains are similar to the

ones introduced in(Claus and Boutilier, 1998) and used in previous investigations of multiagent

Q-learning(Kapetanakis and Kudenko, 2002b; Lauer and Riedmiller, 2000) and of cooperative

coevolution(Panaitet al., 2003). The joint payoff matrices for these coordination games are:

Climb :





11 −σ 0
−σ 7 6
0 0 5



 Penalty:





10 0 −σ
0 2 0
−σ 0 10





whereσ is a penalty associated with miscoordinations. Unless stated otherwise,σ = 10.
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Figure 3.4: The projection of∆3×∆3 to [0,1]2. (left): The projection divides the simplex∆3 into six equal-
area triangles; arrows shows the direction for sorting points in each area. (right): Visualization
of the cartesian product of two simplexes.

I apply the EGT model in Equations 3.13 – 3.16 to each of these two problem domains, and I

iterate it for 100000 generations or until the proportion ofone action in each population exceeds

a threshold of 1− 10−10. Given that tournament selection is a very strong selectionmethod,

approximation errors due to the fixed-sized computer representation of real-valued numbers

may result to erroneous convergence to arbitrary solutionsin certain situation, even when the

tournament size is set to only 2. To remedy this situation, I employ a tournament selection

sizeH = 1.5, estimated as half-way between random search and tournament selection with size

2 (similar to the implementation of tournament selection inthe ECJ system(Luke, 2005)). I

identify each of the possible end results (Nash equilibria)with a color. For consistency, black dots

always indicate convergence to a suboptimal solution, while white and grey dots indicate converge

to global optima. The projection of the∆3×∆3 is detailed next.

The search space (∆3) of the first population is projected along the vertical axis, while that of

the second population is projected along the horizontal axis. The projection of∆3 to one dimension

starts by dividing it into six equal-area triangles, as in Figure 3.4 (left). Initial populations in areas

1 – 2 have a majority of 1s in the population, and similarly areas 3 – 4 and 5 – 6 have majorities

of 2s and 3s. Ifi < j, all initial populations in areai are projected before those in areaj. Inside

each area, initial populations are ordered lexicographically in the direction of the arrow. More

specifically, in regions 1 – 2, the sorting is done primarily on p1, and secondarily onp2; for 3 – 4,

p2 andp3; for 5 – 6, p3 andp1. Even-numbered regions are sorted ascending and odd-numbered

regions are sorted descending. The objective of all these procedures is to group together regions

of the space of initial populations that are expected to converge to the same Nash equilibrium. I

sample 216 initial populations in the simplex: the six areasin Figure 3.4(left) are each divided
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Figure 3.5: Basins of attraction for CCEA in the Climb problem domain for cooperative coevolution with
1, 3, 5 and 7 collaborators per population. White and black mark the basins of attraction for the
(1,1) and (2,2) equilibria.

into six triangles, and each of them is further divided into six more triangles. The center of each

resulting triangle corresponds to an initial population. Iadd random noise distributed uniformly

between−0.00005 and 0.00005 to reduce certain artifacts due to identical distributions of the two
populations. The sampling also does not cover initial populations on the edges or vertexes of the

simplex, but the probability that an evolutionary algorithm starts from those initial populations is

0 anyway.

The right image in Figure 3.4 is an example of the resulting projection of (∆3)2 onto 2-D.

Thanks to the sorting described above, certain regions reflect majority-1, majority-2, and majority-

3 regions; and borders between those regions are the mixtureof the two regions. Dark lines in the

figure show locations that have high ratios of 1s, 2s, or 3s in one or the other population.

First, I visualize the impact of improved estimates due to increased numbers of collaborators
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Figure 3.6: Basins of attraction for CCEA in the Penalty problem domain for cooperative coevolution with
1, 3, 5 and 7 collaborators per population. White, black, andlight grey mark the basins of
attraction for the (1,1), (2,2), and (3,3) equilibria, respectively.

for each population (to parallel Theorem 4). Figure 3.5 shows the basins of attraction in the Climb

coordination game. The images show that the difficulty of theproblem domain decreases as each

population is provided with more accurate estimates for thefitness of individuals. When using a

single collaborator, it appears that the coevolutionary search will find the optima if at least one

of the populations starts with a large number of 1s. Even in this case, the system is most likely

to converge to the global optimum if the ratio of 2s is relatively low. As each population gets a

better estimate of fitness (via an increased number of collaborators), the basin of attraction for the

suboptimal equilibria reduces to areas where at least one ofthe initial populations has a very large

proportion of 2s or 3s: the more collaborators are used, the larger the proportion required to still

converge to the sub-optimum.

Figure 3.6 presents the basins of attraction in the Penalty game. Observe that the two global
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σ = 100 σ = 101 σ = 102 σ = 103 σ = 104 σ = 105

Figure 3.7: Basins of attraction for Nash equilibria for increasing miscoordination penaltiesσ in the Climb
domain. Fitness of individuals in each population is estimated using 3 collaborators. White and
black mark the basins of attraction for the (1,1) and (2,2) equilibria.

optima cover most of the space even when a single collaborator is used; the suboptimal equilibria

covers mainly areas where at least one of the population started with a high percentage of 2s,

and the other population has the 1s and 3s equally distributed — this increases the percentage of

miscoordinations. As the number of collaborators is increased, the basin of attraction for the (2,2)

point reduces to only areas whereboth populations start with almost only 2s. The visualization

of the basins of attraction suggests that Penalty is a much easier coordination game than Climb.

Note also a thin diagonal line in the top-left graph of Figure3.6. Interestingly, this is due to the

fact that if the proportion of 1s in one population is about equal to the proportion of 3s in the

other population, there are frequent miscoordinations that impact on the expected reward for these

actions as estimated by the learners, and the system converges to the suboptimal (2,2) equilibrium.

Finally, I illustrate the effects of varying the miscoordination penalties onto the basins of

attraction of Nash equilibria. For this purpose, I only use the Climb domain with different settings

of σ , and I set the number of collaboratorsN = 3 for each population. The basins of attraction are

illustrated in Figure 3.7. Observe that the basin of attraction for the optimal solution decreases with

more severe miscoordination penalties, as suggested by Theorem 5. Interestingly, the decrease in

the size of the basin of attraction for the global optimum does not match the exponential increase

in the miscoordination penaltyσ ; in some sense, this parallels the settingρ > 2
ηε NHt̄ at the end of

Theorem 5.

3.3 EGT Models for Multiagent Q-learning

Q-learning (detailed in Section 1.2.2) is another machine learning techniques that is widely used

in single-agent domains due to its well-known properties and convergence guarantees. However,

straightforward applications of this technique to multiagent domains (as detailed in Section 1.2.4)

have revealed problematic convergence problems to suboptimal solutions (for example, in(Claus

and Boutilier, 1998)). In this section, I extend an existing replicator dynamics(RD) model (an EGT
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tool) of multiagent Q-learning to show that these problems are also caused by learners having poor

estimates for the quality (utility) of their actions. I alsoextend this model to account for accurate

estimates, and I demonstrate the benefits of these changes tothe performance of the algorithm. For

consistency, the discussion in this section uses the same notations as in Section 3.2.

Consider the application of multiagent Q-learning to solvea simple two-agent coordination

game, such as the one in Figure 3.1. Given that the coordination game was stateless, here is how

the RD model might be applied:

• Each agent is assigned a population of individuals, where individuals represent actions that

that agent can perform in the environment.

• A genotype is equivalent to a specific action (e.g.move-leftor shoot-the-ball). Each

individual represents a genotype, but multiple individuals in the same population might

represent the same individual (in that case, the agent is more likely to perform that specific

action). The total number of genotypes is assumed finite for each agent.

• The populations are assumed infinite, such as in the EGT modelfor CCEAs. The ratio of

a genotype in a population (xi or y j , respectively) equals the probability that the agent will

choose that specific action (i or j, respectively).

• The utility of an action reflects the quality estimate that the agent assigns to that action.

Remember that the estimate is subjective – it reflects the quality of that action when in

combination with other actions of the teammate.

To simplify the theoretical analysis, I assume that agents choose actions by using the Boltzmann

selection: an actionak is chosen with probability

P(ak) =
e

Q(s,ak)
τ

∑

i e
Q(s,ai)

τ

(3.32)

whereτ is a “temperature” parameter used to balance exploration and exploitation (the agent tends

to select actions associated with higher utilities whenτ is low). The underlying principle behind

replicator dynamics is to compute a set of differential equations that describe the change of the

system over time. In particular, the replicator dynamics model for a system with two concurrent

learners consists of two differential equations, one for each of the learners. These equations must

specify the change of the first learner (dxi
dt ), and the change of the second learner (dyi

dt ), over time.

By combining Equations 1.1 and 3.32, the RD model for multiagent Q-learning derived in(Tuyls

et al., 2003; Tuylset al., 2006) is:
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dxi
dt

xi
=

α
τ





∑

k

aikyk−
∑

k

xk

∑

j

ak jy j



+α
∑

k

xk ln
xk

xi

dyj
dt

y j
=

α
τ

(

∑

k

ak jxk−
∑

k

yk

∑

i

aikxi

)

+α
∑

k

yk ln
yk

y j

whereui =
∑

kaikyk is the expected reward that would be observed by the first agent, given the

other agent’s current probabilities of selecting among itsactions (and similarly forw j ). The RD

model above has therefore the simpler form

ui =
∑

k

aikyk (3.33)

w j =
∑

k

ak jxk (3.34)

dxi
dt

xi
=

α
τ

(

ui−
∑

k

xkuk

)

+α
∑

k

xk ln
xk

xi
(3.35)

dyj
dt

y j
=

α
τ

(

w j −
∑

k

ykwk

)

+α
∑

k

yk ln
yk

y j
(3.36)

3.3.1 Extending the Formal Model

The RD model in Equations 3.33 — 3.36 assumes that the agent will use all rewards to update the

utility of its actions. It is therefore very similar to the EGT model of cooperative coevolutionary

algorithms in Equations 3.1 – 3.4. As illustrated in Section3.1 and demonstrated in Section 3.2,

using the average reward usually results in poor estimates for the quality of actions, causing

potential drift towards suboptimal solutions.

To remedy this situation, I extend the RD model such that eachlearner ignores lower rewards

to improve its estimate. The key to this extension is in Theorem 2 in Section 3.2.2. The following

RD model is a straightforward combination of these previousresults.
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ui =

m
∑

j=1

ai j
y j

∑

k:aik=ai j
yk









∑

k:aik≤ai j

yk





N

−





∑

k:aik<ai j

yk





N

 (3.37)

w j =

n
∑

i=1

ai j
xi

∑

k:ak j=ai j
xk









∑

k:ak j≤ai j

xk





N

−





∑

k:ak j<ai j

xk





N

 (3.38)

dxi
dt

xi
=

α
τ

(

ui−
∑

k

xkuk

)

+α
∑

k

xk ln
xk

xi
(3.39)

dyj
dt

y j
=

α
τ

(

w j −
∑

k

ykwk

)

+α
∑

k

yk ln
yk

y j
(3.40)

3.3.2 Basins of Attraction due to Estimations

This section demonstrates the advantages of improving the learners’ estimates for the quality of

their actions. To this end, I employ the extended RD model of multiagent Q-learning to visualize

the basins of attraction for suboptimal and optimal Nash equilibria in the Climb and Penalty

domains.
The visualization method is similar to the one presented in Section 3.2.3. The main difference

is that it employs the RD model in Equations 3.37–3.40, instead of the EGT model for CCEAs.

Given that the RD model provides differential equations, the next state of the concurrent learning

system is approximated by assuming the variations in the derivative are small over short periods of

timeθ :

x′i = xi +θ
dxi

dt

y′j = y j +θ
dyj

dt

I set θ = 0.001, the learning rateα = 0.1, and the exploration parameterτ = 0.01. I iterate

the RD model 100000 times, or until the proportion of one action in each population exceeds a

threshold of 1−10−10.

The basins of attraction for the optimal(1,1) and suboptimal(2,2) equilibria in the Climb

domain are visualized in Figure 3.8. Given that the new RD model reduces to the one described

in (Tuyls et al., 2006) whenN = 1, the basin of attraction in the top-left graph indicates that a

lot of trajectories for straightforward extensions of Q-learning to multiagent domains will often
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Figure 3.8: Basins of attraction in the Climb problem domainfor multiagent Q-learning that updates the
utility of an action based on the maximum of 1, 3, 5 and 7 of the rewards received when selecting
that action. White and black mark the basins of attraction for the (1,1) and (2,2) equilibria.

converge to the suboptimal solution. As the learners ignoremore of the lower rewards, they

improve their estimates for the quality of their actions, and are thus more likely to converge to

the global optimum. The same behavior can be observed in the Penalty domain, as illustrated in

Figure 3.9.

Interestingly, observe that the basins of attraction for multiagent Q-learning resemble the basins

of attraction for cooperative coevolutionary algorithms.To highlight this similarity, Figure 3.10

samples the diagonal graphs in Figures 3.5 and 3.8: these arethe cases where both agents ignore

the same number of lower rewards. The shape and coverage of the basins of attraction are very

similar indeed for each of the four settings. This is at leastintriguing, given that the two algorithms

have different properties and parameters.
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Figure 3.9: Basins of attraction in the Penalty problem domain for multiagent Q-learning that updates the
utility of an action based on the maximum of 1, 3, 5 and 7 of the rewards received when selecting
that action. White, black, and light grey mark the basins of attraction for the (1,1), (2,2), and
(3,3) equilibria, respectively.

The similarity of the basins of attraction for the two multiagent learning algorithms should

be, however, not surprising at all. Remember that both evolutionary computation and Q-learning

are guaranteed to converge to the global optimum in single-agent scenarios, if properly set and if

given enough resources. This whole chapter argued that any drift of these algorithms away from

the global optimum is only cause by poor estimates, and that it can be dealt with if learners simply

ignore lower rewards. Figure 3.10 basically suggests that if the multiagent learning algorithm

is drifting towards suboptimal solutions, it is rarely the fault of the learning algorithms. These

algorithms do not start to suffer from undesirable pathologies only because they are used in

multiagent scenarios. Rather, poor estimates are the primary cause for the drift. As also argued

throughout this whole chapter, ignoring lower rewards improves the learners’ estimate for the
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Figure 3.10: Basins of attraction in the Climb problem domain for cooperative coevolution and multiagent
reinforcement learning, both ignoring all but the maximum of 1, 3, 5, and 7 rewards. White
and black mark the basins of attraction for the (1,1) and (2,2) equilibria.

quality of their behaviors, resulting in an increased probability that the multiagent learning system

will converge to the global optimum.



Chapter 4: The Biased Cooperative Coevolutionary Algorithm

The research in Chapter 3 employed theoretical models of concurrent learning to demonstrate

the advantages of accurate estimates for the fitness of individuals. These models involve large

numbers of random collaborators to combat poor estimates. However, the analysis also revealed

the significant computational resources that might be required to guarantee convergence to the

global optimum for methods that rely solely on random collaborators.

This chapter proposes a new biased cooperative coevolutionary algorithm that combines the

current joint rewards as observed during the evaluation process, with joint rewards that were

observed in the past. This approach complements the use of random collaborators to improve the

learners’ estimates, while not adding a significant computational overhead. Parts of the material

presented herein have been published in(Panaitet al., 2006).

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 details a simple approach to explicitly

incorporate bias into CCEAs. Following, Section 4.2 provides theoretical justifications for the

method. Section 4.3 details an empirical analysis of several biasing mechanisms, highlighting

that one of them is very sensitive to a key parameter. Finally, Section 4.4 provides experimental

results for the application of biased cooperative coevolutionary algorithms that employ a simple

rote learning method to update the biasing information overthe run. The results indicate that

biasing enhances both traditional CCEAs, as well as spatially-embedded CCEAs.

4.1 A Näıve Biasing Approach

How might the CCEA be modified such that it is more suitable forlearning? One problem with

CCEAs is that the fitness of individuals depend only on the current evaluations with collaborators

from the other populations. One approach to address this problem is to bias the search by

computing an individual’s fitness based on two components: its immediate reward when combined

with collaborators in the other population, and a heuristicestimate for the reward it would have

received had it interacted with its optimal collaborators.The first part of this reward will be

called the underlying objective function, and the second will be called the optimal collaborator

estimate.δ is a parameter that denotes the degree of emphasis that the fitness places on the optimal

collaborator estimate.
Note that this notion of bias toward maximum possible rewardhas also been used in

literature in subtly different ways than is used here. Maximum reward has been used in

multiagent reinforcement learning in(Claus and Boutilier, 1998; Lauer and Riedmiller, 2000;

71
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Kapetanakis and Kudenko, 2002b). To some extent, the “Hall of Fame” method introduced in

(Rosin and Belew, 1997) for competitive coevolution is also related to biased coevolution; however,

that technique samples randomly in the Hall of Fame to increase robustness, while the biased

approach in this chapter tends to deterministically selectthe ideal partners.

Although several experiments in this chapter use an exact computation for the optimal

collaborator estimate, I refer to a heuristic estimate because in practice it is highly unlikely that

the algorithm will be able to easily compute the actual idealcollaborators. I envision a variety

of approaches to computing a heuristic estimate. The estimate might be based on partnering with

the most successful collaborators known so far in the population; or with collaborators chosen (or

constructed) based on the success they have had with individuals that are structurally “similar”

to the test individual; or with collaborators chosen based on past history with the individual’s

ancestors; and so forth. I reserve comparison of such approaches to future work. Here, I only

concentrate on the foundations of the technique itself.

The most obvious approach to bias is through a modified fitnessassessment method that is

simply a weighted sum of the result of the collaborations andthe result of the estimated maximum

projection. Equation 4.1 below describes this idea mathematically. Here the fitness of argumentxa

is being assessed by combining the result of the underlying objective function,f , with the optimal

collaborator estimate,f ′a.

f̄ (x1, . . . ,xa, . . . ,xk) = (1−δ ) · f (x1, . . . ,xa, . . . ,xk)+δ · f ′a(xa) (4.1)

At one extreme, whenδ = 1, the algorithm will trust only the estimate, and the statesof the

other populations are entirely irrelevant. It is no longer acoevolutionary system at all; there are

ratherk EAs searching thek-projected component spaces independently in parallel. Atthe other

extreme, whenδ = 0, the algorithm trusts only the underlying objective function. This is the

traditional CCEA.

4.2 An EGT Model of Biased CCEAs

This naı̈ve biasing approach can be easily incorporated into the extended EGT model in

Equations 3.13 – 3.16: the last two equations (creating the next population via tournament

selection) remain unchanged, and the first two equations (computing the fitnesses of individuals)

are slightly altered to incorporate the biasing term. The following EGT model of biased CCEAs

results:
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In this modified system, the tendency to optimize performance is clear whenδ = 1 and there

is a unique global optimum. At each iteration of the model, the fitness of each component will

be its best possible fitness. If there is a unique global maximum, the system will converge to it

(Theorem 1). When there are multiple global maxima, settingδ = 1 is not necessarily a good

choice because it provides no incentive for the joint populations as a whole to converge to a single

solution (Corollary 1.1). Furthermore, settingδ = 1 may place too much faith on an inaccurate

heuristic estimate for the optimal collaborators. Whenδ is set appropriately, however, biasing can

have a considerable (positive) effect, as will be demonstrated next.

I use the visualization technique in Section 3.2.3 to illustrate the theoretical impact of the

proposed biasing mechanism onto the basins of attraction ofoptimal and suboptimal Nash

equilibria. For consistency with the illustrations in Section 3.2.3, I visualize the basins of attraction

for biased CCEAs applied to the Climb and Penalty domains, and I keep all other settings

unchanged. I setδ = 0.5 to provide an intermediate setting between traditional and fully-biased

CCEAs. The optimal collaborator is assumed known for any individual. Note that settingδ to 1.0

would cause the biased CCEA to converge to mixed equilibria in the Penalty domain due to the

presence of two global optima.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the basins of attraction for the equilibria. The graphs indicate that

augmenting CCEAs with biasing can have a considerable positive effect on the resulting basins

of attraction. Indeed, a brief visual comparison of Figures4.1 and 4.2 with Figures 3.5 and 3.6

reveals that the augmented biased CCEA using a very smallN is superior to a traditional CCEA

using larger values forN. In fact, in the Penalty domain, the basins of attraction forthe two globally

optimal equilibria cover the entire space, even with a single collaborator.
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Figure 4.1: Basins of attraction for Biased CCEA in the Climbproblem domain for cooperative coevolution
with 1, 3, 5 and 7 collaborators per population. White and black mark the basins of attraction
for the (1,1) and (2,2) equilibria.

4.3 Analysis of Sensitivity to the Biasing Rate

A crucial issue remains: what are the effects of choice ofδ? As it turns out, naı̈ve approaches

to definingδ can result in high sensitivity to the exact value ofδ . This is a serious problem if

(as would usually be the case) the experimenter does not knowthe best value ofδ beforehand,

or chooses to adjust it dynamically during the run. Large amounts of bias may be unwise if

optimal-collaborator estimates are poor, or if there are multiple optima. But depending on problem

properties, small amounts of bias may have almost no effect.Further, certain system settings may

decrease an algorithm’s sensitivity to the degree of bias orexacerbate it. A smooth, relatively

insensitive biasing procedure is necessary for the successof biased coevolution, as it mitigates

radical, unexpected changes in the algorithm properties due to changes in choice ofδ .
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Figure 4.2: Basins of attraction for Biased CCEA in the Penalty problem domain for cooperative coevolution
with 1, 3, 5 and 7 collaborators per population. White, black, and light grey mark the basins of
attraction for the (1,1), (2,2), and (3,3) equilibria, respectively.

To examine this sensitivity toδ , I make two relatively straightforward and obvious

simplifications. First, I consider only a static value forδ throughout a run and focus the attention

on how different static values affect final runtime performance. Though a more realistic algorithm

(such as in Section 4.4) would likely adjust the degree of bias dynamically throughout the run,

it is unclear how best to do this. Second, I assume that the biasing information (the optimal

collaborator for each individual) is known a priori. In other words, I assume that the function

g′a is known beforehand. This simplification is made in order to reduce the variables involved in

the experiment, and it is reasonable because there remain important sensitivity issues to consider

even with this simplification. The experiments detailed later in Section 4.4 will relax both of these

simplifications to account for more realistic problems and algorithms.
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Figure 4.3: MTQ instances illustrating(S1 = 1.6,S2 = 0.5) and(S1 = 0.5,S2 = 0.5).

4.3.1 Problem and Algorithm Properties

Consider the maximum of two quadratics (MTQ) class of problem domains, which can offer a

range from simple to very difficult instances(Wiegand, 2004). MTQ is a class of two-dimensional

functions defined as the maximum of two quadratic polynomials. One advantage of the MTQ

functions is that the maximum projection can be easily computed. The MTQ class is defined as:

MTQ(x,y) = max

{

H1× (1− 16×(x−X1)
2

S1
− 16×(y−Y1)

2

S1
)

H2× (1− 16×(x−X2)
2

S2
− 16×(y−Y2)

2

S2
)

(4.2)

wherex andy take values ranging between 0 and 1. Figure 4.3 illustrates some example MTQ

problem instances. Different settings forH1, H2, X1, Y1, X2, Y2, S1, andS2 affect the difficulty of

the problem domain in one of the following aspects:

Peak height H1 and H2 affect the heights of the two peaks. Higher peaks may increase the

chances that the algorithm converges there.

Peak coverage S1 andS2 affect the area that the two peaks cover: a higher value for one of

them results in a wider coverage of the specific peak. This makes it more probable that the

coevolutionary search algorithm will converge to this (possibly suboptimal) peak.

Peak relatedness The valuesX1, Y1, X2, andY2 affect the locations of the centers of the two

peaks, which in turn affect their relatedness: similar values of thex or y coordinates for the two

centers imply higher overlaps of the projections along one or both axes.

Aside from the impact of the properties of the problem domain, the sensitivity study targets

three algorithmic settings:
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Bias rate How does the performance degrade as the bias rateδ changes? The experiments report

on the impact of different bias ratesδ on the performance of the coevolutionary system.

Population size The population size affects how much the coevolutionary algorithm samples

the search space. Coevolution using a bias rateδ of 1.0, combined with infinite populations and

perfect knowledge of maximal projections, will converge tothe unique optimum with probability

1 (Theorem 1). Large populations should achieve similar results as well, particularly in simple

domains where the maximal projections can be easily approximated.

Collaboration scheme The CCEA attempts to simplify the search process by decomposing the

candidate solutions into components and coevolving them inseparate populations. The only

information a population can get about the overall progressof the search process is through

collaborators — samples that are usually representative ofthe status of the other populations.

Varying the number of collaborators presents a tradeoff between computational complexity and

the efficiency of the algorithm(Wiegandet al., 2001; Bull, 1997): more collaborators induce an

increased computational complexity, but the performance of the search might also be significantly

improved.

4.3.2 Sensitivity Results

All experiments here use the MTQ class of problems. The coevolutionary search process employs

two populations, one for each variable. Each population uses a real-valued representation, with

individuals constrained to values between 0 and 1 inclusive. Parents are selected via tournament
selection of size 2, and non-adaptive Gaussian mutation (mean 0 and standard deviation 0.05) is

the only variational operator. The best individual in each population is automatically cloned to

the next generation. The search lasts for 50 generations, after which the best individuals in each

population are at, or very near, one of the two peaks. Each point in Figures 4.4–4.7 is computed

over 250 independent runs. All experiments are performed with the ECJ system(Luke, 2005).

Other default settings are as follows. Each population consists of 32 individuals. The default

collaboration scheme uses two collaborators from each population: the best individual in the

previous generation is always selected, and the other individual is chosen at random1. The biasing

method combines the a priori fitness with the better of the results obtained when the individual

is teamed with each of the two collaborators. The default values of the parameters for the first

(suboptimal) peak areH1=50,X1=1
4, Y1=1

4, andS1=1.6. The second (optimal) peak is characterized

1To reduce noise in the evaluation process, the experiments in this section employ the same random collaborators
for all individuals in the population at that generation. While using different random collaborators for different
individuals may result in slightly better performance due to better sampling of the search space, the sensitivity to
δ is unaltered.
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Figure 4.4: Convergence ratios to global optimum for peak height (top), peak coverage (center), and peak
relatedness (bottom).

by H2=150, X2=3
4, Y2=3

4, andS2= 1
32. With these settings, the two peaks are nearly at opposite

corners of the domain space.

Biasing and Domain Features

The first set of experiments investigates the relationship between the bias rate and the three problem

domain features described previously: the relative heights, coverages and locations of the peaks.

There are 11 experimental groups for each property, one for each value ofδ ∈ [0,1] in increments

of 0.1. Figure 4.4 shows the mean final results of these 33 groups.

Peak height The experiments employ three settings forH2: 75, 150, and 300. The results

indicate that less than 10% of runs converged optimally whenthe bias rate is low, while the ratio

increases to over 90% when using high bias rates. Unfortunately, there is no smooth transition

between these two extremes: rather, small modifications to the bias rate can change the rate of
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convergence to the optimum by as much as 70 – 80%. Moreover, the relative difference in peak

height directly affects where these sudden jumps in performance appear. This suggests that the

algorithm may not only be quite sensitive toδ with respect to changes in relative peak height, but

also suggests that it may be difficult to predictwherethe sudden transitions occur.

Peak coverage I experiment with six values forS2: 1
128,

1
64, 1

32, 1
16, 1

8, and1
4. The results indicate

that the location of the transition is more consistent amongthe various values, but the transitions

themselves are still abrupt. It also appears that the relative peak coverages cause more variation in

results when the bias rate is small, while the curves at the other extreme of the graph appear close

together. The results indicate that the peak coverage will affect the algorithm’s sensitivity to theδ
parameter: the wider the peak, the more gradual the transition when varying the bias rate.

Peak relatedness The experiments employ five values forY2: 1
4, 3

8, 1
2, 5

8, and 3
4. These settings

gradually transition the relative peak positions from diagonally opposite locations to ones aligned

along one axis. Similar to peak height, the peak relatednesshas a significant effect on the ratio of

runs that converge to the global optimum: the more related the peaks, the less biasing is required

to assure good performance. However, the curves have an abrupt transition between lower and

higher rates of convergence to the optimum. Moreover, the location of this transition depends on

the actual degree of peak relatedness, which suggests that the algorithm may be highly sensitive to

δ with respect to this parameter.

Biasing and Algorithm Features

A second set of experiments investigates the relationship between the bias rate and the population

size and collaboration scheme. Again, there are 11 groups for each of these two parameters

corresponding to each of theδ settings. Figure 4.5 details the results.

Population size I set the size of each of the two populations to 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512.

As expected, extremely small populations are less likely toreach the optimum, even with high

bias rates. The results suggest that increasing the population size does not necessarily alleviate

algorithm sensitivity toδ : the graphs contain the same abrupt shift in performance as in the

previous experiments.

Collaboration scheme Finally, I vary the number of random individuals from 0 to 4; the best

individual from each population in the previous generationis always used. The bottom graph in

Figure 4.5 shows that the collaboration scheme has some influence over the performance of the
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Figure 4.5: Convergence ratios to global optimum for population size (top) and collaboration scheme
(bottom).

algorithm at low bias rates, but it has no effect when higher bias rates are used. Again, the abrupt

change in performance indicates that the algorithm can be highly sensitive to theδ parameter,

regardless of the collaboration methodology.

The results of nearly all of these experiments indicate thatthe naı̈ve biased CCEA is very

sensitive toδ , and that this problem cannot be alleviated by only adjusting the algorithmic

parameters. As argued before, this is problematic. In the next section, I detail a nonparametric

biasing method that is fairly robust to changes inδ .

4.3.3 An Alternative Stochastic Biasing Mechanism

To uncover a possible simple alternative that does not sharethis problem, recall that for larger

differences in peak heights, a wider range of bias rates results in a high ratio of convergence

to optimum; however, when one peak is only slightly higher than the other, the range of high

convergence ratios is much smaller. The transition is abrupt, and the location of the transition

shifts depending on the differences in peak height.

This extreme sensitivity of the algorithm to the biasing method with respect to the relative peak

heights is caused by the linear combination of the two fitnesscomponents: the fitness when teamed

with collaborators, and the fitness when in combination withthe optimal collaborator. The higher

the optimal peak, the lower the bias rate it needs to dominatethe other term. However, if one peak

is slightly higher than the other, the algorithm requires more biasing to locate the optimum.
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Figure 4.6: Convergence ratios to global optimum for stochastic biasing when varying peak height (top),
peak coverage (center) and peak relatedness (bottom).

To counter this, I propose a nonparametric comparison method which considers the relative

order of two components rather than their exact values. The justification for this technique

is similar to that of nonparametric selection methods such as tournament selection(Goldberg

and Deb, 1990), rank selection(Whitley, 1989), and truncation selection(Mühlenbein and

Schlierkamp-Voosen, 1993). The new nonparametric biasing technique works as follows:each

individual is assigned two fitnesses: the underlying objective one when combined with the

collaborators from other populations, and another one indicating the performance of the individual

when in combination with its optimal collaborator. When twoindividuals are compared to select

a parent, they are compared based on the first “fitness” with probability δ , and on the second

“fitness” with probability 1−δ .

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 detail the results of a similar sensitivity study for the nonparametric biasing

technique. Observe that the new algorithm does not exhibit the sudden jumps in performance that

the original did.
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Figure 4.7: Convergence ratios to global optimum for stochastic biasing when varying population size (top)
and collaboration scheme (bottom).

4.4 Comparing Realistic Implementations of Traditional and
Biased CCEAs

While the previous theoretical discussion, as well as the sensitivity analysis just discussed, helps

justify the intuition for biasing the fitness evaluation, neither is immediately applicable to real

problems. In a more realistic setting, simplifying model assumptions such as infinite populations,

lack of variational operators, and a priori knowledge of themaximum payoff are not possible. To

convert theory into practice, these assumptions have to be dealt with.

4.4.1 Method of Study

These experiments employ practical coevolutionary algorithms with finite population and with

variational operators. The biasing information used by these algorithms is updated via rote

learning. Specifically, the optimal collaborator for an action i is an actionj whichso farhas shown

the highest performance when paired withi. As evolution progresses, the optimal collaborator of

an actioni changes to reflect the better(i, j) pairs that have been evaluated. The main difference

between the two representations in Sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4is primarily in how an individual

chooses its actions.
The stochastic biasing mechanism detailed in Section 4.3.3is employed to improve the

coevolutionary search. However,δ is not fixed as in previous experiments, but it is rather varied

throughout a single run: the algorithm starts withδ = 1, decreasing it linearly until it reachesδ = 0
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at 75% of the total number of generations, at which pointδ remains constant 0 until the end of the

run. While the dynamic adjustment ofδ is ad-hoc, it is sufficient to demonstrate that the biased

coevolutionary algorithms outperform their unbiased counterparts.

I perform several experiments to compare traditional coevolution with biased coevolution in

this context. These experiments involve the Climb and the Penalty coordination games introduced

in Section 3.2.3. The miscoordination penaltyρ is set to 30 in the Climb domain and to 10 in the

penalty domain, to reflect the standard benchmarks used elsewhere. I also test the algorithms on

an MTQ-like problem termed Two Peaks, which has the joint reward function defined as

f (x,y) = max
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with x andy taking values between 0 and 1. Finally, the experiments involve a cooperative learning

domain with increased non-linear interactions: the joint reward function is based on the two-

dimensional Rosenbrock function

f (x,y) =−
(

100×
(

x2−y
)2

+(1−x)2
)

wherex andy take values between -2.048 to 2.048. For simplicity, each axis is discretized into

16, 32, 64, and 128 segments for experiments with both the TwoPeaks and the Rosenbrock

functions. Increased discretization results in larger search spaces, but not necessarily more difficult

ones — when searching for pure strategies for the Rosenbrockdomain (Table 4.4), the rate of

finding the global optima for all coevolutionary methods for32 intervals is lower than that for 64

intervals. The experiments are performed using the ECJ software package(Luke, 2005). In order to

establish statistical significance, all claims of “worse” or “better” are verified using nonparametric

tests: I use the Welch test (a variation the Student t-test that does not assume equal variance

for the samples) repeatedly for pairs of samples. Given thatthe samples rarely follow a normal

distribution, I first rank the set of observations from both samples, then I perform the Welch test

on those ranks. The Bonferroni inequality is used to adjust the p-value level for each test such as

to obtain 95% confidence over all comparisons; as a consequence, each Welch test is applied at a

99.95% confidence level.

4.4.2 Competing Techniques

I consider both biased and unbiased versions of three CCEAs.The first such algorithm is a

“traditional” CCEA. The others are two spatially-embeddedCCEAs. They are detailed next.
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The traditional CCEA uses a common fitness assessment: an individual is assessed twice to
determine its fitness, once with a collaborator chosen at random, and once partnered with the

individual in the other population that had received the highest fitness in the previous generation.

An individual’s fitness is set to the maximum of these two assessments. This algorithm is termed

Traditional for ease of reference.
In a spatially distributed CCEA, the individuals are positioned at specified locations in a

geometric space, such that a notion of a neighborhood existsamong individuals(Sarma, 1998;

Giacobini et al., 2003; Dorronsoroet al., 2004; Pagie, 1999; Hillis, 1991; Husbands, 1994;

Ronge and Nordahl, 1996; Wiegand and Sarma, 2004; Williams and Mitchell, 2004). For

consistency across small and moderate population sizes, each population is embedded in a one-

dimensional ring. A neighborhood of radius 1 for an individual consists of three individuals in

this case: the specific individual, together with the individuals to its immediate left and right (on

the ring). The spatial embedding of the populations influences the breeding process as follows:

for each location, multiple individuals are selected with replacement from the local neighborhood

(the radius of the neighborhood is detailed for each problemdomain later), and the better ones

are selected for breeding (the best individual is selected for mutation alone, or the better two

individuals are selected for crossover, followed by mutation). When creating a child for locationi,

the parent at locationi always competes for selection to breed.

The spatial embedding also influences the scheme to select collaborators. I experiment with

two spatial collaboration schemes. First, each individualis evaluated with the unique collaborator

from the other population that has the same location in space. This setting is referred to asSpatial.

The population size for Spatial is doubled to allow it to havethe same total number of evaluations

as the other methods. A second spatially-embedded CCEA evaluates each individual with two

collaborators: the collaborator at the same location in space (as before), and a random collaborator

from a small neighborhood (the radius of the neighborhood isdetailed later). This second technique

is referred to asSpatial2in the remainder of this chapter.

The combination of biasing with each of the three algorithmsis termedBiased Traditional,

Biased Spatial, andBiased Spatial2, respectively.

4.4.3 Searching for Pure Strategies

A first set of experiments encodes a single action (an integer) in each individual. In other words,

each individual deterministically specifies an action. In game-theory parlance, each individual thus

represents a “pure strategy”. Such an individual breeds children through mutation: the individual’s

integer is increased or decreased (the direction chosen at random beforehand with probability 0.5)

while a biased coin is flipped and lands in the “heads up” position (with probability1
8 for Climb and

Penalty, and with probability14 for Two Peaks and Rosenbrock). Evolutionary runs in the Climb
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Table 4.1: Percentage of CCEA runs that converged to global optimum, Climb domain with pure strategy
representation

Penalty
-30 -300 -3000 -30000

Traditional 56.1% 56.9% 56.8% 56.9%
Biased Traditional 79.9% 77.6% 80.8% 81.0%

Spatial 76.4% 79.7% 77.0% 77.2%
Biased Spatial 85.6% 88.2% 88.4% 87.0%

Spatial2 67.1% 69.8% 71.5% 70.0%
Biased Spatial2 82.4% 80.9% 81.7% 82.7%

Table 4.2: Percentage of CCEA runs that converged to global optimum, Penalty domain with pure strategy
representation

Penalty
-10 -100 -1000 -10000

Traditional 88.2% 89.4% 90.3% 88.4%
Biased Traditional 93.2% 93.5% 91.9% 93.4%

Spatial 99.3% 98.9% 99.3% 98.9%
Biased Spatial 99.7% 99.4% 99.3% 99.4%

Spatial2 93.5% 93.1% 94.8% 92.6%
Biased Spatial2 94.6% 95.8% 96.2% 94.2%

and Penalty problem domain use only 3 individuals per population (Spatial uses 6 individuals) and

they last for 40 generations. Runs in the Two Peaks and Rosenbrock domains use 20 individuals

per population (Spatial uses 40) and they last for 200 generations. Spatial2 selects the second

collaborator randomly using a neighborhood of radius 1. Traditional and Biased Traditional use

tournament selection of size 2 for breeding, and the most-fitindividual is automatically cloned from

one generation to the next. Parents are selected from neighborhoods of radius 1 using tournament

selection with size 2 for each location in the spatially-embedded models.

Results Summary The use of the proposed biasing mechanism usually results instatistically

significant improvements in the rate of finding the global optima. In the few situations where

biasing does not help, it does not hurt performance either. As a side-note, the Spatial algorithm

consistently outperforms the traditional CCEA.

Results Specifics Tables 4.1–4.4 present the average percentage (out of 1000 runs) that

converged to the global optimum. Overall, the spatial methods outperform the traditional

method — not surprising given the positive results in the literature, as reported for example
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Table 4.3: Percentage of CCEA runs that converged to global optimum, Two Peaks domain with pure
strategy representation

Discretization Level (Number of Actions)
16 32 64 128

Traditional 51.6% 50.8% 49.6% 49.0%
Biased Traditional 68.5% 65.8% 59.2% 59.4%

Spatial 86.5% 91.2% 89.3% 85.6%
Biased Spatial 84.1% 88.9% 87.9% 86.6%

Spatial2 72.0% 73.2% 69.3% 66.5%
Biased Spatial2 78.6% 74.7% 72.5% 68.4%

Table 4.4: Percentage of CCEA runs that converged to global optimum, Rosenbrock domain with pure
strategy representation

Discretization Level (Number of Actions)
16 32 64 128

Traditional 82.5% 33.6% 37.9% 16.5%
Biased Traditional 87.1% 48.8% 51.9% 21.9%

Spatial 84.3% 40.8% 45.4% 22.1%
Biased Spatial 86.6% 56.6% 82.0% 39.8%

Spatial2 78.2% 33.5% 41.2% 16.4%
Biased Spatial2 74.5% 42.0% 67.3% 22.8%

in (Pagie, 1999) — but the biased version of any method generally outperformsthe unbiased

version of that method. In the Climb domain, Spatial is significantly better than both Traditional

and Spatial2 (Spatial is better than Spatial2 with only 99.914% confidence for Penalty=-3000).

For all three methods, biasing significantly improves performance — Biased Spatial in particular

converges to the global optima in about 90% of the runs, significantly better than all five other

methods.
Spatial is again better than both Traditional and Spatial2 in the Penalty domain. Except for

significant improvements of Biased Traditional over Traditional when Penalty=-10 and Penalty=-

10000, biasing is not effective at improving results at the 99.95% confidence level (though it does

not damage results either). I perform three additional tests using all 4000 runs for each of the

methods (1000 for each value of the penalty); the increased number of observations permits to

state that biasing is effective at significantly improving the performance of Traditional and (with

only 99.89% confidence) Spatial2.

In the Two Peaks domain, Spatial is again better than Spatial2, which is better than

Traditional. Enhancing the techniques with the proposed biasing mechanism results in significant

improvements for Traditional (with only 99.4% confidence for 128 discretization level), and for
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Spatial2 (only for a discretization level of 8). All other differences are statistically insignificant.

In the Rosenbrock domain, Spatial is better than Traditional (with 99.95% confidence for

discretization level 128, and only with 99.9% and 99.85% confidence for discretization levels 8

and 16, respectively) and Spatial2 (with 99.95% confidence for discretization levels of 64 and

128, and only with 99% confidence for discretization level 8). Additional nonparametric tests

using all 4000 runs indicate that Spatial is significantly better than Traditional and Spatial2 with

99.95% confidence. The methods in combination with biasing usually perform better than alone;

no method is ever worse due to biasing.

4.4.4 Searching for Mixed Strategies

Though the pure strategy representation provides a clear connection to theory, its use in these

simple problems results in very small search spaces. It would be nice to consider larger problems

with similar properties. I accomplish this by encoding a “mixed strategy” (to again use game theory

parlance) in each individual. More specifically, individuals consist in this case of a probability

distribution over the available actions. When evaluating such individuals with a collaborator

(another mixed strategy), 50 independent interactions areperformed, each consisting of a joint

action chosen at random according to the individuals’ mixedstrategies. The joint reward for the

two individuals is computed as the average reward over the 50joint rewards. Observe that using

mixed strategies creates a potentially more difficult problem domain than using pure strategies for

reasons of both search space size and the stochastic nature of the fitness result.

I perform a similar empirical comparison of the six algorithms using the mixed strategy

representation. The settings are detailed next. Traditional and Biased select parents via tournament

selection of size 2; breeding involves one-point crossover, followed by mutation by adding random

Gaussian noise (mean 0 and standard deviation 0.25) with probability 1
L for each of the distribution

values (whereL is the number of actions in the problem domain), followed by the renormalization

of the distribution. Runs last for 200 generations in the Climb and Penalty domains, and for

1000 generations in the Two Peaks and Rosenbrock domains. 1000 runs are performed for each

treatment to grant statistical significance.

An extensive sensitivity study is used to identify proper values for the parameters of the

spatially-embedded coevolutionary algorithms. The results indicate that lower mutation rates work

better (following crossover, Gaussian random noise is added to each gene with probability 0.2 for

the Climb and Penalty domains, and only with probability1
3L for Two Peaks and Rosenbrock).

When using the Traditional and the Spatial2 methods, each population contains 20 individuals

for Climb and Penalty, and 100 individuals for the Two Peaks and Rosenbrock domains (as noted

previously, Spatial uses twice the population size for an equivalent number of evaluations). Parents
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Table 4.5: Percentage of CCEA runs that converged to global optimum, Climb domain with mixed strategy
representation

Penalty
-30 -300 -3000 -30000

Traditional 25% 20% 19% 21%
Biased Traditional 100% 100% 100% 100%

Spatial 67% 28% 27% 26%
Biased Spatial 100% 100% 100% 100%

Spatial2 50% 26% 25% 27%
Biased Spatial2 99% 99% 99% 99%

Table 4.6: Percentage of CCEA runs that converged to global optimum, Penalty domain with mixed strategy
representation

Penalty
-10 -100 -1000 -10000

Traditional 100% 99% 99% 99%
Biased Traditional 100% 100% 100% 100%

Spatial 100% 99% 99% 98%
Biased Spatial 100% 100% 99% 99%

Spatial2 99% 99% 98% 98%
Biased Spatial2 100% 100% 100% 99%

are selected using tournament selection with size 2 from a neighborhood of radius 1 for Climb and

Penalty. Given the larger population sizes for Two Peaks andRosenbrock, parents are selected

from neighborhoods of radius 3; the sensitivity study also suggests a tournament selection size of

5 for the Two Peaks domain, and of 3 for the Rosenbrock domain.

The mixed representation introduces an intriguing problem: what does the optimal collaborator

for a mixed strategy look like, and how can it be learned? I optfor the following approach:

whenever an actioni is selected from a mixed strategy, the optimal collaboratorfor that mixed

strategy will deterministically select actionj, where the pair(i, j) has received the highest reward

in the past for actioni. Only the first joint reward (of the total of 50) is used from each evaluation

of a pair of individuals (mixed strategies) to update the history information. To do otherwise would

give the estimation procedure an undue advantage2 over the case study involving the pure-strategy

representation.

2I also performed experiments usingall 50 joint rewards to refine the optimal collaborator estimate, and the results
improve further — all methods in combination with biasing are able to find the global optimum in most cases.
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Table 4.7: Percentage of CCEA runs that converged to global optimum, Two Peaks domain with mixed
strategy representation

Discretization Level (Number of Actions)
16 32 64 128

Traditional 0% 0% 0% 0%
Biased Traditional 100% 100% 100% 100%

Spatial 0% 0% 0% 0%
Biased Spatial 100% 100% 100% 100%

Spatial2 0% 0% 0% 0%
Biased Spatial2 100% 100% 100% 100%

Table 4.8: Percentage of CCEA runs that converged to global optimum, Rosenbrock domain with mixed
strategy representation

Discretization Level (Number of Actions)
16 32 64 128

Traditional 62% 12% 0% 0%
Biased Traditional 100% 100% 99% 82.9%

Spatial 93% 38% 3% 0%
Biased Spatial 100% 100% 100% 84.3%

Spatial2 85% 25% 1% 0%
Biased Spatial2 100% 100% 100% 79.8%

Results Summary The results suggest that the mixed strategy representationinduces a

significantly more complex search space than the pure strategy representation: mixed strategies

usually have a non-zero probability of exploring differentactions that may incur penalties. For

this reason, I argue that the slope around the optimal peak has an abrupt gradient that may explain

the decrease in performance. Consistent with the previous experiments involving the pure strategy

representation, the results indicate that biasing never decreases the performance of a method, but

it rather improves the performance in most situations.

Results Specifics Tables 4.5–4.8 present the percentages of runs that converged to the global

optimum when using the mixed strategy representation in theClimb, Penalty, and the discretized

Two Peaks and Rosenbrock domains. As the evaluation of an individual is averaged over 50

interactions, I consider that a run converged to the global optimum if the fitness of the best

individuals (one per population) in the last generation is within 10% of the value of the global

optimum — to exceed this threshold, each of the mixed strategies should have probability close to

1 for picking the action corresponding to the global optimum, as the joint reward for any other pair

of actions is less than this threshold.
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In the Climb domain, both Spatial and Spatial2 significantlyoutperform Traditional. However,

enhancing each of the three methods with biasing results in convergence to the global optimum

in almost every run. The Penalty domain is again easier then Climb — most runs find the global

optimum, with biasing and without it.

The Two Peaks domain is consistently too difficult for eitherTraditional, Spatial and Spatial2,

but all of them find the global optima in 100% of the runs when incombination with biasing.

The Rosenbrock domain is relatively easier for coevolution, especially at low discretization levels.

Traditional is again significantly worse than Spatial2, which in turn is significantly worse than

Spatial. However, the performance of all methods is significantly superior when in combination

with biasing.



Chapter 5: The Informative Cooperative Coevolutionary
Algorithm

In Chapter 3, I provided formal proofs that the drift of concurrent learners away from optima is

caused by poor estimations for the quality of actions, and I showed that ignoring certain reward

information may be helpful to counter this drift. Chapter 4 argued that such an approach might

involve significant computational resources in order to provide certain convergence guarantees,

and it proposed an approach to reduce these requirements by using information that the learners

have observed in the past to bias the search. This biasing technique was proven useful in simple

problem domains, but further research is still required to analyze how the biasing information

might be approximated in complex problem domains.

Observe that all these approaches aimed to improve the learners’ estimations for the quality

of agent behaviors. This chapter focuses instead on a class of simpler estimations that can

be computed quickly. This research relies on the observation that certain concurrent learning

algorithms are guided by the ranking of candidate solutions, and not by the absolute quality values

assigned to them. For example, cooperative coevolutionaryalgorithms employing tournament

selection use the fitness value only to obtain a relative ranking of individuals in the population.

When comparing individualx1 with individual x2, the results are identical if their fitnesses are

100 and 50, respectively, or if their fitnesses are 2 and 1.9 respectively. As a consequence, these

concurrent learning algorithms might have good performance even when working with simpler

estimations for the quality of individuals, as long as the relative ranking of individuals is preserved.

These simpler estimations might however be computed with a significantly lower computational

cost: instead of approximating ideal collaborators for each individual, the algorithm might merely

require a few collaborators to rank those individuals.

This chapter introduces the informative cooperative coevolutionary algorithm (iCCEA), which

puts special emphasis on “informative” individuals — thosecollaborators that reveal useful

ranking relations among the individuals in the other population. The algorithm strives to select

the fewest such individuals to allow the search to progress at a faster pace. I describeiCCEA next. I

then compare it against a related algorithm,pCCEA (Bucci and Pollack, 2004), and also against

three ordinary cooperative coevolutionary algorithms. Overall, the results indicate thatiCCEA

significantly outperforms its competitors in most two-population test problems that are employed

in these experiments.

91
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5.1 Description of iCCEA

iCCEA maintains an archive of good collaboration choices for eachof the populations. Because

tournament selection is used, the idea behindiCCEA is to intelligently identify a small archive

of collaborators which produce the same rank-ordering of fitnesses among individuals in the

other population as these individuals would receive were they tested with the full population of

collaborators. Collaborators in the archive each helpedsomeindividual receive its highest reward,

and thus provide information about an “interesting” part ofthe space.iCCEA further reduces the

archive size by taking advantage of the ranked nature of tournament selection: if a collaborator

improves an individual, but not enough to change its rank (and thus its evolutionary viability), it

is not considered for the archive. Further,iCCEA maintains a degree of diversity in the archive by

ensuring that it does not contain individuals whose maximalcollaborations were too close to one

another in solution space. The algorithm promotes this archive to the next generation, and breeds

children from parents selected via tournament selection tofill in the rest of the new population.

The size of the archive is therefore an important factor. On one side, larger archives might

provide valuable information about the complexity of the search space. On the other side,iCCEA

assumes that individuals are evaluated when in combinationwith each member of the other
population’s archive. As such, large archives may incur significant computational requirements.

Additionally, the archive occupies a share of the population: fewer children are bred into the new

population if the archive is large. It follows that large archives might interfere with the search for

better solutions. It is also worth noting thatiCCEA with an archive size of 1 reduces to a common

evaluation approach for CCEAs: use the best individual (from the previous generation) plus some

individuals chosen at random from the other population.

iCCEA performs the evaluation of the populations and the breedingof the next generations

differently from other cooperative coevolutionary algorithms. The details for each of these

procedures follows.

Evaluation At the beginning of a run, the archive (Archivep) of each populationp is simply set

to the population itself. This means that in the first generation, each individual of a population

will be evaluated against all the individuals in the other population (doing full mixing). This is

expensive, but it provides good initial information beforethe archive mechanism kicks in.

In general, evaluation is in two parts. First, individuals are evaluated against the other

population’s archive members. Second, if more evaluationsare desired (if the number of

evaluations per individual has not yet reachedMaxEvals), individuals are repeatedly paired off

with individuals in the other population and evaluated together. The pseudocode for the evaluation

process is:
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Procedure iCCEA-Evaluation
ParameterMaxEvals: maximum evaluations per individual
for each populationp do

p′ = other population thanp
for each individuali in p do

for each individualj in p′ do
F j

i =−∞
end for

end for
for each individuali in p do

for all individualsa in Archivep′ do
Fa

i = Rewardp(i,a)

F i
a = Rewardp′(i,a)

end for
end for

end for
MaxArchive= maxp |Archivep|
for max(0,MaxEvals−MaxArchive) timesdo

for each populationp do
shufflep

end for
for i = 1 toPopSizedo

a1 = individual with indexi in populationp1
b1 = individual with indexi in populationp2

Fb1
a1 = Rewardp1(a1,b1)

Fa1
b1

= Rewardp2(a1,b1)

end for
end for
for each populationp do

p′ = other population thanp
for each individuali in p do

Fitness(i) = maxj∈p′ F
j

i
end for

end for

Breeding and Archive Selection The breeding and population reassembly phase ofiCCEA

proceeds similarly to the one ofpCCEA: the archive members are selected from the old population

and are copied directly into the new population, and the remainder of the new population is filled

with children bred using standard EA mechanisms applied to the old population (including the

old archive). The entire previous population (including the archive) competes for breeding. The

pseudocode is straightforward:
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Procedure iCCEA-Breeding
for each populationdo

select its new archive withiCCEA-Archive-Selection
copy the archive into the new population
fill the rest of the new population using standard EA breeding

end for

Archive selection is intended to select those individuals that reveal features of the search space

that are useful to the other population. Specifically, iCCEAaims to select a minimal archive

of individuals from populationp such that when assessing the fitness of individuals in the other

populationp′, testing them against the full set of individuals inp would not change their rank

ordering beyond just testing them against the individuals in p’s archive. The hope is that this

archive would provide an accurate evaluation and ranking ofthe individuals inp′ in the next

generation as well.

This archive should be minimal because each individual inp′ is being evaluated against every

single individual inp’s archive. Large archives imply anO(n2) evaluation cost per generation.

Therefore individuals are added to the archive only if they cause individuals in the other population

to improve significantly enough so as to effect the ranking. Of the various individuals which change

this ranking,iCCEA selects the ones which do so by raising fitnesses to the highest levels.

The archive selection process starts from the empty set and proceeds iteratively. For each

individual i not yet in the archive, and for each individualx in the other population,iCCEA first

computesFit1x, the fitness ofx if evaluated in combination with all individuals currentlyin the

archive. This is followed by the computation ofFit2i
x, the fitness ofx if i were part of the archive.

Note thatFit2i
x ≥ Fit1x. iCCEA uses three criteria to determine whetheri should be added to

the archive. First: does there exist a pair of individualsx andy in the other population whose

relative ranks change wheni is added to the archive? That is, is it true that∃x,y : Fit1x ≤ Fit1y

and Fit2i
x > Fit2i

y? Second, is the individual “eligible”? An individuali is ineligible if there

already exists an individual in the archive whose joint solution (with the collaborator whose rank

it significantly improved) is sufficiently “close” in genotype space to the joint solution formed by

i and the collaboratorx whose ranki improves most. Third, and finally, of all individualsi that

meet the first two criteria, the one that changed the ranking by raising the fitness of itsx to the

highest level is added to the archive. Note that the first individual to be selected for the archive

is always the one with the highest fitness. The naive algorithmic description below was chosen

for clarity but isO(n3). It is relatively straightforward to design algorithms that take advantage of

the relatively small archive size in order to significantly reduce the asymptotic complexity of the

iCCEA-Archive-Selection procedure.
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Procedure iCCEA-Archive-Selection
ParameterMinDist: minimum distance requirement
for each populationp do

p′ = other population thanp
Archivep = /0
Ineligiblep = /0
shouldExit= f alse
repeat

for each individuali in p−Archivep do
for each individualx in p′ do

Fit1x = maxj∈Archivep F j
x

Fit2i
x = max(Fit1x,F i

x)
end for
for each individualx in p′ do

for each individualy in p′ do

Fit3i
x,y =

{

Fit2i
x if Fit1x≤ Fit1y andFit2i

x > Fit2i
y

−∞ otherwise
end for

end for
end for
for each individuali in p− (Archivep

⋃

Ineligiblep) do
MaxFiti = maxx,y∈p′ Fit3i

x,y
end for
a = arg maxi MaxFiti
if MaxFita 6=−∞ then

selectx such thatMaxFita = maxyFit3a
xy

if mini∈Archivepdistance(〈a,x〉,〈i,Collaboratori〉)<MinDist then
Ineligiblep = Ineligiblep

⋃{a}
else

Archivep = Archivep
⋃{a}

Collaboratora = x
end if

else
shouldExit= true

end if
until shouldExit

end for

5.2 Experiments

This section compares the performance ofiCCEA against that of several state-of-the-art cooperative

coevolutionary algorithms, which are detailed next.
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5.2.1 Competing Techniques

The first algorithm involved in the experiments isiCCEA, introduced in Section 5.1. Parameter

settings involveMaxEvals= 5, and one of multiple values forMinDist: 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15,

0.2, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. For simplicity,iCCEA-m refers to the run of the algorithm with

MinDist = m.
Second, cCCEA evaluates an individual againstevery single collaboratorin the other

population. The fitness of an individual is set to the maximumof these evaluations. As shown in

Section 3,cCCEA will converge to the unique global optimum if the populationsize is sufficiently

large.

The third algorithm employed in the comparison ispCCEA (Bucci and Pollack, 2004). pCCEA

employs an elitist archive in each population; this archivemaintains individuals in the population

which, as collaborators, were effective in assistingsomeindividual from the other population.

The algorithm uses a Pareto domination relationship among individuals: individuali dominates

individual j if, for any collaboratorx, i’s reward withx is never worse thanj ’s reward withx,

and there exists at least one collaboratory with which i’s reward is higher thanj ’s reward. At

each generation,pCCEA first evaluates every individual with every possible collaborator in the

other population, then assembles the set of individuals dominated by no one else. This set forms

the archive, and is automatically copied to the next generation. pCCEA then fills the rest of the

next generation by iteratively selecting two individuals and comparing them. If neither dominates

the other, both are selected for breeding. If one is dominated by the other, only the dominating

individual is selected.
It is important to note some possible drawbacks of this algorithm. First,pCCEA does not use the

archive to define a small set of collaborators. Instead, it uses the archive only to promote certain

collaborators to the next generation where they, along withnew population members, will be used

to evaluate individuals. Thus it maintains a set of “informative” collaborators but does not try to

use that set to minimize the number of necessary evaluations. This is both positive and negative,

as it requires many evaluations, but provides diversity in evaluations by adding newly-generated

collaborators to the evaluation mix. Second,pCCEA does not use fitness to select individuals. An

individual may be selected if it collaborates better than others with even a single partner from

the other population, even if that collaboration result is very poor. Third,pCCEA only compares

individuals to other individuals and not to the group. Thus an individual may be selected for

the archive if it beats every individual insomecollaboration scenario even if it is never the best

choice foranycollaboration scenario over all the population. Both of these features may tend to

slow evaluation as more individuals are promoted to the nextgeneration. Fourth, and importantly,

the results of the experiments (described next) indicate that pCCEA’s archive tends to converge

to the Pareto frontier, which may be unfortunately infinite in even simple cooperative multiagent
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domains. In such situations, the archive will rapidly consume the entire population, and search

will stagnate.

Fourth,rCCEA assesses an individual’s fitness as the maximum reward over evaluations with

six individuals: five random individuals, plus the fittest individual in the collaborator population

from the previous generation.

Fifth, rCCEA-Perm chooses random collaborators by shuffling each population and then pairing

individuals in the populations. InrCCEA-PERM, both the individual and its collaborator count the

evaluation towards their tally, and so the number of evaluations per generation is almost half that

of rCCEA.

5.2.2 Experimental Setup

The experiments involve three different types of problem domains. The MTQ problem family,

Rastrigin, and Griewangk problems are multimodal problems. The OneRidge, Rosenbrock, and

Booth problems are unimodal but have diagonal ridges that make the search more difficult. Finally,

the SMTQ problem family is both multimodal and has diagonal ridges. Full descriptions for some

of these domains can be found in(Popovici and Jong, 2004; Whitleyet al., 1996).

Some of the problems are inverted from their original form tobe used as maximization

problems. All experiments employ two populations of 32 individuals each. Individuals encode

real-valued numbers between 0 and 1. Parents are chosen via tournament selection of size 2, and

children are created via mutation by adding to the parent’s value a number randomly generated

from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.01. The fittest individual is
copied automatically to the next population forcCCEA, rCCEA, andrCCEA-Perm. As the algorithms

require different numbers of evaluations per generation, each of them is given a budget of 51200

evaluations (plus or minus a few extra to complete the last generation). This results in the evolution

lasting 50 generations forpCCEA and cCCEA, 134 generations forrCCEA, 240 generations for

rCCEA-Perm, and a variable number of generations foriCCEA.

The ECJ package(Luke, 2005) is used for the experiments. Each experiment is repeated 250

times for statistical significance. Given that results often do not have a normal distribution, the

95% confidence interval for the median of the results is reported (as recommended in(Lehmann,

1975)). Statistical significance is verified via non-parametric pairwise t-tests. Each such test is

performed at a 99.999% confidence level (approximated via the Bonferroni inequality) to provide

an overall 95% confidence level for all tests.

5.2.3 Experiments in Multimodal Domains

Multimodal domains are challenging for cooperative coevolution because both populations need

to coordinate to identify and explore the highest of multiple peaks. I start with an empirical
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Table 5.1: 95% confidence interval for the median performance of the methods in the MTQ domain instance
with H1 = 50.

Method Lower Bound Median Upper Bound
pCCEA 149.7024 149.79412 149.8466
cCCEA 149.99997 149.99997 149.99998

iCCEA-0.0 150 150 150
iCCEA-0.05 150 150 150
iCCEA-0.1 150 150 150
iCCEA-0.15 150 150 150
iCCEA-0.2 150 150 150
iCCEA-0.25 150 150 150
iCCEA-0.5 150 150 150
iCCEA-0.75 150 150 150
iCCEA-1.0 150 150 150

rCCEA 50 50 149.99998
rCCEA-Perm 50 50 150

comparison in an instance of the MTQ class (see Section 4.3.1for details). Following, I analyze

the performance of the methods in two traditional optimization benchmark problems: Griewangk

and Rastrigin. To summarize, the results indicate thatiCCEA performs best, especially for relatively

small values ofMinDist (usually forMinDist≤ 0.5). At the other extreme,pCCEA appears to have

the worst performance. The specifics of these experiments follow.

The MTQ Domain Instance

The MTQ domain instance employed in these experiments uses the following settings:S1 = 16
10,

X1 = 3
4, Y1 = 3

4, H2 = 150, S2 = 1
32, X2 = 1

4, Y2 = 1
4. H1 is varied across experiments, but it is

always less than 125.

First,H1 is set to 50 to instantiate an MTQ problem with a wide difference between the heights

of the two peaks. In this case, coevolution might have difficulties finding the global optimum

primarily because the optimum’s coverage is significantly smaller than that of the suboptimal peak.

Table 5.1 presents the performance of the methods in the MTQ domain. The average run ofiCCEA

lasts about 262 generations for each setting ofMinDist. Observe thatiCCEA converges to the

optimal answer in most runs. Non-parametric statistical tests indicate thatiCCEA is better than all

other methods for any setting ofMinDist.

Although it appears relatively simple, MTQ using such settings is fairly difficult to optimize:

the probability that a random sample exceeds a function value of 149.99 can be computed

for H1 is set to 50 asπ × (1− 149.99
150 ) × S2

16 = 0.0000004090615. Given 51200 random
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Table 5.2: 95% confidence interval for the median performance of the methods in the MTQ domain instance
with H1 = 125.

Method Lower Bound Median Upper Bound
pCCEA 148.97783 149.4233 149.65022
cCCEA 149.99985 149.99991 149.99995

iCCEA-0.0 150 150 150
iCCEA-0.05 150 150 150
iCCEA-0.1 150 150 150
iCCEA-0.15 150 150 150
iCCEA-0.2 150 150 150
iCCEA-0.25 150 150 150
iCCEA-0.5 150 150 150
iCCEA-0.75 125 125 149.99998
iCCEA-1.0 125 125 125

rCCEA 125 125 125
rCCEA-Perm 125 125 125

samples (approximately the number of evaluations performed during a typical evolutionary

run), the probability that one of them exceeds a function value of 149.99 is 1− (1−
0.0000004090615)51200 = 0.02072615. Compare this result toiCCEA, which finds better

approximations of the global optimum in more than 50% of the runs. iCCEA thus outperforms

random search in this domain, and implicitly distributed learning algorithms relying on random

search, such as those proposed in(Brafman and Tennenholtz, 2002).

Similar to the experiments in(Bucci and Pollack, 2004), H1 is also set to 125 to create a more

deceiving domain instance: the individuals on the suboptimal peak have higher fitness and are thus

more likely to be selected. This also reduces the size of the area where the optimal peak is superior

to the suboptimal one, making the problem harder than whenH1 = 50.

The results (summarized in Table 5.2) indicate thatiCCEA with MinDist smaller or equal to

0.5 is the top tier performer, and it significantly outperforms the other methods. The second tier

consists ofcCCEA, pCCEA, andiCCEA with MinDist greater than 0.5. Last,rCCEA andrCCEA-Perm

have significantly worse results than all other methods. Thedifference in heights leads to a slight

increase in archive size foriCCEA: the average run ofiCCEA lasts around 253 generations, down

from an average of 262 generations whenH1 = 50 (this decrease is significant at the 99.999%

confidence level).
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Table 5.3: 95% confidence interval for the median performance of the methods in the Griewangk domain

Method Lower Bound Median Upper Bound
pCCEA -0.009099687 -0.008524607 -0.008080815
cCCEA -2.3027173e-08 -1.6132691e-08 -1.06091615e-08

iCCEA-0.0 -1.2595542e-09 -9.4223985e-10 -7.1052053e-10
iCCEA-0.05 -6.868509e-10 -5.39539185e-10 -4.6161386e-10
iCCEA-0.1 -7.2518436e-10 -5.51555305e-10 -4.5181736e-10
iCCEA-0.15 -7.856029e-10 -6.1868948e-10 -4.777243e-10
iCCEA-0.2 -7.931591e-10 -6.166706e-10 -4.8393356e-10
iCCEA-0.25 -8.377967e-10 -6.9733245e-10 -5.179104e-10
iCCEA-0.5 -7.4639095e-10 -5.629196e-10 -4.5529336e-10
iCCEA-0.75 -0.0073960405 -2.74472505e-09 -1.2845356e-09
iCCEA-1.0 -0.0073960405 -2.56566515e-09 -8.832689e-10

rCCEA -0.007396041 -0.0073960405 -0.0073960405
rCCEA-Perm -0.0073960423 -0.0073960414 -0.007396041

The Griewangk Domain

The Griewangk function is defined as

Griewangk(x,y)←−1− x̄2

4000
− ȳ2

4000
+cos(x̄)cos(

ȳ√
2
)

wherex̄ = 10.24x−5.12, ȳ = 10.24y−5.12, andx andy are encoded in individuals as real-valued

numbers between 0 and 1. The function has a maximum value equal to 0 for x̄= ȳ= 0, and several

suboptimal peaks surrounding it.

Table 5.3 summarizes the results of the experiments in this problem domain.iCCEA performs

significantly better than all other methods whenMinDist≤ 0.5. Of these settings,MinDist = 0.0

appears slightly worse (with confidence around 99%, lower than the desired 99.999%). This is

becauseiCCEA-0.0 has significantly higher archive sizes, yielding a lower numbers of generations

per run (161 generations forMinDist = 0.0, compared to 233 generations forMinDist = 0.2).

The second tier of performers consists ofcCCEA, rCCEA, rCCEA-Perm, iCCEA-0.75 andiCCEA-1.0.

Finally, pCCEA is significantly worse than all other methods.

The Rastrigin Domain

The Rastrigin function is defined as

Rastrigin(x,y)←−20− x̄2 +10cos(2π x̄)− ȳ2 +10cos(2π ȳ)
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Table 5.4: 95% confidence interval for the median performance of the methods in the Rastrigin domain

Method Lower Bound Median Upper Bound
pCCEA -0.0001342016 -4.20476935e-05 -2.75237e-05
cCCEA -3.373491e-05 -1.92212125e-05 -1.20936875e-05

iCCEA-0.0 -0.99495906 -7.32915735e-07 -3.9109466e-07
iCCEA-0.05 -0.99495906 -1.44978885e-06 -4.859953e-07
iCCEA-0.1 -1.5460682e-06 -6.5733175e-07 -3.8390752e-07
iCCEA-0.15 -0.99495906 -1.46234045e-06 -7.4304603e-07
iCCEA-0.2 -0.99495906 -9.1238677e-07 -4.893715e-07
iCCEA-0.25 -0.99495906 -8.07612e-07 -4.2249255e-07
iCCEA-0.5 -9.465858e-07 -5.692597e-07 -3.5596943e-07
iCCEA-0.75 -0.99495906 -8.1733685e-07 -5.13917e-07
iCCEA-1.0 -2.7152691e-06 -6.213839e-07 -4.274801e-07

rCCEA -0.9949591 -5.13458285e-06 -2.3090972e-06
rCCEA-Perm -1.700194e-06 -9.64721415e-07 -5.1975854e-07

wherex̄ = 10.24x− 5.12, ȳ = 10.24y−5.12, andx andy encoded in individuals as real-valued

numbers between 0 and 1. The function has a maximum value equal to 0 for x̄ = ȳ = 0, and many

suboptimal peaks surrounding it.

Table 5.4 summarizes the results in this domain. The first tier of performers consists ofiCCEA

(for any value ofMinDist) and rCCEA-Perm, which are not significantly worse than any other

method. rCCEA is worse theniCCEA for four settings ofMinDist. Last, cCCEA andpCCEA are

dominated by ten and eleven other methods, respectively. Surprisingly, iCCEA has about 263

generations per run, indicating that the archive size is very low. This effect is due to the fact

that the highly multimodal Rastrigin function describes essentially a quadratic curve (1− x̄2− ȳ2),

accompanied by a plethora of smaller peaks. As a consequence, iCCEA appears to exploit the

underlying quadratic function to achieve a small archive ateach generation.

5.2.4 Experiments in Domains with Diagonal Ridges

Diagonal ridges create additional difficulties for concurrent learning: progress can be achieved

only when both learners simultaneously explore actions such that the joint actions are along the

ridge. The Rosenbrock and Booth benchmark optimization functions create non-trivial domains

with diagonal ridges. The OneRidge domain, however, takes these difficulties to the limit: each

point along the ridge is in fact a Nash equilibrium. As a consequence, there are an infinite

number of suboptimal Nash equilibria where the concurrent learners can get stuck: suboptimal

Nash equilibria can distort the fitness estimations by completely eliminating all information about

the global optimum(Panait and Luke, 2005b).
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Table 5.5: 95% confidence interval for the median performance of the methods in the OneRidge domain

Method Lower Bound Median Upper Bound
pCCEA 1.47526 1.4772663 1.4805671
cCCEA 1.9103878 1.91416505 1.9197007

iCCEA-0.0 1.5467398 1.5517363 1.5576606
iCCEA-0.05 2 2 2
iCCEA-0.1 2 2 2
iCCEA-0.15 2 2 2
iCCEA-0.2 2 2 2
iCCEA-0.25 2 2 2
iCCEA-0.5 2 2 2
iCCEA-0.75 2 2 2
iCCEA-1.0 2 2 2

rCCEA 2 2 2
rCCEA-Perm 2 2 2

The results of experiments (detailed next) indicate that restrictions on the diversity ofiCCEA’s

archive are crucial for good performance in these three domains. Otherwise, the archive usually

becomes too large and interferes with the exploration of thespace.

The OneRidge Domain

The OneRidge problem maximizes the function

OneRidge(x,y)← 1+2min(x,y)−max(x,y)

wherex andy range between 0 and 1. OneRidge is particularly difficult forconcurrent learners

because it contains a very large number of Nash equilibria: for any valuev between 0 and 1,

(v,v) is a Nash equilibrium. This implies that for any Nash equilibrium (except for the global

optimum(1,1)) there are an infinite number of better Nash equilibria that are infinitesimally close.

Unfortunately, both populations must simultaneously change to a new equilibrium in order for

solutions to improve. To emphasize the algorithms’ capacity to follow this ridge, the populations

are randomly initialized such that all individuals are smaller than 0.5.

Table 5.5 summarizes the results.rCCEA and rCCEA-Perm find the global optimum in every

single run. iCCEA achieves identical optimal performance whenMinDist is greater than 0.

Among the remaining methods,cCCEA is significantly better, followed byiCCEA-0.0, thenpCCEA.

Increases inMinDist put additional constraints on archive inclusion, resulting in longer runs
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Table 5.6: 95% confidence interval for the median performance of the methods in the Rosenbrock domain

Method Lower Bound Median Upper Bound
pCCEA -0.1084212 -0.086038075 -0.07215236
cCCEA -5.4309703e-06 -3.97336365e-06 -3.095801e-06

iCCEA-0.0 -7.0464353e-06 -5.6810313e-06 -4.386692e-06
iCCEA-0.05 -2.9603286e-06 -2.0364071e-06 -1.484208e-06
iCCEA-0.1 -1.5654674e-06 -1.05892685e-06 -6.922747e-07
iCCEA-0.15 -9.347807e-07 -7.36914e-07 -5.559006e-07
iCCEA-0.2 -7.9747747e-07 -5.1362627e-07 -4.3587843e-07
iCCEA-0.25 -1.1045466e-06 -8.6313633e-07 -5.565543e-07
iCCEA-0.5 -1.5428313e-06 -1.1737227e-06 -7.397234e-07
iCCEA-0.75 -9.623004e-07 -6.5651085e-07 -4.610377e-07
iCCEA-1.0 -9.135398e-07 -6.48494135e-07 -4.043417e-07

rCCEA -1.45301265e-05 -1.1222902e-05 -8.5360825e-06
rCCEA-Perm -5.950367e-07 -4.9335307e-07 -4.3179807e-07

(from 134 generations foriCCEA-0.0, to 247 generations foriCCEA-0.05, to 264 generations for

iCCEA-1.0).

Note thatiCCEA-0.0 is still significantly better thanpCCEA, despite the fact that both algorithms

lack any constraints on the archive size. This difference stems from two factors. First,iCCEA

has more restrictions when constructing the archive thanpCCEA does, usually resulting in smaller

archive sizes (in fact,pCCEA’s archive covers the whole population within a few generations, while

iCCEA’s archive has about half that size). Second,iCCEA tends to perform fewer evaluations per

generation, allowing the search to last longer for the same computational budget.

The Rosenbrock Domain

The performance of the methods in the Rosenbrock domain are examined next. This problem

domain is defined by

Rosenbrock(x,y)←−(100(x̄2− ȳ)2+(1− x̄)2)

where x̄ = 10.24x− 5.12, ȳ = 10.24y− 5.12, andx and y are encoded in individuals as real-

valued numbers between 0 and 1. Similarly to OneRidge, Rosenbrock is particularly difficult

for concurrent learners because optimization requires both populations to simultaneously follow a

narrow ridge up-the-hill; in addition, the ridge in the Rosenbrock domain has a non-linear shape.

The results of the methods are presented in Table 5.6. The nonparametric statistical tests

indicate thatrCCEA-Perm and iCCEA with MinDist ≥ 0.1 are the top-tier performers. The second

tier consists ofcCCEA, iCCEA-0.0, andiCCEA-0.05. rCCEA andpCCEA have the worst performance;
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Table 5.7: 95% confidence interval for the median performance of the methods in the Booth domain

Method Lower Bound Median Upper Bound
pCCEA -2.2757607e-05 -1.78912995e-05 -1.3247128e-05
cCCEA -4.1714014e-07 -3.2144021e-07 -2.7121857e-07

iCCEA-0.0 -0.00010195026 -8.06368125e-05 -5.630301e-05
iCCEA-0.05 -5.884756e-07 -4.18359055e-07 -3.5493673e-07
iCCEA-0.1 -3.606497e-07 -2.82521425e-07 -2.2286326e-07
iCCEA-0.15 -4.869323e-07 -3.895216e-07 -3.1035532e-07
iCCEA-0.2 -3.2798286e-07 -2.77684885e-07 -2.2034128e-07
iCCEA-0.25 -4.5106958e-07 -3.7739077e-07 -2.7794223e-07
iCCEA-0.5 -3.0225107e-07 -2.44586035e-07 -2.1388162e-07
iCCEA-0.75 -3.2224608e-07 -2.5254693e-07 -1.9835213e-07
iCCEA-1.0 -4.3931948e-07 -3.6072215e-07 -2.66255e-07

rCCEA -1.5708204e-07 -1.31100655e-07 -1.02842776e-07
rCCEA-Perm -4.172578e-07 -2.9863297e-07 -2.3673356e-07

in particular, pCCEA is significantly worse than all other methods. The difference among the

iCCEA variations again highlights the importance of putting somerestrictions on minimum distance

between members of the archive:iCCEA-0.0 evaluates populations with a large archive, resulting in

around 74 generations per run, whileiCCEA-0.2 uses a moderately-sized archive that allows it 254

generations per run.

The Booth Domain

Similarly to the OneRidge domain, the Booth problem also creates a ridge that can be pursued

primarily by simultaneous exploration by both populations. The Booth function is defined as:

Booth(x,y)←−(x̄+2ȳ−7)2− (2x̄+ ȳ−5)2

wherex̄ = 10.24x− 5.12, ȳ = 10.24y−5.12, andx andy encoded in individuals as real-valued

numbers between 0 and 1. The Booth function essentially creates a squashed peak along the

diagonal axis.

The results, summarized in Table 5.7, indicate thatrCCEA significantly outperforms all other

methods.iCCEA falls in the second tier forMinDist > 0, together withcCCEA and rCCEA-Perm.

Last, pCCEA is worse than every other method butiCCEA-0.0 (which is significantly worse than

everything else). As in the OneRidge and Rosenbrock domain,iCCEA-0.0 uses larger archives and

exhausts its computational budget in fewer generations (around 160), while even small values

of MinDist reduces the archive size significantly (runs lasts for about261 generations when

MinDist > 0). I am still exploring the causes forrCCEA’s excellent performance in this problem
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Table 5.8: 95% confidence interval for the median performance of the methods in the SMTQ domain
instance withH1 = 50.

Method Lower Bound Median Upper Bound
pCCEA 130.5234 135.36403 139.55858
cCCEA 149.99992 149.99994 149.99995

iCCEA-0.0 149.99994 149.99994 149.99995
iCCEA-0.05 149.99998 149.99998 149.99998
iCCEA-0.1 149.99998 149.99998 149.99998
iCCEA-0.15 149.99998 149.99998 150
iCCEA-0.2 149.99998 149.99998 149.99998
iCCEA-0.25 149.99998 149.99998 150
iCCEA-0.5 149.99998 149.99998 150
iCCEA-0.75 149.99998 149.99998 149.99998
iCCEA-1.0 149.99998 149.99998 149.99998

rCCEA 50 149.99981 149.99994
rCCEA-Perm 149.99995 149.999975 149.99998

domain; I currently attribute its success to a good match ofrCCEA’s settings to this problem

domain, compared toiCCEA’s efforts to adjust the archive size to proper settings.

5.2.5 Experiments in Multimodal Domains with Diagonal Ridges

Finally, I create a new class of problem domains that combines the difficulties associated with both

multimodal search spaces and domains with diagonal ridges.To this end, I start with the MTQ

class of problems, and change each peak to have an ellipsoid shape aligned diagonally. This leads

to diagonal ridges towards the two optima, similar to the unique ridge in the Booth domain. The

new class of problems, termed SMTQ, is defined as

SMTQ(x,y)←max
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Table 5.9: 95% confidence interval for the median performance of the methods in the SMTQ domain
instance withH1 = 125.

Method Lower Bound Median Upper Bound
pCCEA 133.09122 137.50821 140.33017
cCCEA 149.99974 149.99985 149.9999

iCCEA-0.0 149.9999 149.99991 149.99995
iCCEA-0.05 149.99997 149.99998 149.99998
iCCEA-0.1 149.99997 149.99998 149.99998
iCCEA-0.15 149.99995 149.99997 149.99998
iCCEA-0.2 149.99997 149.99998 149.99998
iCCEA-0.25 149.99997 149.99998 149.99998
iCCEA-0.5 149.99997 149.99998 149.99998
iCCEA-0.75 149.99994 149.99997 149.99997
iCCEA-1.0 125 149.99995 149.99997

rCCEA 125 125 125
rCCEA-Perm 125 125 125

wherexr
1, yr
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The same values forH2, X1, Y1, X2, Y2, S1, andS2 are used as for the MTQ class.

Tables 5.8–5.9 present the results of the methods in the SMTQdomains forH1 = 50 and

H1 = 125. iCCEA with MinDist∈ {0.05, ...,0.5} performs significantly better thanpCCEA, cCCEA,

rCCEA, and rCCEA-Perm in both domains. This is expected given the results in the previous

domains: no distance restrictions (MinDist = 0.0) leads to large archives that interfere with

following ridges towards optima in domains such as in Section 5.2.4, while large values ofMinDist

tamper with iCCEA’s attempts to search multiple peaks concurrently in multimodal domains

(Section 5.2.3).



Chapter 6: The Lenient Multiagent Q-learning Algorithm

The research in Chapters 3–5 assumed that the joint reward information is perfectly accurate.

There are, however, a large number of problem domains where this assumption does not hold. For

example, learning agents in multirobot systems might only have access to noisy reward information

due to their limited, inaccurate sensors.

This chapter proposes a new concurrent learning algorithm for domains involving stochastic

rewards. I address in particular the more difficult (and alsomore realistic) case where agents

receive the reward, but they do not know what actions their teammates have chosen. As a

consequence, the reward received by an agent when selectingits actions is affected by two types

of noise. The first type of noise occurs because an agent does not know its teammates’ actions,

although their choices have a direct impact on the reward observed by that agent. The second type

of noise is due to the stochastic nature of the reward associated with each joint action. The learning

agents have the difficult task of discerning between these two types of noise: the first one needs to

be eliminated, while the second one is critical for convergence to the joint action with maximum

expected reward.

Reinforcement learning techniques are particularly suited for stochastic domains. Section 1.2.2

presented Q-learning, a population reinforcement learning method, and Section 1.2.4 described

a straightforward extension of Q-learning to multiagent domains. This extension (termed

multiagent Q-learning) decomposes the utility tables associated with joint actions into simpler

tables associated with the actions of each agent. These utilities are updated based on every reward

that the agent observes. As shown in Section 3.3 and in general throughout Chapter 3, concurrent

learners that use all rewards are very likely to converge to suboptimal solutions, while those

that ignore lower rewards are more likely to converge to the global optimum in deterministic

domains. In this chapter, I further that discussion with an extension for multiagent problems

characterized by stochastic rewards. For simplicity, I assume that the environment has a single

state, and I only focus on computing the utility of choosing different actions; this is similar to

the analysis of multiagent Q-learning in(Claus and Boutilier, 1998; Lauer and Riedmiller, 2000;

Kapetanakis and Kudenko, 2002a; Kapetanakis and Kudenko, 2002b).

Next, I describe the lenient multiagent Q-learning algorithm (orLMQ). The name emphasizes

the strong similarity between the underlying workings of the algorithm and the notion of lenience

as commonly occurring in collaborative learning among people. Consider the following example

for an intuitive explanation of how LMQ works. Look back at the scenario involving John and

David learning to play soccer, as described in Section 3.1 onpage 38. At early stages of learning,
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John pays attention to the fact that David can score occasionally as a result of his pass, and he shows

lenience to other mistakes David might make. This is also a consequence of John hoping that David

will improve as he learns more about playing soccer. As learning progresses, John should tend to

prefer actions with higher expected reward. For example, heshould prefer a pass that results in

David scoring with 75% probability, over another pass from which David has only a 2% probability

of scoring. This can be accomplished if John becomes more critical of his teammate’s actions by

ignoring fewer lower rewards. This is precisely the approach taken by theLMQ algorithm.

Section 6.2 compares the performance ofLMQ against that of several other concurrent learning

algorithms. The results indicate thatLMQ has a superior rate of convergence to the global optimum,

especially when the level of noise is high. In addition,LMQ requires less memory than the better

of its competitors.

6.1 Description of LMQ

LMQ allows agents to exhibit a time-dependent level of leniencetowards their teammates. It is

based on the following idea: if an agent receives rewardsr1, r2, ..., rk when choosing actiona1 at

various times during the early stages of learning, the agentignores most of these rewards and only

updates the utility ofa1 based on the maximum ofr1, r2, ..., rk. The reason for this is that those

rewards were obtained while the other learning agent selected (or, better said, explored) some

actionsb1, ...,bk, most of which it will ignore in the future due to their lower utilities. As both

agents become more selective at choosing their actions, it is expected that they will each tend to

primarily select a single action (the best one). At this point, each agent should update the utility

of that action based on every reward it observes. This will lower the optimistic estimation of the

utility for that action until it equals the mean reward obtained by the agents for that joint reward.

If this mean reward becomes lower than the estimated utilityof other actions, the agent will start

to explore these other actions instead.

The algorithm is implemented as follows.LMQ always updates the utility of the action if the

current reward exceeds the utility associated with that action. Otherwise, it uses a probabilistic

approach: if the agent has not explored that action sufficiently, it should show lenience to its

teammates and not update its policy; but if the agent has explored that action many times in the

past, it should tend to be more critical and use the reward to lower the utility of that action. To

this end,LMQ associates a temperature with each action: this temperature starts with a high value,

and it is decreased every time the agent selects that action.As a consequence, the agents’ time-

dependent degree of lenience relies on these temperatures:if the temperature associated with an

action is high, the agent is more lenient and ignores low rewards it receives for choosing that

action. This initially results in an overoptimistic evaluation of the utility for an action, leading
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to the possibility of agents temporarily preferring suboptimal actions. However, the utilities of

such actions will decrease with time due to agents’ fading lenience to one another, and the agents

will become more likely to choose the optimal actions. Thereis also a small (0.01) probability of

ignoring small rewards at all times: I found this to work wellbecause the agents have non-zero

probabilities of selecting an action at each time step. It might be helpful to correlate this probability

with the agents’ exploration policies, and I plan future research on this issue.

Aside from these enhancements, the algorithm follows a traditional Q-learning approach: the

action selection uses the Boltzman distribution, and the utility is updated based in part on the

reward currently received for an action. On top of the memoryrequired to store the utility table,

the proposed algorithm needs storage to encode a temperature for every action. Note that this is

about the same as the memory requirement of OMQ, and half thatof FMQ, two multiagent Q-

learning competitors detailed in Section 6.2.1. The pseudocode for theLMQ algorithm (that each

concurrent learner employs) follows.

Algorithm LMQ
Parameters

τmax: maximum temperature
α: temperature multiplication coefficient
β : exponent coefficient
ν: temperature decay coefficient
λ : learning rate
N: number of actions

Initialization
for each actiona do

Ui = random value between 0 and 0.001
τi = τmax

end for
Learning Algorithm

loop {at each time step}
{action selection}
τmin = 10−6+minN

i=1τi

Wi = e
Ui

τmin

PN
j=1 e

Uj
τmin

use probability distributionW1, ...,WN to select actioni
τi = τi×ν
{utility update}
perform actioni and observe rewardr
RandVal= random value between 0 and 1
if (Ui ≤ r) or

(

RandVal< 10−2+β−α×τi
)

then
Ui = λ ×Ui +(1−λ )× r

end if
end loop
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6.2 Experiments & Results

This section compares the performance of theLMQ algorithm against that of several state-of-the-art

multiagent Q-learning algorithms, which are detailed next.

6.2.1 Competing Techniques

Aside from LMQ, the experiments include three other existing algorithms.First, I use the

performance of a straightforward multiagent Q-learning algorithm (Section 1.2.4) as a standard

benchmark. This algorithm is termedMQ in the remainder of this chapter. The pseudocode forMQ

follows.

Algorithm MQ
loop {at each time stepx}
{action selection}
τ = e−sx× τmax+1

Wi = e
Ui
τ

PN
j=1 e

Uj
τ

use probability distributionW1, ...,WN to select actioni
{utility update}
perform actioni and observe rewardr
Ui = λ ×Ui +(1−λ )× r

end loop

whereτmax is the maximum temperature of the system,s is a temperature decay coefficient,λ is

the learning rate, andN is the total number of actions. The values ofUi are initialized randomly

between 0 and 0.001.
Second, the experiments employ the multiagent reinforcement learning algorithm described in

(Lauer and Riedmiller, 2000). This algorithm, termedOMQ throughout this chapter, updates the

utilities of actions based in part on the maximum reward previously received when performing

those actions.OMQ has good performance in deterministic domains, but it mighthave problems

in domains characterized by stochastic rewards, as shown in(Kapetanakis and Kudenko, 2002b).

The pseudocode forOMQ is:
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Algorithm OMQ
loop {at each time stepx}
{action selection}
τ = e−sx× τmax+1

Wi = e
Ui
τ

PN
j=1 e

Uj
τ

use probability distributionW1, ...,WN to select actioni
{utility update}
perform actioni and observe rewardr
if MaxRewardi < r then

MaxRewardi = r
end if
Ui = λ ×Ui +(1−λ )×MaxRewardi

end loop

where parameters are similar to the ones ofMQ. MaxRewardi stores the maximum reward

previously observed for actioni, and it is initialized to−∞.

Third, LMQ is tested against theFMQ algorithm(Kapetanakis and Kudenko, 2002a). FMQ uses

the maximum reward received per action to bias the probability of choosing that action. Previous

experiments showed thatFMQ outperformsMQ andOMQ in domains with limited amounts of noise,

but its performance deteriorates if the level of noise is high (Kapetanakis and Kudenko, 2002b).

The pseudocode forFMQ follows.

Algorithm FMQ
loop {at each time stepx}
{action selection}
τ = e−sx× τmax+1

Wi = e
Ui+c× f req(MaxRewardi)×MaxRewardi

τ

PN
j=1 e

Uj+c× f req(MaxRewardj)×MaxRewardj
τ

use probability distributionW1, ...,WN to select actioni
{utility update}
perform actioni and observe rewardr
if MaxRewardi < r then

MaxRewardi = r
end if
Ui = λ ×Ui +(1−λ )× r

end loop

where the parameters are similar to those ofOMQ. Additionally, f req returns the frequency of

observing the maximum reward for an action (of all the times that action was selected), andc is

a weight assigned to the influence of theFMQ heuristic. The initial value off req is 0 (assume

0× (−∞) = 0 for simplicity).
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6.2.2 Experimental Setup

I test these algorithms in four repeated coordination games. The first two, Climb and Penalty,

are described in Section 3.2.3 (here, I useσ = 30 for the Climb domain andσ = 10 for the

Penalty domain to reflect the standard benchmarks used elsewhere). The other two, Partially-

Stochastic Climb and Fully-Stochastic Climb, are stochastic variations of the Climb domain that

have been previously introduced in(Kapetanakis and Kudenko, 2002b). In the Partially-Stochastic

Climb domain, only the reward associated with the suboptimal joint action (2,2) is affected by

noise: both agents observe a reward of either 14 or 0 (with probability 50% each). All rewards

in the Fully-Stochastic Climb domain are affected by noise:both agents observe either of the two

possible rewards with probability 50%. Given that agents donot observe each other’s actions, the

noisy reward information makes these two stochastic variations significantly more difficult than the

original Climb domain. The joint payoff matrix for the Partially-Stochastic and Fully-Stochastic

Climb domains are defined as:

Partially-Stochastic Climb Fully-Stochastic Climb





11 −30 0
−30 14/0 6

0 0 5









12/10 5/−65 8/−8
5/−65 14/0 12/0
5/−5 5/−5 10/0





Learning lasted 7500 time steps, each involving the agents choosing an action, observing a

reward, and updating the utility estimates. A brief sensitivity study indicated the following settings

to work better forLMQ: τmax = 500, α = 2, β = 2.5, ν = 0.995, andλ = 0.95. Similarly,

a sensitivity study forFMQ involving all combinations ofc ∈ {2.5,5,7.5,10,12.5,15,17.5} and

s∈ {0,0008,0.008,0.08,0.8,8}, indicatedc = 15 ands= 0.008 to work best.MQ andOMQ also

useds= 0.008.

6.2.3 Results

Tables 6.1–6.4 report the number of runs that converged to each of the nine joint actions (based on

each agent’s action with maximal utility at the end of the run). These numbers are averaged over

10 trials of 1000 runs each.
LMQ consistently converged to the global optimum in the Climb, Penalty, and Partially-

Stochastic Climb domains. This is equivalent to the performance ofFMQ in these problem domains,

and it is also significantly better than the performance of bothMQ andOMQ1. However, the lenience

1The results ofOMQ in the Penalty domain are worse than those reported in(Lauer and Riedmiller, 2000). This
is caused byOMQ missing a special coordination feature for domains with multiple optima. I opted not to code this
feature because it detracted from the primary emphasis of this chapter on stochastic problem domains, where this
feature did not provide any help.
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MQ

a b c
a 414.6 0 0
b 0 236.3 0
c 0 308 41.1

OMQ

a b c
a 1000 0 0
b 0 0 0
c 0 0 0

FMQ

a b c
a 997.6 0 0
b 0 2.4 0
c 0 0 0

LMQ

a b c
a 991.9 0 0
b 0 8.1 0
c 0 0 0

Table 6.1: Average number of runs (out of 1000) that converged to each of the joint actions in the Climb
domain.

MQ

a b c
a 499.9 0 0
b 0 0 0
c 0 0 500.1

OMQ

a b c
a 414.8 0 87.1
b 0 0 0
c 84.3 0 413.8

FMQ

a b c
a 500.9 0 0
b 0 0 0
c 0 0 499.1

LMQ

a b c
a 493.6 0 0
b 0 0 0
c 0 0 506.4

Table 6.2: Average number of runs (out of 1000) that converged to each of the joint actions in the Penalty
domain.

also helped the agents learn the global joint action in the Fully-Stochastic Climb domain in almost

95% of the runs. This contrastsFMQ’s poor performance in this domain:FMQ converged to the

global optimum solution in only around 71.5% of runs.
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MQ

a b c
a 388 0 0
b 0 128 0
c 0 443.4 40.6

OMQ

a b c
a 0 0 0
b 0 1000 0
c 0 0 0

FMQ

a b c
a 993.4 0 0
b 0 6.1 0
c 0 0.4 0

LMQ

a b c
a 998.2 0 0
b 0 0 0
c 0 1.4 0.4

Table 6.3: Average number of runs (out of 1000) that converged to each of the joint actions in the Partially-
Stochastic Climb domain.

MQ

a b c
a 382.1 0 0
b 0 141.1 328
c 0 0 148.8

OMQ

a b c
a 0 0 0
b 0 1000 0
c 0 0 0

FMQ

a b c
a 714.9 0 0.4
b 0 176.3 54.7
c 0 0 53.7

LMQ

a b c
a 949.3 0 0
b 0 13.6 17.5
c 0 0 19.6

Table 6.4: Average number of runs (out of 1000) that converged to each of the joint actions in the Fully-
Stochastic Climb domain.

For additional clarity, Figure 6.1 illustrates the utilities associated with each action for two

LMQ agents learning in the Fully-Stochastic Climb domain. Bothagents start with low utilities

for all actions. After around 2500 time steps, each agent assigns a utility value of around 14 to

its actionb, higher than the utility of every other action. As both agents primarily choose action

b, they decrease the temperature associated with this action, and they start to incorporate lower

rewards intob’s utility estimate(remember that the joint action(b,b) has an average utility of 7).

As a consequence, the utility of actionb decreases, and the agents start to explore other actions.

This generates extra miscoordination penalties which lower the estimates for the utilities of other

actions as well. Given the higher temperature for actiona, its utility is soon affected by high

rewards, and as a result, both agents start to prefer this action over others. This leads to a decrease
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Figure 6.1: Utility of each agent’s three actions.

in miscoordination penalties, and both agents end up with precise utilities for their actiona (around

11), higher than the utilities associated with any other action.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions

Multiagent systems have proven to be a powerful approach to complex real-world problems.

However, designing multiagent solutions is often a difficult task: one can usually describe what

goals the team of agents should accomplish, but cannot easily specify how each agent should

behave for those goals to be achieved. Multiagent learning promises to automate this design

process, and it might therefore hold the key to significant advancements in emerging research

areas that have already multiagent systems.

Recent years have witnessed an increased interest in the research community to identify and

characterize what makes concurrent learning different from the more traditional applications of

machine learning in single-agent settings. This question has been the primary focus of this thesis.

My research identified a key difficulty in concurrent learning: each learner might incorrectly have

a poor estimation for the quality of its behaviors due to the impact of other learners’ behaviors onto

the rewards it receives. An unfortunate consequence of thisproblem is that the search for better

team performance can drift to suboptimal solutions.

One solution to make concurrent learners perform better is to ensure that each of them has

an accurate estimate for the quality of its behaviors. In this thesis, I employed formal models to

prove the theoretical advantages of learners with accurateestimates. I also applied this theoretical

intuition to design three novel concurrent learning algorithms and demonstrated their superior

performance over other state-of-the-art techniques.

This thesis concludes with a summary of its main contributions to the area of multiagent

learning and some directions for future work.

7.1 Contributions

The primary research contributions of this thesis to the area of cooperative multiagent learning are

summarized below.

• It establishes theoretical guarantees of convergence to the global optimum for certain

multiagent learning algorithms. I claim that multiagent learning might drift to suboptimal

solutions simply because each learner has a poor estimate for the quality of its possible

behaviors, and I extend certain theoretical models to account for increasingly accurate

estimates. Using these models, I prove that multiagent learning algorithms are guaranteed to

converge to the global optimum, if properly set and if given enough resources. This result
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extends prior theoretical research, showing that claims onthe existence of uncontrollable

pathologies that plague multiagent learning can be simply attributed to improper settings.

Additionally, the theoretical analysis indicates that thekey to improving multiagent learning

algorithms is to make sure each learning process has an accurate estimate for the quality of

its behaviors.

• It demonstrates the advantages of biasing cooperative coevolutionary algorithms. I

propose and analyze several approaches to combine past and current information in order

to improve a learner’s estimation for the quality of its behaviors. I show that some biasing

schemes might be very sensitive to different settings, while others are not. I then show that

several multiagent learning algorithms can be enhanced with a biasing mechanism to achieve

significantly better performance.

• It details a novel multiagent learning algorithm that benefits form simpler, functionally-

equivalent estimates that can be obtained with reduced computational costs.In addition,

learners take an active approach to improve each other’s estimates for the quality of their

behaviors, and as a consequence, they are able to shift more computational resources to

searching for better behaviors. I provide empirical results that demonstrate the advantages

of this approach in domains where each agent has an infinite set of actions to choose from.

• It introduces a novel multiagent learning algorithm for stochastic domains. I address

the more difficult task of achieving good quality estimates in domains where the reward

information is noisy. In particular, I show that learners can benefit from showing lenience

to one another, especially at early stages of learning. I propose a lenient multiagent learning

algorithm that significantly outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms, particularly as the

level of noise increases.

The thesis also includes two other important contributions:

• It provides a broad survey of the cooperative multiagent learning literature. Previous

surveys of this area have largely focused on issues common tospecific subareas (for example,

reinforcement learning or robotics). These communities have usually worked on similar

issues, with little or no cross-fertilization of ideas. Thethesis provides an extensive survey

of multiagent learning work in a spectrum of areas, including reinforcement learning,

evolutionary computation, game theory, complex systems, agent modeling, and robotics.

I identify two broad categories of multiagent learning approaches, each with its own special

issues: applying a single learner to discover joint solutions to multiagent problems, or

using multiple concurrent learners. I also expose criticalopen issues that the research

community needs to address before these methods achieve widespread applicability to real-

world problems.
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• It provides graphical illustrations of why concurrent lear ners might perform

suboptimally. I present intuitive graphical illustrations to support theclaim that certain

algorithmic decisions might lead to learners having poor quality estimates for their

behaviors. This argument is supported further by the visualization of the basins of attraction

to optimal and suboptimal solutions for learners with increasingly accurate estimates.

7.2 Future Work

This thesis explores a variety of issues in the area of cooperative multiagent learning, and as such,

it opens a diverse set of directions for future research. Here are a few of them.

• The research in this thesis puts forward a formal model for analyzing the impact of improving

the estimation for the quality of the agents’ behaviors on the overall performance of

cooperative coevolutionary algorithms. I also take a first step at providing such models

for other concurrent learning paradigms by extending a replicator dynamics model for

multiagent Q-learning. My future work will concern with proving convergence guarantees

and limitations for the multiagent Q-learning model, as well as with developing novel

theoretical models for other concurrent learning paradigms.

• The thesis shows that concurrent learners can have good performance when working with

only rough estimates for the quality of their actions. Whilethese estimations only preserve

the relative rank ordering of possible behaviors for the agent, they might require significantly

less computation. Can mathematical models help us make informed decisions about this

tradeoff?

• The formal models I employ make certain assumptions that areinfeasible for practical

algorithms. While the thesis analyzes both infinite and finite numbers of collaborators, I

plan future theoretical work on models involving finite populations as well.

• I perform most of the research in this thesis in very simple domains. However, real-world

problems involve many significant challenges: large, possibly infinite sets of states; partial

observability of the state of the team, inability to observeother agent’s states or actions,

to name but a few. Scaling concurrent learning to address such issues is a must, if these

algorithms are to be ever used in practice.

• Last, and certainly not least, most agent-based models involve more than two agents (usually

tens, hundreds, or thousands of agents). Applying concurrent learning techniques in such

situations is certainly a significant challenge for future work. To this end, I am currently

experimenting with the decomposition of the learning task along the lines of the roles the
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agents need to fill in the team, as opposed to the usual approach involving each agent learning

its own behavior. The proposed partitioning drastically simplifies the learning of behaviors

for large teams: instead of specifying a behavior for each agent, learning needs to only search

for a behavior for each role. I believe that this shift of focus from agents to roles permits

learning to scale easily to large teams: the number of roles depends only on the complexity

of the problem domain, and it is independent of the size of theteam.
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